
3 
00:08:49.260 --> 00:09:09.060 
MICRC1: At 8:01am the zoom webinars being live stream to YouTube for 
anyone in the public watching who would prefer to watch be a different 
platform than they're currently using please visit our social media at 
redistricting em I our live stream today includes closed captioning. 
 
4 
00:09:10.080 --> 00:09:28.200 
MICRC1: We have asl interpretation available for this meeting, if you are 
a member of the public watching who would like us your viewing options 
for the asl interpreter on your screen, please email us at 
redistricting@michigan.gov and we will provide you with additional 
viewing options. 
 
5 
00:09:29.250 --> 00:09:45.000 
MICRC1: Similarly, members of the public who would like access to 
translation services during the webinar can email us at 
redistricting@michigan.gov for details on how to access language 
translation services available for this meeting. 
 
6 
00:09:46.560 --> 00:09:55.380 
MICRC1: translation services are available for Spanish been galleon 
Arabic, please email us and we will provide you with a unique link and 
Colin information. 
 
7 
00:09:56.700 --> 00:10:05.700 
MICRC1: This meeting is being recorded and will be 
available@www.michigan.gov slash EMI CRC for viewing at a later date. 
 
8 
00:10:06.450 --> 00:10:11.100 
MICRC1: The closed caption transcriptions will be made available, along 
with public comment. 
 
9 
00:10:11.880 --> 00:10:22.950 
MICRC1: Members of the media, who may have questions before, during or 
after the meeting should direct those questions to Edward woods, the 
third communications and outreach director for the Commission at. 
 
10 
00:10:23.520 --> 00:10:39.900 
MICRC1: woods, he three@michigan.gov or 51733163 or nine for the purposes 
of the public watching and public record, I will ask the Department of 
State staff to take note of the Commissioners present. 
 
11 
00:10:41.400 --> 00:10:42.870 
MICRC1: Sarah please call the role. 
 



12 
00:10:46.020 --> 00:10:46.800 
MICRC1: Commissioners. 
 
13 
00:10:47.880 --> 00:10:49.560 
MICRC1: For President, when I call your name. 
 
14 
00:10:53.430 --> 00:10:54.420 
MICRC1: For me, the code. 
 
15 
00:10:56.520 --> 00:11:00.330 
MICRC1: Steve flat prison vesting witches Rosa. 
 
16 
00:11:01.740 --> 00:11:03.900 
MICRC1: Committee members are present and there is a quorum. 
 
17 
00:11:05.280 --> 00:11:05.820 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
18 
00:11:08.100 --> 00:11:19.980 
MICRC1: I would also note, for the record, then executive director 
Hammersmith is here and general counsel that stool is here, as well as 
another Commissioner Richard Weiss. 
 
19 
00:11:24.330 --> 00:11:37.230 
MICRC1: I will, I would now have the members of the committee, look at 
the agenda and if there are no additions or corrections I would entertain 
a motion to adopt the agenda so i'm. 
 
20 
00:11:39.120 --> 00:11:44.940 
MICRC1: All in favor raise your hand and say Aye Aye Aye The agenda is 
adopted. 
 
21 
00:11:47.730 --> 00:11:51.090 
MICRC1: We will now move on to public comment is there any public 
comment. 
 
22 
00:11:53.760 --> 00:12:01.200 
MICRC1: There is no in person public comment, but there are two remote 
public comments plus friend request to speak for an additional time, 
thank you. 
 
23 
00:12:17.190 --> 00:12:23.430 



MICRC1: Individuals who have signed up and indicate, they would like to 
provide remote public comment to the Commission will not be allowed to do 
so. 
 
24 
00:12:25.050 --> 00:12:32.370 
MICRC1: Without objection I would recognize Sarah reinhart the Michigan 
Department of State who will call the members of the public who have 
signed up remotely. 
 
25 
00:12:33.450 --> 00:12:34.050 
MICRC1: and 
 
26 
00:12:35.760 --> 00:12:37.380 
MICRC1: you'll be able to address the. 
 
27 
00:12:38.700 --> 00:12:39.330 
MICRC1: Commission. 
 
28 
00:12:40.470 --> 00:12:41.550 
MICRC1: In doing so. 
 
29 
00:12:42.870 --> 00:12:57.120 
MICRC1: You will have two minutes in which to address the Commission at 
the end of that time we will indicate that you have used your two 
minutes, and we will just continue your public comment. 
 
30 
00:12:59.580 --> 00:13:00.930 
MICRC1: Without further reduce. 
 
31 
00:13:05.610 --> 00:13:10.530 
MICRC1: First, remote public comment participant is Mr James glam to me. 
 
32 
00:13:19.200 --> 00:13:19.860 
MICRC1: Can you hear me now. 
 
33 
00:13:21.090 --> 00:13:21.690 
MICRC1: Yes. 
 
34 
00:13:22.710 --> 00:13:27.450 
9063607347: All right, James gallant market county Suicide Prevention 
coalition is, in my opinion. 
 
35 



00:13:28.620 --> 00:13:39.210 
9063607347: And now I guess would end for a new iteration where does new 
people new Commission new command new girl Committee, you can make up 
your own rules you're just going to make it up on the fly with the people 
that are here, just like that polder model. 
 
36 
00:13:39.510 --> 00:13:46.080 
9063607347: Is every new iteration is the new people sitting at the next 
meeting committee meeting and that appears what you folks are doing and 
what you're going to be doing. 
 
37 
00:13:46.620 --> 00:13:47.880 
9063607347: And now I found. 
 
38 
00:13:49.050 --> 00:13:55.500 
9063607347: Just today I found new evidence and there's now a controversy 
before they can become before the Court. 
 
39 
00:13:55.950 --> 00:14:06.570 
9063607347: And, as I was saying, the House fiscal agency report states 
that the, this is not a new Commission, the independent citizens 
redistricting is not a new Commission is a reiteration. 
 
40 
00:14:06.960 --> 00:14:18.780 
9063607347: Of the Commission on a portion which was from the 1980s and 
before, is how we always did it, except for now I found the Senate fiscal 
agency report. 
 
41 
00:14:19.260 --> 00:14:31.590 
9063607347: which says that that was abolished and it kind of doesn't say 
anything about brand new it just says it was abolished, so now we have 
the fiscal with the Senate and the House of control. 
 
42 
00:14:32.010 --> 00:14:48.600 
9063607347: kids contradicting opinions about is this a revived 
reiteration and then the rules of the the apportionment Commission within 
apply here and yeah I know you folks don't like follow the rules and 
whatnot but that's the way we do in America and good luck to y'all. 
 
43 
00:14:49.050 --> 00:14:49.500 
9063607347: and 
 
44 
00:14:50.100 --> 00:14:54.420 
9063607347: i'm sure we'll See you in 20 papers, but then read know about 
any Internet and. 



 
45 
00:14:55.950 --> 00:15:12.300 
9063607347: it's a disaster it's what they call a cluster in the military 
and yeah it's really bad and you know your nonprofit cheat sheets that 
were provided to you in your training says don't load the agendas with 
reports reviews and discussion, it says not to do that. 
 
46 
00:15:12.630 --> 00:15:17.490 
9063607347: In your lawyer is giving you advice and you're not doing 
Commission which is. 
 
47 
00:15:17.550 --> 00:15:22.140 
9063607347: made the motion your lawyer told you, you can't make a motion 
during this process did it anyway. 
 
48 
00:15:26.520 --> 00:15:29.190 
MICRC1: An external participant is sharing. 
 
49 
00:15:38.160 --> 00:15:38.610 
MICRC1: morning. 
 
50 
00:15:39.510 --> 00:15:40.740 
Gerri Hall: My name is Jerry hall. 
 
51 
00:15:41.850 --> 00:15:49.320 
Gerri Hall: and vice, Chairman of the genesee county black Caucus I was a 
speaker yesterday. 
 
52 
00:15:50.250 --> 00:16:02.970 
Gerri Hall: And I was just calling this morning to say thank you guys for 
listening to the many speakers that we had yesterday as it relates to 
communities of interest. 
 
53 
00:16:03.600 --> 00:16:13.890 
Gerri Hall: I am so happy that you are listening to the residents and 
that I stay on the call yesterday after the public time and I noticed 
that you guys didn't. 
 
54 
00:16:14.820 --> 00:16:25.410 
Gerri Hall: Take our comments into consideration and the Congressional 
district 10 or 11 were adjusted based on impart. 
 
55 
00:16:25.800 --> 00:16:37.080 



Gerri Hall: Some of the comments that we made so today, I just want to 
say thank you guys for listening to the residents as you continue to draw 
the lines for the state of Michigan Thank you so much. 
 
56 
00:16:41.130 --> 00:16:49.020 
MICRC1: That concludes our first round of public comment from the second 
part of our first speaker is Mr James please last moment. 
 
57 
00:16:56.010 --> 00:16:56.670 
MICRC1: Can you hear me now. 
 
58 
00:16:58.080 --> 00:16:58.530 
MICRC1: Yes. 
 
59 
00:17:00.450 --> 00:17:06.690 
9063607347: alrighty James gallant marquette county Suicide Prevention 
coalition, these are my opinion and I guess we'd like to know who the 
Chair is today. 
 
60 
00:17:06.960 --> 00:17:11.550 
9063607347: Somebody just started talking it sounds like Commission let 
it might be commissioned away. 
 
61 
00:17:11.910 --> 00:17:19.590 
9063607347: It might be i'm not sure, and so you should be doing this 
regularly, and you know, following the rules and making sure in and I 
notice this person that just called just talk. 
 
62 
00:17:20.040 --> 00:17:28.020 
9063607347: So, thank you very much, thank you for doing exactly what 
everybody telling you to do, then, is gerrymandering you are doing this 
in real time. 
 
63 
00:17:28.440 --> 00:17:41.100 
9063607347: To where people on the phone they go tell you hey do this, 
then then it's so you do it and, Commissioner, the witches and 
Commissioner author and they seem very well versed in this folder thing, 
and this bullying. 
 
64 
00:17:41.580 --> 00:17:54.180 
9063607347: very, very well first, and you know this is the 
gerrymandering you go in you don't even know who those people are you've 
already had Commissioners a Teller already said specifically on the 
record, we are not going to verify who these people are. 
 



65 
00:17:54.540 --> 00:18:03.240 
9063607347: it's just somebody on the phone they're going to give you, 
and you know it's going to be, of course, the you know the the same all 
the same old crew that you know the League of women voters and the. 
 
66 
00:18:04.380 --> 00:18:08.430 
9063607347: Voters are politicians that all stated, as this is their 
strategy. 
 
67 
00:18:08.820 --> 00:18:16.020 
9063607347: Is they're going to come in here they're going to send 50 
people and you're just going to say yeah those people said that and just 
do it, this is gerrymandering is what you're doing and. 
 
68 
00:18:16.590 --> 00:18:23.280 
9063607347: it's pretty sickening and it's pathetic and you've people are 
pathetic and I think that what you're doing here is increasing the risk 
of suicide. 
 
69 
00:18:23.760 --> 00:18:28.650 
9063607347: suicidal behavior in Michigan because you're not on the 
rules, this is legitimizing cheating. 
 
70 
00:18:29.280 --> 00:18:34.680 
9063607347: And invoicing and it's interesting how many people telling 
you this way they that they've asked you to do it. 
 
71 
00:18:35.250 --> 00:18:44.280 
9063607347: And you know now I guess the controversy is about the Senate, 
the Senate and the House disco agencies in their determinations before 
the vote before the proposal to. 
 
72 
00:18:44.730 --> 00:18:56.400 
9063607347: And that is this a reiteration of a revised Commission that 
we already had in the constitution as the in the House version says that 
it was Michigan Supreme Court determine that in the voters not 
politicians crossing plate. 
 
73 
00:19:21.570 --> 00:19:36.000 
MICRC1: That concludes our the public comment you can also submit your 
thoughts to the Commission and public by emailing redistricting at 
Michigan michigan.gov or providing comments or maps on the public comment 
portal. 
 
74 



00:19:37.890 --> 00:19:42.900 
MICRC1: And the ICRC website@michigan.gov slash in my CRC. 
 
75 
00:20:08.070 --> 00:20:11.310 
MICRC1: I believe general counsel you have a comment. 
 
76 
00:20:14.130 --> 00:20:29.280 
MICRC1: Thank you so much, Mr chair and good morning to the committee in 
the viewing public yes, I would, for the purposes of transparency, I 
would like to disclose that I received a telephone call from James 
Lancaster on August 24. 
 
77 
00:20:31.770 --> 00:20:32.700 
MICRC1: inquiring. 
 
78 
00:20:34.740 --> 00:20:46.290 
MICRC1: Either whether to apply or or things of that nature and I 
expressed to Mr Lancaster what I would have expressed to any individual 
or former representative that would have asked me the same question which 
is. 
 
79 
00:20:46.830 --> 00:20:53.820 
MICRC1: submit your response of materials to the rfp and the committee 
and the full Commission, I will be doing the deliberation. 
 
80 
00:20:54.240 --> 00:21:03.360 
MICRC1: I also in regard to the other, better think the think our law 
firm out of bloomfield hills and extensive portion of their experience. 
 
81 
00:21:03.660 --> 00:21:13.380 
MICRC1: is representing the city of Detroit is outside counsel so also 
wanted to let the committee know that I have had no pass dealings or 
interactions with that firm. 
 
82 
00:21:13.800 --> 00:21:24.210 
MICRC1: I was not in the litigation section of the law department and I 
was only up in the law department, for I believe six years the rest, I 
was at a different agency within the city. 
 
83 
00:21:24.480 --> 00:21:30.870 
MICRC1: So I wanted to again say that I did receive that point of contact 
and August 24 in that I do not have any. 
 
84 
00:21:31.470 --> 00:21:45.390 



MICRC1: Past experience working with the firm i'm happy to answer any 
questions on that in that regard or either other submissions and in 
prepared to provide summaries or whatever the Commission, excuse me, the 
committee would need Thank you. 
 
85 
00:21:47.970 --> 00:21:50.880 
MICRC1: Does anybody have any questions for general counsel. 
 
86 
00:21:52.470 --> 00:21:56.460 
MICRC1: Hearing none, I would also disclose at this time that. 
 
87 
00:21:57.840 --> 00:21:59.160 
MICRC1: attorney Lancaster. 
 
88 
00:22:00.630 --> 00:22:18.930 
MICRC1: is someone who I have known personally and professionally for a 
number of years, I have not had any contact with attorney Lancaster in a 
number of years, and the only real interaction we've had is with this 
Commission, and the. 
 
89 
00:22:21.000 --> 00:22:28.080 
MICRC1: Applications he's made for general counsel and for the local 
council. 
 
90 
00:22:29.370 --> 00:22:38.280 
MICRC1: Doing that I would like to move through the response that we 
received from think breast sac. 
 
91 
00:22:40.650 --> 00:22:46.320 
MICRC1: The local council, we had three i'll call it. 
 
92 
00:22:48.480 --> 00:23:00.000 
MICRC1: indications of interest, one from think brass brass Act, the 
other from hannigan and the other from James Lancaster. 
 
93 
00:23:01.140 --> 00:23:03.960 
MICRC1: Has anyone did not fill out. 
 
94 
00:23:05.010 --> 00:23:22.290 
MICRC1: A request for proposal form and lesser not scored they did 
respond with a letter saying, in essence, they were interested and if we 
wanted to pursue further with them, we they wouldn't they are inviting us 
to do so. 
 



95 
00:23:23.640 --> 00:23:30.030 
MICRC1: Since they didn't fill out the rfp and they weren't scored they 
will not be considered. 
 
96 
00:23:31.500 --> 00:23:35.340 
MICRC1: Mr Lancaster did respond. 
 
97 
00:23:37.380 --> 00:23:42.990 
MICRC1: I will say appropriately because he had filled out an rfp on the 
general counsel when he referenced that. 
 
98 
00:23:44.400 --> 00:23:45.450 
MICRC1: By reference. 
 
99 
00:23:46.590 --> 00:23:48.630 
MICRC1: I think that's probably appropriate. 
 
100 
00:23:50.250 --> 00:23:54.660 
MICRC1: His score did not top at therefore. 
 
101 
00:23:55.770 --> 00:23:56.850 
MICRC1: He is not. 
 
102 
00:23:58.140 --> 00:24:08.850 
MICRC1: Personal to the bidding structure qualified as far as the rfp and 
the scoring goals, has no aspersions on his capabilities as an attorney, 
however. 
 
103 
00:24:10.800 --> 00:24:20.790 
MICRC1: Think brezec did fill out a rfp and was scored by the vendor 
evaluation score sheet. 
 
104 
00:24:23.220 --> 00:24:27.270 
MICRC1: And came up with a score of 93 out of 100. 
 
105 
00:24:28.950 --> 00:24:33.120 
MICRC1: There were no areas in which they. 
 
106 
00:24:34.350 --> 00:24:39.360 
MICRC1: were lacking i'll put it that way there's four is we're all 
excellent. 
 



107 
00:24:40.680 --> 00:24:46.620 
MICRC1: Obviously there's seven and lower than a perfect score. 
 
108 
00:24:48.510 --> 00:24:50.430 
MICRC1: don't know if anybody could get a perfect score. 
 
109 
00:24:52.200 --> 00:25:07.830 
MICRC1: They did address the issues in their rfp which was 30 pages long, 
or there abouts appropriately they indicate that they've had a number of. 
 
110 
00:25:11.940 --> 00:25:14.940 
MICRC1: representations in the word I would. 
 
111 
00:25:16.020 --> 00:25:21.780 
MICRC1: Typically, classify as a municipal employment area they 
represented it represented. 
 
112 
00:25:29.340 --> 00:25:36.150 
MICRC1: Another municipalities, whose names are escaping me at the 
present time they've had a number of. 
 
113 
00:25:38.190 --> 00:25:39.060 
MICRC1: election. 
 
114 
00:25:40.170 --> 00:25:55.800 
MICRC1: Issues that they've represented municipalities on I thought there 
was a in my review, I thought they had a very broad range of 
representations they listed a number of cases in which. 
 
115 
00:25:56.730 --> 00:26:12.090 
MICRC1: Their representation has been successful, one of the things that 
this committee has repeatedly looked at is the donations that are made by 
law firms, and I would note that. 
 
116 
00:26:14.130 --> 00:26:24.150 
MICRC1: Think bresnik has basically if not wholly donated to democratic 
nominees over the years. 
 
117 
00:26:25.770 --> 00:26:35.040 
MICRC1: me having said all that, if there's any questions, I certainly 
see I did not see anything in my review of what they have done in the 
past. 
 



118 
00:26:35.910 --> 00:26:50.070 
MICRC1: That would indicate that they would not be highly qualified to 
represent this Commission as local council in whatever may be filed 
against us in the future. 
 
119 
00:26:51.900 --> 00:26:58.800 
MICRC1: With that I would turn it over for discussion or comments from 
either of my. 
 
120 
00:27:00.450 --> 00:27:01.410 
MICRC1: compatriots. 
 
121 
00:27:02.640 --> 00:27:04.650 
MICRC1: I see one waving his hand. 
 
122 
00:27:05.760 --> 00:27:07.980 
MICRC1: Commissioner clerk yes. 
 
123 
00:27:11.910 --> 00:27:25.860 
MICRC1: For the for the benefit of the public eye in some some of the 
public that's on today may not have heard the other conversations we've 
had about this, I think it'd be beneficial. 
 
124 
00:27:26.760 --> 00:27:36.450 
MICRC1: Before I comment on these that are channel console comment on why 
we're hiring them and what the scope of their role is going to be as we 
bring them on. 
 
125 
00:27:39.600 --> 00:27:48.570 
MICRC1: i'll address that a little bit myself and then i'll ask general 
counsel to do so, certainly one of the areas that. 
 
126 
00:27:50.610 --> 00:27:57.120 
MICRC1: They will be involved in regarding any litigation, that we would 
have. 
 
127 
00:27:59.340 --> 00:28:05.250 
MICRC1: Our outside counsel look at would be as local council, since the 
litigation counsel is not. 
 
128 
00:28:06.960 --> 00:28:16.140 



MICRC1: Members of the Michigan state buyer so that's one thing that they 
would be doing the other would be as we've discussed previously is 
having. 
 
129 
00:28:16.830 --> 00:28:30.150 
MICRC1: The local council who's familiar with the courts here, as well as 
Michigan issues more appropriately handle issues that are purely local. 
 
130 
00:28:30.900 --> 00:28:40.620 
MICRC1: As one was filed by Mr Davis, which was dismissed by the Supreme 
Court that would be something that would more than likely be handled by 
local council. 
 
131 
00:28:41.250 --> 00:28:55.830 
MICRC1: Additionally, our general counsel is one person we get involved 
in a lawsuit that requires extensive either discovery briefing response 
pleadings etc. 
 
132 
00:28:56.970 --> 00:29:07.440 
MICRC1: Our general counsel that's really not what we hired her to do you 
hired her to give us advice, and that would be what local council would 
do on a local basis. 
 
133 
00:29:08.970 --> 00:29:09.240 
MICRC1: General. 
 
134 
00:29:11.910 --> 00:29:21.780 
MICRC1: Thank you, Mr chair, no I I really have nothing further to add, I 
think that was a very comprehensive statement of what their expectations 
would be again we don't have any. 
 
135 
00:29:23.580 --> 00:29:35.910 
MICRC1: understanding of what what will be filed the value or what 
actions the nyc FC may take on on their own record so again, it would be 
either independently or in conjunction with litigation counsel. 
 
136 
00:29:41.220 --> 00:29:42.450 
MICRC1: Thank you very much i'm. 
 
137 
00:29:43.560 --> 00:29:45.180 
MICRC1: On a call comment on the. 
 
138 
00:29:46.710 --> 00:29:54.420 



MICRC1: Three three companies that have responded to the rfp I agree with 
what Steve has said. 
 
139 
00:29:55.500 --> 00:30:02.070 
MICRC1: relative to on again and change Lancaster and it appears, so we 
have one. 
 
140 
00:30:03.720 --> 00:30:12.720 
MICRC1: One law firm to make a decision on whether or not we're going to 
bring them forward to the full Commission for approval. 
 
141 
00:30:14.340 --> 00:30:18.510 
MICRC1: Given their experience and given their high scores on the rfp. 
 
142 
00:30:19.980 --> 00:30:29.490 
MICRC1: I i'm in favor of moving forward to the to the Commission for a 
full boat and they think they're well qualified and. 
 
143 
00:30:30.750 --> 00:30:42.510 
MICRC1: I think I would encourage the other Commissioners on this 
committee to to give their opinions and and hopefully have the same same 
opinion as I do. 
 
144 
00:30:43.200 --> 00:30:56.040 
MICRC1: Thank you Steve Thank you Mr Clark, Commissioner, which is, I 
would also agree with that statement given the scores given everything 
that was provided for us by the SEC. 
 
145 
00:30:57.450 --> 00:31:04.710 
MICRC1: I would also look favorably to move them forward to the full 
Commission for a vote at this particular point. 
 
146 
00:31:06.990 --> 00:31:12.540 
MICRC1: Thank you, Commissioner wishes any further comments that you 
would prefer to end the general counsel. 
 
147 
00:31:15.750 --> 00:31:21.870 
MICRC1: Thank you very much, Mr Chairman, at this time, it would be, I 
believe the recommendation from the evaluation. 
 
148 
00:31:24.420 --> 00:31:27.390 
MICRC1: is consistent with the committee's direction. 
 
149 



00:31:30.120 --> 00:31:34.830 
MICRC1: you realize that as an attorney you're supposed to talk for about 
five minutes. 
 
150 
00:31:41.490 --> 00:31:43.350 
MICRC1: i'd like to put a motion forward that. 
 
151 
00:31:44.940 --> 00:31:45.480 
MICRC1: We. 
 
152 
00:31:48.600 --> 00:31:54.660 
MICRC1: bring this law firm forward to the Commission for for both for 
approval for for higher second. 
 
153 
00:31:55.980 --> 00:32:06.210 
MICRC1: Emotions been made and seconded all in favor say Aye Aye Aye 
opposed they know okay it passes, that concludes our business for today. 
 
154 
00:32:10.440 --> 00:32:13.260 
MICRC1: I would entertain a motion to adjourn this what. 
 
155 
00:32:16.200 --> 00:32:18.780 
MICRC1: You wanted to say something executive director. 
 
156 
00:32:20.730 --> 00:32:32.010 
MICRC1: I do our typical process for hiring outside consultants would be 
to bring them forward for an interview with the Commission so i'm just 
inquiring if this committee would like an interview. 
 
157 
00:32:33.060 --> 00:32:39.480 
MICRC1: Like I think that would be a good idea, and that would be 
something we would present to the full Commission as to what their 
desires were. 
 
158 
00:32:41.490 --> 00:32:44.910 
MICRC1: So, yes, we would address that in full Commission. 
 
159 
00:32:46.710 --> 00:32:50.670 
MICRC1: Anything else justin witches move Twitter. 
 
160 
00:32:51.810 --> 00:32:52.470 
MICRC1: I second. 
 



161 
00:32:53.760 --> 00:32:59.940 
MICRC1: been moved energy so going into a journal of a region and say Aye 
Aye Aye any opposed. 
 
162 
00:33:01.290 --> 00:33:02.010 
MICRC1: we're joined. 
 
163 
01:08:11.010 --> 01:08:11.550 
MICRC1: We have nine. 
 
164 
01:08:14.310 --> 01:08:21.360 
MICRC1: As Chair of the Commission to me as vice, Chair of the Commission 
I call this feeling of emotional independence is redistricting to order 
at 9am 2am. 
 
165 
01:08:22.590 --> 01:08:27.600 
MICRC1: The zoom webinars being live streamed on YouTube and the Michigan 
independent citizens redistricting Commission YouTube channel. 
 
166 
01:08:27.900 --> 01:08:35.190 
MICRC1: For any new public watching would prefer to watch be a different 
platform than they are currently using please visit our social media at 
redistricting them I. 
 
167 
01:08:35.970 --> 01:08:45.510 
MICRC1: realize you today includes closed captioning closed captioning is 
interpretation in Spanish Arabic me direct translation services will be 
provided for effective, which is a patient in this moon. 
 
168 
01:08:45.930 --> 01:08:52.650 
MICRC1: email us at redistricting@michigan.gov for additional viewing 
options are details on accessing language translation services for this 
meeting. 
 
169 
01:08:52.980 --> 01:08:58.020 
MICRC1: People with disabilities in other specific a combination should 
also contact with district in Michigan of. 
 
170 
01:08:58.890 --> 01:09:06.000 
MICRC1: This meeting is being recorded and will be available@www.sec.gov 
forward slash nyc RC for viewing and later date. 
 
171 
01:09:06.570 --> 01:09:14.940 



MICRC1: This movie is also being transcribed and those closed caption 
transcripts will be made available and posted on the machine of mfcc 
website, along with written public comments admissions. 
 
172 
01:09:15.510 --> 01:09:26.250 
MICRC1: There was also a public comment part of the may be accessed by 
visiting michigan.gov forward slash micr see this problem can be utilized 
to impose maps incomes which can be both Commission and the public. 
 
173 
01:09:28.260 --> 01:09:40.050 
MICRC1: We have questions before, during or after the meeting to direct 
those questions to adwords the third communications not restricted for 
the Commission that would see three at Michigan back Dave or 517336309. 
 
174 
01:09:41.790 --> 01:09:46.620 
MICRC1: For the purpose of the public watching public record to the 
department staff to take the Commissioners present. 
 
175 
01:09:48.450 --> 01:09:58.380 
MICRC1: Good morning, Commissioners, please say President, when I call 
your name if you are attending today's meeting remotely he's just close 
your physical location as well i'll start with Clark pleasure. 
 
176 
01:09:59.670 --> 01:10:02.370 
MICRC1: For me to carry emptied. 
 
177 
01:10:03.420 --> 01:10:04.530 
MICRC1: Brittany Callum. 
 
178 
01:10:05.550 --> 01:10:06.300 
MICRC1: rhonda lane. 
 
179 
01:10:07.530 --> 01:10:09.660 
Rhonda Lange: attending remotely from read city Michigan. 
 
180 
01:10:12.840 --> 01:10:15.120 
MICRC1: Simply uploading present. 
 
181 
01:10:16.950 --> 01:10:17.400 
MICRC1: present. 
 
182 
01:10:18.570 --> 01:10:19.110 
MICRC1: present. 



 
183 
01:10:22.860 --> 01:10:24.900 
MICRC1: Present and Wagner. 
 
184 
01:10:25.980 --> 01:10:28.650 
Erin Wagner: was attending remotely from show up Michigan. 
 
185 
01:10:30.210 --> 01:10:33.150 
MICRC1: Vice President dustin witches. 
 
186 
01:10:34.380 --> 01:10:42.690 
MICRC1: Man conditioners, are present and there is a crime, thank you, 
Miss reinhart as a reminder to the public, watching actually see the 
actual agenda first. 
 
187 
01:10:49.980 --> 01:10:50.250 
MICRC1: Steve. 
 
188 
01:10:51.630 --> 01:10:52.080 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
189 
01:10:54.060 --> 01:11:06.390 
MICRC1: i'd like to add some new business as you're aware the 
Subcommittee on the local legal counsel met this morning and has a 
recommendation I would suggest we put that under new business. 
 
190 
01:11:07.080 --> 01:11:25.650 
MICRC1: As six be excellent, do you have a rough time estimate to do we 
want to to ascend with tell me, I suppose, facilitate that and move, do 
you think that that's like a 20 minute is that a half hours at a about 
five minutes five minutes okay Thank you so under six being new business. 
 
191 
01:11:27.690 --> 01:11:28.680 
MICRC1: subcommittee. 
 
192 
01:11:30.960 --> 01:11:31.590 
MICRC1: Report. 
 
193 
01:11:37.590 --> 01:11:39.390 
MICRC1: additions to the agenda or changes. 
 
194 
01:11:43.980 --> 01:11:54.090 



MICRC1: Second emotion divided among the agenda Oh, thank you, thank you, 
we need a second I appreciate that, thank you, Christine, which is so The 
first was made by Commissioner led to the agenda. 
 
195 
01:11:55.170 --> 01:12:00.000 
MICRC1: And the agenda second by Commission which is on favorite or any 
discussion on the matter first. 
 
196 
01:12:01.140 --> 01:12:04.320 
MICRC1: All in favor of the motion, please say I raise your hand say Aye 
Aye. 
 
197 
01:12:06.180 --> 01:12:18.180 
MICRC1: opposed, please raise your hand same sign the eyes have it, and 
the amended the agenda is amended, I will now seek approval for adopting 
the agenda, please so. 
 
198 
01:12:19.650 --> 01:12:24.120 
MICRC1: First Commission which is second by Commissioner lead and 
discussion on the matter. 
 
199 
01:12:25.230 --> 01:12:29.280 
MICRC1: On favor of the motion, please raise your hand and say Aye Aye. 
 
200 
01:12:30.420 --> 01:12:37.050 
MICRC1: opposed, please raise your hand and same sign you guys have it, 
and the motion of the agenda is adopted. 
 
201 
01:12:39.330 --> 01:12:45.660 
MICRC1: As a reminder to the public, watching you can now view the agenda 
and wishing that go forward slash m ICRC. 
 
202 
01:12:50.190 --> 01:12:54.360 
MICRC1: I skipped some places in my agenda so i'm reading this for the 
first time you'll forgive me. 
 
203 
01:13:04.500 --> 01:13:07.440 
MICRC1: We are now moving to imprison public comment on our agenda. 
 
204 
01:13:09.450 --> 01:13:16.410 
MICRC1: pertaining to agenda topics individuals who have signed up an 
indicator like to provide in person public commentary, to the Commission 
will not be allowed to do so. 
 



205 
01:13:17.940 --> 01:13:26.730 
MICRC1: Number one please step to the microphone and you will have to 
lose to adjust the Commission please concluding remarks, when you hear 
the timer first in line. 
 
206 
01:13:27.630 --> 01:13:34.050 
MICRC1: Please proceed Good morning, my name is Mike work to the 
President of uaw local 602 here in lansing Michigan. 
 
207 
01:13:34.830 --> 01:13:45.270 
MICRC1: My facility that that I represent is in Eaton county lansing 
delta township I represent 2300 Members who are currently laid off, 
however. 
 
208 
01:13:45.690 --> 01:13:52.440 
MICRC1: That is a plant that we've been at since 2006 we have 5000 
retirees our sister plant local. 
 
209 
01:13:53.310 --> 01:14:12.960 
MICRC1: Is the lansing grand river plant which is in lansing Michigan 
they have approximately 2300 Members also they have 10,000 retirees so in 
this area alone with with between those two assembly plants we have about 
5000 retire or 5000 active folks and somewhere around 15,000 retirees. 
 
210 
01:14:14.280 --> 01:14:25.140 
MICRC1: First off, I want to thank you, this is couldn't have been fun 
it's probably been trying on your patience and travel and away from home, 
we appreciate what you've done. 
 
211 
01:14:25.650 --> 01:14:33.870 
MICRC1: nothing's going to be perfect, but i'm here to do something 
that's probably pretty rare i'm here, to thank you and say job well done 
on what will. 
 
212 
01:14:34.380 --> 01:14:39.780 
MICRC1: is, I think the eighth Congressional districts still but will be 
the fifth if I, if I have the number right. 
 
213 
01:14:40.740 --> 01:14:52.050 
MICRC1: Clinton dealt or Eaton county and the county together is is 
something that that needs to happen in Eaton county when my plant gets 
the power framingham county. 
 
214 
01:14:52.680 --> 01:15:09.480 



MICRC1: My Union hall is an idiom county again the plants in Eaton county 
the supplier plants to the plant and am county the grand river plants are 
over in Eaton county, this is a this area and the airport is in Clinton 
county so when we when we bring into logistics to have these two massive. 
 
215 
01:15:11.160 --> 01:15:12.030 
MICRC1: work sites. 
 
216 
01:15:13.320 --> 01:15:21.090 
MICRC1: it's it's troubling to have the have the issue of going back and 
forth between what was or is now currently the seventh Congressional 
district. 
 
217 
01:15:21.360 --> 01:15:28.950 
MICRC1: And the eighth Congressional district when we try to sort out 
problems dealing with our legislators, so this will now be under one 
umbrella knock on wood. 
 
218 
01:15:29.220 --> 01:15:36.840 
MICRC1: I hope you keep it and I just again, thank you for what you've 
done and what you continue to do, thank you for the Thank you and for 
adjusting the committee. 
 
219 
01:15:38.040 --> 01:15:39.120 
MICRC1: next in line is number two. 
 
220 
01:15:43.800 --> 01:15:57.780 
MICRC1: Good morning Steve japin go with the lansing regional Chamber of 
Commerce it's great to see a lot of the Commissioners here again, thank 
you it's good to see the six or 10 here live a very strong relationship 
with the uaw General Motors all of our trades. 
 
221 
01:15:59.460 --> 01:16:09.300 
MICRC1: But I wanted to say thank you to for all your work, and I think 
last year in August I know you guys have had a lot of meetings, but I 
just appreciated the Commission coming on to our. 
 
222 
01:16:10.410 --> 01:16:20.010 
MICRC1: Virtual business roundtables our zoom round tables and I think it 
was fitting, because if you're looking at range and I know you guys got a 
tough job going on here. 
 
223 
01:16:20.490 --> 01:16:25.260 
MICRC1: But our region lansing the three counties clean evening and 
county and then. 



 
224 
01:16:25.890 --> 01:16:37.740 
MICRC1: You know i'm going to show us he crashed, and I mean you guys are 
looking at this right now, but no one one region, we have three obviously 
Congressional members that service you look at some of the State senate 
seat drops. 
 
225 
01:16:38.580 --> 01:16:55.410 
MICRC1: But I think on the federal level to where again all those folks 
are doing a great job, but I think we deserve to have one voice in one 
region here and just on behalf the lansing Chamber I wanted to come in 
there and say thank you to everybody for coming in, but also. 
 
226 
01:16:57.360 --> 01:17:10.470 
MICRC1: You know the decisions you make are big and we do hope that you 
make the right decision, but again, thank you for for your time for 
listening it's good to see Steve number one here. 
 
227 
01:17:12.150 --> 01:17:16.650 
MICRC1: But uh would be happy to run anything you guys need just just let 
us know, but thank you. 
 
228 
01:17:18.600 --> 01:17:22.530 
MICRC1: Thank you Steve number two and for addressing the Commission good 
to see you Steve number two here. 
 
229 
01:17:24.660 --> 01:17:29.490 
MICRC1: you're welcome to join number three yes please Hello hey Steve 
number one. 
 
230 
01:17:33.360 --> 01:17:43.530 
MICRC1: My name is to allow bandra I live down in mason and Steve has 
helped me out for many years since I was 16 years old and first got my 
driver's license. 
 
231 
01:17:47.910 --> 01:17:48.510 
MICRC1: So. 
 
232 
01:17:50.310 --> 01:18:05.610 
MICRC1: let's see here Oh, I want to address more of the State senate 
district, and I do appreciate the the coverage that we have in a little 
section of mason I wish that there was more. 
 
233 
01:18:06.480 --> 01:18:18.390 



MICRC1: that's currently held by Senator Tom Barrett, I feel that, 
especially the reason I moved out to mason was start organic farm and 
ranch out there and. 
 
234 
01:18:19.260 --> 01:18:27.150 
MICRC1: You know it didn't work well with the officials from on the 
Northern side of him county who didn't understand. 
 
235 
01:18:27.990 --> 01:18:35.670 
MICRC1: Why my sheep or skinny and that bloated out like a commercial 
lamb would be they. 
 
236 
01:18:36.300 --> 01:18:44.940 
MICRC1: Believe it or not commercial lamb commercially raised lamb is 
supposed to be as wide as it is long because they force feed it a lot of. 
 
237 
01:18:45.360 --> 01:18:57.030 
MICRC1: grain and everything you ever heard the expression bloated, goat 
and that's because it's bloated with gas you're supposed to cut its belly 
open and release the gas, believe it or not. 
 
238 
01:18:57.720 --> 01:19:21.240 
MICRC1: Well, and an organic ranching you don't feed it a lot of grain 
and corn, and you feed a lot of grass and hay and they're not as fat and 
bloated so there's this disconnect with the out part of the district 
versus the two cities East lansing in lansing where I grew up by the way, 
so. 
 
239 
01:19:22.500 --> 01:19:33.660 
MICRC1: And also, I believe that the students cities, you see them as far 
as the Senate seat would look like they share police, fire chief right 
they share the transit system. 
 
240 
01:19:34.200 --> 01:19:45.360 
MICRC1: Shared a lot of commonalities and a lot of similar jobs which are 
vastly different than our country so that's my piece, thank you very much 
for your time good to see you, Mr lot. 
 
241 
01:19:46.620 --> 01:19:48.030 
MICRC1: Thank you for addressing the Commission till. 
 
242 
01:19:49.140 --> 01:19:51.900 
MICRC1: next in line is number four. 
 
243 



01:20:03.450 --> 01:20:04.830 
MICRC1: Number four we're almost. 
 
244 
01:20:07.140 --> 01:20:07.500 
MICRC1: All right. 
 
245 
01:20:11.550 --> 01:20:13.470 
MICRC1: Thank you, please, address the Commission number four. 
 
246 
01:20:14.550 --> 01:20:23.070 
MICRC1: Can you hear me, we can okay very good, my name is Christine 
Walker and I live in grand ledge Nathan county. 
 
247 
01:20:23.760 --> 01:20:31.740 
MICRC1: i'd like to thank the Commissioners and their staff for all the 
efforts to draw fair Congressional and legislative maps. 
 
248 
01:20:32.640 --> 01:20:43.500 
MICRC1: Our state will be better served if communities and their concerns 
are placed ahead of partner and partisanship and political 
considerations. 
 
249 
01:20:44.010 --> 01:20:51.270 
MICRC1: i'm here to commend the Commission for placing a high priority on 
keeping communities of interest together. 
 
250 
01:20:51.660 --> 01:21:02.460 
MICRC1: Specifically, I wish to commend the Commission for keeping our 
tri county region Clinton eating an angle them together within the same 
Congressional district. 
 
251 
01:21:02.790 --> 01:21:24.630 
MICRC1: This makes excellent sense to me, since the tri counties are 
formally recognized region for the purposes of land use federal 
groundwater planning and addition to educational services mental health, 
health care, disability and aging, among others. 
 
252 
01:21:26.280 --> 01:21:42.210 
MICRC1: Thank you for recognizing Clinton eaten in ingham counties, as a 
community of interest, as you draft michigan's Congressional map and I 
respectfully encourage you to continue that approach, as your process 
proceeds Thank you. 
 
253 
01:21:43.230 --> 01:21:46.590 



MICRC1: Thank you for addressing the Commission do we have number five. 
 
254 
01:21:48.060 --> 01:21:48.570 
MICRC1: We do. 
 
255 
01:21:49.890 --> 01:21:51.690 
MICRC1: Please approach and address the Commission when you're ready. 
 
256 
01:21:57.630 --> 01:22:01.740 
MICRC1: i'll change it up my name is not Steve it's dylan it's a pleasure 
to see all of you here today. 
 
257 
01:22:02.310 --> 01:22:12.030 
MICRC1: So good morning first i'd like to think it's like to start off by 
thanking you for taking the time to put together this Community forum, so 
that people like myself can come here and express my opinion to you. 
 
258 
01:22:12.780 --> 01:22:22.680 
MICRC1: But by way of introduction, my name is dylan Western i'm a 2019 
graduate of Michigan State University and i've spent the majority of my 
25 years living in lansing East lansing and grand ledge. 
 
259 
01:22:23.400 --> 01:22:34.560 
MICRC1: As for that reason that i'm here today as I see it, the current 
proposed maps for senate districts 30 and 32 may do a disservice to the 
residents of East lansing and lansing and some of the surrounding 
communities. 
 
260 
01:22:35.010 --> 01:22:39.300 
MICRC1: For example, these districts, for the first time in Michigan 
history are splitting East lansing and lansing. 
 
261 
01:22:39.990 --> 01:22:45.270 
MICRC1: Now, I confess to you that I am not deeply familiar with the 
metrics that you will be using to define communities of interest. 
 
262 
01:22:45.570 --> 01:22:53.610 
MICRC1: However, with the amount of shared services between these two 
municipalities, I think it's difficult to adequately represent the 
interests of one without the input of the other. 
 
263 
01:22:54.060 --> 01:22:57.690 
MICRC1: For example, East lansing and lansing share in the cat a transit 
system. 



 
264 
01:22:58.140 --> 01:23:06.060 
MICRC1: They share a library system and network of hospital care 
facilities and they share the same fire chief with mutual aid agreements, 
a convention bureau and visitors bureau. 
 
265 
01:23:06.780 --> 01:23:17.220 
MICRC1: And they have a tax sharing agreement, and these are all 
structures that have been set in place for generations and their 
continued success rest upon strong representation, excuse me 
representation in our state legislature. 
 
266 
01:23:18.690 --> 01:23:25.920 
MICRC1: So, by contrast, I speak from the personal experience in Eaton 
county when I say that the interest of a majority of residents outside of 
delta township. 
 
267 
01:23:26.460 --> 01:23:28.770 
MICRC1: are largely different from the interest of being of county. 
 
268 
01:23:29.370 --> 01:23:41.550 
MICRC1: or Eaton county to be represented, alongside the sentences of 
ingham county I believe that the representative elected to the seat would 
be in a difficult position needing to either bridge this social, economic 
and political divide between its citizens or. 
 
269 
01:23:42.930 --> 01:23:54.150 
MICRC1: increase the partisanship that we currently face economically, 
politically and geographically, I believe that the citizens of Eaton 
county hold a bit more in common with the citizens of Clinton Barry and I 
only counties on with them. 
 
270 
01:23:54.660 --> 01:24:01.380 
MICRC1: Now there are of course notable exceptions to this, such as delta 
township which brings in substantial economic benefit to the residents of 
lansing and East lansing. 
 
271 
01:24:02.490 --> 01:24:13.650 
MICRC1: But that's for you guys, to get out, so thank you very much 
pleasure talking to you, thank you for addressing the Commission dylan 
number seven I believe Is that correct or six number six, please. 
 
272 
01:24:19.980 --> 01:24:20.940 
MICRC1: Good morning, Commission. 
 



273 
01:24:24.630 --> 01:24:26.340 
MICRC1: My name is Howard. 
 
274 
01:24:30.660 --> 01:24:32.670 
MICRC1: it's a pleasure to address you again this morning. 
 
275 
01:24:33.780 --> 01:24:43.050 
MICRC1: we've been talking for weeks that if you aren't intentional with 
mapping partisan fairness as a goal, you will end up with an 
unconstitutional partisan gerrymander. 
 
276 
01:24:44.160 --> 01:24:54.450 
MICRC1: As has been widely reported your first draft state senate map is 
indeed an accidental but a very real partisan gerrymander in favor of the 
Republican Party. 
 
277 
01:24:55.590 --> 01:25:02.430 
MICRC1: But you can get to purchase and fairness in the map the state 
senate map if you make it a priority, and if you're willing to make 
changes. 
 
278 
01:25:03.540 --> 01:25:12.150 
MICRC1: You may have to start the metro Detroit area over from scratch, 
that would probably also make it easier to reach your vr a compliance as 
well. 
 
279 
01:25:12.900 --> 01:25:19.500 
MICRC1: But there are areas outstayed outside of the metro Detroit area 
where it's somewhat easier to tweak your way to fairness. 
 
280 
01:25:19.980 --> 01:25:27.780 
MICRC1: For example, splitting ypsilanti up from Ann arbor would allow FC 
its own voice in the state Senate and with help with partisan fairness. 
 
281 
01:25:28.440 --> 01:25:38.610 
MICRC1: splitting the city of Ann arbor and setting its western most 
neighborhoods into the Jackson Western Washington a district, would be a 
minor change with a major difference. 
 
282 
01:25:39.870 --> 01:25:42.780 
MICRC1: would also make the border county district much cleaner. 
 
283 
01:25:44.640 --> 01:25:59.310 



MICRC1: You willing to draw skinnier lakeshore districts, including one 
from Holland to ski again that would better serve the lakeshore 
communities and as a private citizen, I can tell you that's the case and 
that's where I live, and with help with partisan fairness to. 
 
284 
01:26:00.870 --> 01:26:11.820 
MICRC1: Tightening up the northern grand rapids senate district would let 
you keep more of Ottawa county together and we keep the Kent county 
suburbs of grand rapids together which you heard quite a bit about from 
the commenters. 
 
285 
01:26:12.750 --> 01:26:27.360 
MICRC1: Those changes in the outstayed would make a big difference in the 
partisan fairness of the State senate map, while also improving on your 
communities of interest representation, thank you very much, thank you 
for addressing the Commission Sarah. 
 
286 
01:26:28.770 --> 01:26:33.630 
MICRC1: Seven number seven for public comment in person, we do not 
getting. 
 
287 
01:26:36.330 --> 01:26:43.170 
MICRC1: Those who have signed up in an indicator, they would like to 
provide live remote public commentary, to the Commission and i'm glad to 
do so. 
 
288 
01:26:43.590 --> 01:26:50.940 
MICRC1: I will call your name and your and our staff will unmute you if 
you're on a computer, you will be prompted by the zoom APP to unmute your 
microphone and speak. 
 
289 
01:26:51.360 --> 01:26:56.100 
MICRC1: with you on the phone voice will say that the host would like you 
to speak and prompt you to press star six to unmute. 
 
290 
01:26:56.610 --> 01:27:04.500 
MICRC1: I will call you by your name or last four digits of your phone 
number also please note that if you expose tactical audio issues or we do 
not hear from you, for three to five seconds. 
 
291 
01:27:05.280 --> 01:27:09.180 
MICRC1: We will move on to the next person in line and then returned to 
you after they're done speaking. 
 
292 
01:27:09.570 --> 01:27:18.900 



MICRC1: If your audio still does not work, you can email redistricting 
admission inactive and we will help you troubleshoot so you can 
participate during the next public comment period at delivering or 
meeting. 
 
293 
01:27:19.710 --> 01:27:26.940 
MICRC1: You have to adjust the Commission these concluding remarks one 
minute timer for tonight to provide public comment is. 
 
294 
01:27:29.160 --> 01:27:29.670 
MICRC1: Mr Jones. 
 
295 
01:27:35.370 --> 01:27:36.330 
9063607347: Can you hear me manager. 
 
296 
01:27:37.980 --> 01:27:38.430 
9063607347: session. 
 
297 
01:27:40.620 --> 01:27:50.190 
9063607347: I mean there's another chair okay James gallon marquette 
county Suicide Prevention coalition, these are my opinions, and I see 
that Commissioner Roth, on. 
 
298 
01:27:50.670 --> 01:27:58.650 
9063607347: is very willing and able to carry on the torch of 
inconsistencies and consensus building and complete lack of semblance of 
order. 
 
299 
01:27:59.310 --> 01:28:02.220 
9063607347: As you can see, he doesn't know how to vote, he doesn't know 
how to carry on a vote either. 
 
300 
01:28:02.670 --> 01:28:12.960 
9063607347: He does because he's never really done that, as good as it 
had to do that, over time, if you did it the same every time it would go 
a lot faster, and I think there's a big waste of time arguing about not 
voting and. 
 
301 
01:28:13.500 --> 01:28:27.300 
9063607347: Now about your your subcommittee I was at the subcommittee 
meeting this morning, what a complete abortion of justice they had 
absolutely nothing to say about any of it, they took them about 14 
minutes and. 
 
302 



01:28:28.470 --> 01:28:32.910 
9063607347: They said the restoring their scoring sheets working what 
secret meeting did that happen. 
 
303 
01:28:33.300 --> 01:28:39.540 
9063607347: Sometime before that scene, then all of a sudden they're just 
this is done, this is pretty much commissioned let's buddy who's going to 
get that job. 
 
304 
01:28:40.050 --> 01:28:51.120 
9063607347: And that's how it's going to work and and you know this is, I 
found a piece of information now you know the House fiscal report states 
that this is a revived reiteration. 
 
305 
01:28:51.480 --> 01:28:57.090 
9063607347: Of the Commission on apportionment from the 1980s and but the 
Senate report. 
 
306 
01:28:57.660 --> 01:29:05.220 
9063607347: From the fiscal Agency says that that Commission was 
abolished, so we have two separate reports that are constantly 
conflicting here. 
 
307 
01:29:05.430 --> 01:29:12.660 
9063607347: And of course us folks they want to just make it up on the 
fly want to go in one, and of course us, you know you know it's my 
culture as a white man. 
 
308 
01:29:13.170 --> 01:29:26.400 
9063607347: Is follow the rules it's a republican part of it is we live 
Republicans don't like follow the rules and like cheating they like 
Bowling but fundamentally it's there are some rules, we need to be 
following them, and I would ask you to start doing that and. 
 
309 
01:29:27.510 --> 01:29:36.330 
9063607347: it's interesting a Commissioner, the Commissioners and also, 
it will take five minutes for that for that announcement you know and 
they didn't follow the rules to add three different applications. 
 
310 
01:29:36.720 --> 01:29:50.100 
9063607347: And then they just both want to make motions had all the 
discussion first like you always do, and then negotiate the motion and 
then oh like you just present this one forward that was supposed to 
happen, you already have a rules on that and I was wondering if 
Commission rother and has. 
 



311 
01:29:51.450 --> 01:29:53.160 
MICRC1: Keep progressing, the Commission, Mr count. 
 
312 
01:29:55.800 --> 01:29:56.100 
MICRC1: Next. 
 
313 
01:29:57.960 --> 01:30:01.020 
MICRC1: To provide public comment is Member chin. 
 
314 
01:30:10.590 --> 01:30:18.510 
Margaret Schankler: Can you hear me, yes, we can okay um so my name is 
Margaret shanklin I live in an urban washtenaw county. 
 
315 
01:30:18.870 --> 01:30:26.820 
Margaret Schankler: And i'm speaking today primarily to address the state 
senate district maps proposed for my area I currently live in the. 
 
316 
01:30:27.120 --> 01:30:34.920 
Margaret Schankler: What is now D 18 and I love my Center to pieces, I 
feel he does an amazing job of representing the many different voices in 
our Community. 
 
317 
01:30:35.280 --> 01:30:52.380 
Margaret Schankler: However, I wholeheartedly agree with the comments 
that Sarah Howard just made a few minutes ago, the proposed map leaves my 
district relatively intact, so you think i'd be happy, but because the 
goal of this process is to create non gerrymandered maps. 
 
318 
01:30:54.300 --> 01:31:06.240 
Margaret Schankler: da keen and the proposed 27 are prime examples of 
what is known as packing all the democrats and washing all county are 
packed into one district, giving us a solid seat, but little 
competitiveness outside the district. 
 
319 
01:31:06.750 --> 01:31:18.990 
Margaret Schankler: To unpack the district, we must split Ann arbor and 
ypsilanti apart and and with the West and East side of Ann arbor and MC I 
concur with. 
 
320 
01:31:20.430 --> 01:31:30.150 
Margaret Schankler: Sarah suggestions for how to make those competitive 
districts, I understand that you have not yet applied the partisan 
fairness filter to these maps. 
 



321 
01:31:30.810 --> 01:31:41.520 
Margaret Schankler: So i'm here today to encourage you to make partisan 
fairness, a key factor in these maps, so that we have more conditions 
competitive districts where every vote counts, I think that was the the. 
 
322 
01:31:42.450 --> 01:31:53.010 
Margaret Schankler: Primary intent of passing proposition to and 
regarding the Congressional maps, I have the same feeling that the 
partisan of fairness. 
 
323 
01:31:54.390 --> 01:32:06.720 
Margaret Schankler: filter has not been applied at all and that, when it 
does, it should we should see way more bounce districts than we do now 
and that I understand the value of communities of interest. 
 
324 
01:32:07.230 --> 01:32:15.600 
Margaret Schankler: But um they should not be kept together at the 
expense of partisan fairness these these are key concepts, thank you. 
 
325 
01:32:16.260 --> 01:32:17.520 
MICRC1: Thank you for addressing the Commission. 
 
326 
01:32:19.140 --> 01:32:25.560 
MICRC1: Next time to provide public comment is number four number three 
Judy hard. 
 
327 
01:32:34.890 --> 01:32:36.180 
MICRC1: For our staff to unmute you. 
 
328 
01:32:37.770 --> 01:32:38.520 
Judy Hart: Can you hear me. 
 
329 
01:32:39.210 --> 01:32:40.860 
MICRC1: We can thank you please go ahead. 
 
330 
01:32:41.370 --> 01:32:47.010 
Judy Hart: My name is Judy heart, I also I can start my Sir I also am 
furman arbor. 
 
331 
01:32:48.270 --> 01:32:55.620 
Judy Hart: In Washington county and we voted as a state to stop 
gerrymandering of many regions in the state of Michigan. 
 



332 
01:32:56.280 --> 01:33:12.150 
Judy Hart: And when you manipulate the election maps it undermines our 
democracy, and I would like to support geographically balanced districts 
that reflect the political orientation of the population of that region, 
and please make partisan fairness, a priority. 
 
333 
01:33:15.810 --> 01:33:16.440 
MICRC1: In the Commission. 
 
334 
01:33:18.300 --> 01:33:19.530 
MICRC1: next in line to speak. 
 
335 
01:33:21.450 --> 01:33:22.320 
MICRC1: Is Mary. 
 
336 
01:33:24.690 --> 01:33:29.310 
MICRC1: he's alone and for our staff to unmute you and you were invited 
to address the Commission when you're ready. 
 
337 
01:33:30.450 --> 01:33:31.380 
MICRC1: For the record. 
 
338 
01:33:32.820 --> 01:33:37.170 
MICRC1: participant number five and six are not present very good Thank 
you. 
 
339 
01:33:43.350 --> 01:33:45.870 
MICRC1: Please provide for our staff to meet you. 
 
340 
01:34:03.390 --> 01:34:04.440 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Good morning, can you hear me. 
 
341 
01:34:08.070 --> 01:34:08.460 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Hello. 
 
342 
01:34:09.330 --> 01:34:10.500 
MICRC1: Yes, we can hear you. 
 
343 
01:34:11.040 --> 01:34:25.710 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Good morning, I apologize my video, my name is Karen 
jam feldman I am a longtime resident of oakland county and I want to 



thank the Commission very much for the diligent work in an otherwise 
challenging timeframe. 
 
344 
01:34:26.820 --> 01:34:30.360 
Karen Jan Feldmann: I would like to, however, asked for a number of. 
 
345 
01:34:31.710 --> 01:34:42.930 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Concerns considerations, first in reviewing the list 
of the maps that have been proposed so far, I cannot find a label for a 
comprehensive state house map. 
 
346 
01:34:43.380 --> 01:34:49.680 
Karen Jan Feldmann: i've been through all of them and they're based on 
the dates, but I do not see one that identifies it as a comprehensive 
map. 
 
347 
01:34:50.040 --> 01:34:59.370 
Karen Jan Feldmann: For the Internet for all of the statehouse districts 
and would ask that that be the label be modified so that everyone can see 
what the comprehensive map would look like. 
 
348 
01:35:00.450 --> 01:35:09.450 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Then I would also ask that, as you come up to 
identify partisan fairness in the mass that you take into consideration. 
 
349 
01:35:09.840 --> 01:35:27.660 
Karen Jan Feldmann: That the disproportionate loss of population was in 
the far north of Michigan so that in the district must be lost, that it 
be represented by the far north of Michigan rather than southeast 
Michigan acid apparently is currently. 
 
350 
01:35:29.070 --> 01:35:40.950 
Karen Jan Feldmann: My concern at this point in time is that there is an 
impetus to get this done by a deadline which presents the possibility of 
creating a bad map on time. 
 
351 
01:35:41.310 --> 01:36:00.210 
Karen Jan Feldmann: Rather than a good map that would endure for 10 years 
and I asked the Commission to take into partisan fairness very, very 
seriously, so that the interest and the demographics of Michigan are 
truly represented, thank you very much. 
 
352 
01:36:01.980 --> 01:36:02.820 
MICRC1: Addressing the condition. 
 



353 
01:36:05.010 --> 01:36:08.580 
MICRC1: Is precise please learn first after you. 
 
354 
01:36:25.980 --> 01:36:26.700 
Bob Trezise: Good morning. 
 
355 
01:36:27.570 --> 01:36:27.930 
MICRC1: Good morning. 
 
356 
01:36:28.800 --> 01:36:39.570 
Bob Trezise: hi my name is Bob trees i'm President and CEO of lansing 
economic area partnership leap which is a regional economic development 
entity, representing ingham eaten and Clinton counties. 
 
357 
01:36:40.080 --> 01:36:51.240 
Bob Trezise: i've been asked by several people to comment today on my 
observations as to the history and philosophy that has driven economic 
development across are aligned and unified three county area. 
 
358 
01:36:51.690 --> 01:37:01.680 
Bob Trezise: leap and myself are a political and have no viewpoint, with 
regard to your ultimate decisions I merely make these objective 
observations to maybe enhance the quality of dialogue, I hope. 
 
359 
01:37:02.010 --> 01:37:07.800 
Bob Trezise: The information in your ultimate decision making and I 
respect and appreciate your time today. 
 
360 
01:37:08.280 --> 01:37:18.870 
Bob Trezise: Since the early 1990s, both capital choice at the lansing 
Chamber regional chamber and for the last 15 years lead, made up of 
membership equally represented across all three counties. 
 
361 
01:37:19.260 --> 01:37:31.260 
Bob Trezise: We market our region to the country end of the world, as the 
lansing region every corner of the three county area is the lansing 
region, which is a unified familiar marketplace, to the world. 
 
362 
01:37:32.250 --> 01:37:38.550 
Bob Trezise: Both governor snyder and governor whitmer acknowledge our 
region is region number seven a collaborative Development Council. 
 
363 
01:37:39.330 --> 01:37:46.380 



Bob Trezise: And we're just the three counties as one of 10 regions in 
the state and leap is that coordinating agency. 
 
364 
01:37:47.280 --> 01:37:53.760 
Bob Trezise: We love our three county region because, unlike some of the 
other CDC regions, we are a true region. 
 
365 
01:37:53.970 --> 01:38:07.920 
Bob Trezise: We know one another, we work together we have disputes, but 
it's all within the familiarity of friends and neighbors and our unified 
marketplace, we are one metropolitan statistical area MSA was shy Oh, I 
see actually. 
 
366 
01:38:08.460 --> 01:38:18.630 
Bob Trezise: Recently, added to this MSA and that in great part is 
statistically and data, driven by the community of people from one area 
of living to another connection area of work. 
 
367 
01:38:18.870 --> 01:38:37.140 
Bob Trezise: We all know that there is major short distance commute 
connecting between all of them county and as a Center of work and nearby 
neighborhoods and eaten and Clinton county and now even shy yc county is 
an anomaly lansing is the only capital city in America, that is not the 
county seat. 
 
368 
01:38:38.760 --> 01:38:40.590 
MICRC1: You progress in the Commission is to choose what's. 
 
369 
01:38:42.180 --> 01:38:44.370 
MICRC1: next in line to provide public comment. 
 
370 
01:38:52.740 --> 01:38:53.730 
MICRC1: Yes, please proceed. 
 
371 
01:38:54.330 --> 01:39:03.930 
Trenton Berry: fellow Commissioners, my name is trained Barry and i'm 
from England Michigan and based on the US Congressional districts that 
you guys do yesterday you drop Midland from the rest of the tri cities in 
flint. 
 
372 
01:39:04.320 --> 01:39:10.290 
Trenton Berry: You guys were concerned about diluting the minority 
population because someone said the ending billund increase the white 
population. 
 



373 
01:39:10.710 --> 01:39:20.400 
Trenton Berry: But Linda is, by and large, are very white city, but if 
you look at the 2020 census data it would show that what you guys created 
yesterday is diluting the minority vote even more. 
 
374 
01:39:20.760 --> 01:39:37.470 
Trenton Berry: Based on the 2020 census then city has a white population 
of 89.9% in Bergen county as a whole has a white population of 93.8% 
would while to school at an area that companies have a white population 
of 96.2 and 96% respectively. 
 
375 
01:39:38.340 --> 01:39:44.580 
Trenton Berry: Bay county has a big county has a population of 94.6% 
which is higher than Midland county. 
 
376 
01:39:45.090 --> 01:39:52.440 
Trenton Berry: From the same data Muslim city has an African American 
population of 2.1% which is above to school is 1.3% in. 
 
377 
01:39:52.980 --> 01:40:00.930 
Trenton Berry: Our next 0.5% Muslim city also has an Asian population of 
4% which is above Tesco and Aaron X 0.3%. 
 
378 
01:40:01.380 --> 01:40:12.060 
Trenton Berry: Which means that they guys created excluding Midland is 
diluting the minority vote even more it'd be very much appreciated if you 
guys, could we do with the array analysis within without Midland and see. 
 
379 
01:40:23.430 --> 01:40:23.910 
MICRC1: Last year. 
 
380 
01:40:34.800 --> 01:40:35.490 
MICRC1: So speaking. 
 
381 
01:40:51.960 --> 01:41:00.960 
MICRC1: So good to see, please, Mr Barry It appears that you're 
experiencing technical difficulties, we can move on to the next 
participant and return to you at a later time. 
 
382 
01:41:01.470 --> 01:41:11.130 
MICRC1: And if your technical difficulties continue to persist, please 
email us at redistricting at Michigan and allow each other, to thank you, 
thank you, Secretary of State. 
 



383 
01:41:12.330 --> 01:41:14.490 
MICRC1: next in line is andrea's. 
 
384 
01:41:16.380 --> 01:41:18.600 
MICRC1: Please below moment for our staff to unmute you. 
 
385 
01:41:19.740 --> 01:41:20.310 
Art Reyes: Can you hear me. 
 
386 
01:41:21.060 --> 01:41:22.110 
MICRC1: The morning, yes, we can. 
 
387 
01:41:24.630 --> 01:41:33.060 
Art Reyes: Okay, good morning Commissioners and everyone, my name is 
Andreas i'm a lifelong michigander and rather than genesee county, thank 
you for your efforts. 
 
388 
01:41:33.780 --> 01:41:41.970 
Art Reyes: Carrying out the may decide to you by the voters of Michigan I 
appreciate seeing the newer versions of the map yesterday. 
 
389 
01:41:42.360 --> 01:41:54.450 
Art Reyes: I appreciate seeing both the second and third version of what 
is the current fifth but will be the 11th keeps the communities of 
swimming genesee county which Sagan on based on. 
 
390 
01:41:55.380 --> 01:42:01.440 
Art Reyes: Whether midwood city is included or not these new proposals 
are far better than the first one. 
 
391 
01:42:01.860 --> 01:42:10.920 
Art Reyes: And it does seem to pay proper respect to the communities of 
interest along that part of the I 75 corridor, while addressing parts in 
fairness, I would further ask, though, that. 
 
392 
01:42:11.700 --> 01:42:29.250 
Art Reyes: When we're redoing these Congressional districts and it's 
unfortunate that our census data has us losing a Congressional seat, but 
I would ask that that Congressional district, that has to be lost 
correlate to where the population actually was lost that is northern 
Michigan and. 
 
393 
01:42:30.330 --> 01:42:38.520 



Art Reyes: While it's a shame anytime that we lose population and 
therefore lose a voice in Congress, we should move that voice from where 
the people have left. 
 
394 
01:42:39.720 --> 01:42:39.960 
Art Reyes: Thank. 
 
395 
01:42:42.060 --> 01:42:45.960 
Art Reyes: You again for the work that you're doing, please stay safe for 
the work that you're doing. 
 
396 
01:42:48.750 --> 01:42:52.470 
MICRC1: Thank you justin the Commission next to mine is the Krishna 
handy. 
 
397 
01:42:54.810 --> 01:42:55.320 
MICRC1: When you do. 
 
398 
01:42:59.070 --> 01:42:59.850 
La Cracha Handy: Good morning. 
 
399 
01:43:00.180 --> 01:43:00.810 
MICRC1: I am looking for. 
 
400 
01:43:01.320 --> 01:43:03.810 
La Cracha Handy: me, can you hear me i'm sorry. 
 
401 
01:43:04.560 --> 01:43:04.980 
MICRC1: i'm sorry. 
 
402 
01:43:05.520 --> 01:43:12.090 
La Cracha Handy: Thank you good morning, Commissioners, I am look 
Christianity resident i'll play township in genesee county. 
 
403 
01:43:12.900 --> 01:43:26.220 
La Cracha Handy: The people have spoken, and you all listen, so I just 
want to say thank you from the bottom of my heart for listening to the 
Community in regards to keeping flint saginaw and Bay city together, 
thank you. 
 
404 
01:43:28.020 --> 01:43:29.010 
MICRC1: Thank you, thank you. 
 



405 
01:43:32.280 --> 01:43:33.000 
MICRC1: Thompson. 
 
406 
01:43:35.280 --> 01:43:35.760 
On medium. 
 
407 
01:43:40.980 --> 01:43:41.400 
Dorian Thompson: can hear me. 
 
408 
01:43:42.450 --> 01:43:43.980 
MICRC1: Yes, we can all right. 
 
409 
01:43:44.040 --> 01:43:53.070 
Dorian Thompson: Good morning, my name is Doreen Thompson when I moved on 
to a county started my career as a student grand valley State University, 
I was struck by the sense of community and pride of the residents of I 
don't county. 
 
410 
01:43:53.550 --> 01:44:01.080 
Dorian Thompson: I learned about Dutch culture beautiful lake shore and 
hospitality of his residence I don't county became home and the residents 
became family to make. 
 
411 
01:44:01.680 --> 01:44:06.720 
Dorian Thompson: Currently in the Boards planet aims to tear auto 
counting the three different irrational districts, which is a dangerous 
plan. 
 
412 
01:44:07.380 --> 01:44:16.380 
Dorian Thompson: auto counties, one of the most unique county the United 
States, with access to a major lake it's a tourist attraction it's a 
cultural hub and it's a strong presence in the manufacturing industry. 
 
413 
01:44:16.860 --> 01:44:23.430 
Dorian Thompson: Now more than ever, they deserve to have one memory 
United States House representatives who can voice their concerns and 
needs in a unified way. 
 
414 
01:44:24.060 --> 01:44:32.340 
Dorian Thompson: During the 1840s United States of America became home to 
a new Community of people Dutch Americans and a large portion of them 
settled in Holland Michigan, which is an auto county. 
 
415 



01:44:32.880 --> 01:44:37.740 
Dorian Thompson: Right now, I don't count is roughly is home to roughly 
10% of Americans living United States. 
 
416 
01:44:38.310 --> 01:44:44.820 
Dorian Thompson: Under the redistricting process that is not only a 
president to keep kid communities with a shared interest together, it is 
imperative, we do so. 
 
417 
01:44:45.570 --> 01:44:57.270 
Dorian Thompson: When you break a Community you break their ability to 
come together as one you break their common goals on the federal level, 
and you break them at their core with the current climate needs of the 
county now more than ever. 
 
418 
01:44:58.950 --> 01:45:06.150 
Dorian Thompson: Is not the time to destroy the special special Community 
with a shared interest on multiple fronts. 
 
419 
01:45:06.630 --> 01:45:15.030 
Dorian Thompson: I cannot stress enough how egregious it is that Kent 
county with double the size of populations, our county is currently kept 
together as whole well Ottawa county split up into three. 
 
420 
01:45:15.510 --> 01:45:23.790 
Dorian Thompson: With that in mind also stress that auto county has no 
shared interest in kalamazoo county and I urge the board to reconsider 
this plan, because it sets a dangerous precedent. 
 
421 
01:45:24.330 --> 01:45:37.350 
Dorian Thompson: It is my hope the board remains committed to his promise 
of keeping communities together and now breaking them up with the current 
challenges facing our nation and community, we need each other, and we 
need to be united as one Thank you so much for your time and have a great 
day. 
 
422 
01:46:10.470 --> 01:46:11.790 
Jon Meyer: hi there can you hear me. 
 
423 
01:46:13.980 --> 01:46:14.580 
MICRC1: Relatively garbled. 
 
424 
01:46:17.190 --> 01:46:30.120 



Jon Meyer: i'd like to start by thanking the Commission for giving me the 
opportunity to speak and absolutely in favor of keeping our county is one 
and not divided into three. 
 
425 
01:46:31.560 --> 01:46:42.750 
Jon Meyer: It is imperative that we consider and that the redistribute 
Dean team considers keeping everything in Ottawa county together. 
 
426 
01:46:45.270 --> 01:46:48.510 
Jon Meyer: And I appreciate everybody's work on this, thank you. 
 
427 
01:46:50.400 --> 01:46:51.270 
MICRC1: justin the Commission. 
 
428 
01:46:54.000 --> 01:47:02.520 
MICRC1: Now that the first opportunity for both in person and remote 
public comment has completed without objection, we will not hear from 
individuals, seeking to provide a second to the public comment. 
 
429 
01:47:04.500 --> 01:47:09.120 
MICRC1: objection We will now proceed with individuals, seeking to 
provide a second to the public comment. 
 
430 
01:47:12.360 --> 01:47:17.730 
MICRC1: don't believe me in person correct, so we will move to our in. 
 
431 
01:47:19.200 --> 01:47:27.030 
MICRC1: Our second live remote public comment individuals who have signed 
up and indicate, they would like to provide live from the commentary, to 
the Commission will not be allowed to do so. 
 
432 
01:47:27.420 --> 01:47:32.280 
MICRC1: We will use the same process, as the first round, first in line 
to provide public comment is Mr James gallant. 
 
433 
01:47:36.630 --> 01:47:37.200 
9063607347: Can you hear me now. 
 
434 
01:47:38.220 --> 01:47:45.300 
9063607347: We can proceed okay James Garrett marquette county Suicide 
Prevention coalition, these are my opinions and. 
 
435 
01:47:45.870 --> 01:47:52.170 



9063607347: This is just a fascinating thing to watch in real time, you 
know, because here on the telephone when I got the best view of the House 
here. 
 
436 
01:47:53.040 --> 01:48:02.730 
9063607347: To get to put the magic eye to it, you know I get to the 3D 
version of what's going on here, and you know earlier in the committee 
meeting, Commissioner, let talked about his compatriots. 
 
437 
01:48:03.810 --> 01:48:14.400 
9063607347: Okay i'd like him to explain that, because we do know that 
Commissioner witches is not an equal picture here, he is a self 
proclaimed city citizen of the Netherlands. 
 
438 
01:48:15.060 --> 01:48:23.070 
9063607347: Okay, and he's not all American and he will not lead pledge 
allegiance United States of America and the flag and this republic right 
like you said. 
 
439 
01:48:23.760 --> 01:48:29.700 
9063607347: And I believe that Commissioner witches has assembled itself 
a little coalition government, just like they do in the Netherlands. 
 
440 
01:48:29.940 --> 01:48:35.580 
9063607347: You know in outside the Rules of Procedure that's the sidebar 
Rules of Procedure that you folks have all agreed upon. 
 
441 
01:48:35.910 --> 01:48:44.520 
9063607347: So, Commissioner, rathore not ask you to please explain to 
the Community, all these rules that you have agreed to that they don't 
show up in a minute, but you kind of are locked in. 
 
442 
01:48:45.030 --> 01:48:51.570 
9063607347: And I believe just because of what that the former speaker 
just said, I think we need to take a look at the local government units 
in Holland Michigan. 
 
443 
01:48:52.170 --> 01:48:58.440 
9063607347: And how they run their little local governments over there is 
that the pole enters a little poll and are there over there in Holland. 
 
444 
01:48:58.890 --> 01:49:07.560 
9063607347: And Is this how is this why it's so familiar to you folks in 
Is this what you're trying to do, and you know this is not a trauma 
informed process. 



 
445 
01:49:07.980 --> 01:49:16.290 
9063607347: that's very important, because we have vulnerable adults here 
and we have a vulnerable adults in the form of people that you know have 
medical conditions and advanced age. 
 
446 
01:49:16.890 --> 01:49:22.170 
9063607347: And the to be trauma informed, it has to you recognize the. 
 
447 
01:49:22.710 --> 01:49:37.950 
9063607347: The rights of others and act upon those rights you act upon 
the rights of others, and this is what Commission raffan is not doing 
here, he is violating the rights of everybody on this condition by 
assigning the floor, well, I guess, he gets assigned the floor when it's. 
 
448 
01:49:39.120 --> 01:49:42.180 
9063607347: doing it to him, and you know it's just it's just a matter 
of. 
 
449 
01:49:43.560 --> 01:49:44.550 
MICRC1: adjusting the Commission. 
 
450 
01:49:45.600 --> 01:50:00.180 
MICRC1: That concludes our public comment, however you'd like to mention 
that all email mailed public comment is provided to the Commission before 
each feeling Commissioners also review the public comment portal on a 
www.michigan.gov forward slash mfcc website on a regular basis. 
 
451 
01:50:01.260 --> 01:50:07.560 
MICRC1: she'd everyone provides public comment in whatever way you choose 
invite you to keep sharing your thoughts communities of interest in maps. 
 
452 
01:50:11.700 --> 01:50:20.040 
MICRC1: To unfinished business i'd like to move agenda item five, eight 
and without objection continue with the draft mapping of state house 
districts. 
 
453 
01:50:22.530 --> 01:50:24.600 
MICRC1: objection that's not it. 
 
454 
01:50:25.800 --> 01:50:30.240 
MICRC1: So it was Who was it that ended the mapping list was it Cynthia. 
 
455 



01:50:32.010 --> 01:50:34.080 
MICRC1: Or the Commissioners a Teller does that sound right. 
 
456 
01:50:35.910 --> 01:50:46.260 
MICRC1: I think it was commissions to tell what the second question, and 
and because we do have chemistry IED presence and we take a moment and 
just acknowledge that no we don't do it for you. 
 
457 
01:50:48.120 --> 01:50:49.350 
MICRC1: Okay we're all set Thank you. 
 
458 
01:50:58.380 --> 01:50:59.910 
MICRC1: That means we move to Commissioner. 
 
459 
01:51:01.110 --> 01:51:01.800 
MICRC1: How are you feeling. 
 
460 
01:51:06.990 --> 01:51:09.240 
MICRC1: i'm feeling good take it away. 
 
461 
01:51:13.620 --> 01:51:23.970 
MICRC1: 1.1 point here, this is a direct copy of where we ended yesterday 
with districts wanted to done in Detroit. 
 
462 
01:51:29.340 --> 01:51:30.870 
MICRC1: Thank you can join us, you have the floor. 
 
463 
01:51:32.190 --> 01:51:35.940 
MICRC1: Okay, can you can you bring it in, so I can decide where i'm 
going to start. 
 
464 
01:51:50.580 --> 01:51:53.550 
MICRC1: Like what we had you there we go Thank you. 
 
465 
01:51:56.940 --> 01:51:58.170 
MICRC1: Can I see i'm. 
 
466 
01:52:00.690 --> 01:52:08.070 
MICRC1: The area between where the Green and the wanted to come together 
in there, can you do a close up that area. 
 
467 
01:52:09.090 --> 01:52:30.720 



MICRC1: This area, right here, where my cursor North North North this 
area over to the East over to the West West yeah dearborn yes okay that 
way, but right there right there where you're above Wayne Okay, right 
here, yes Okay, so I guess i'll start there and i'll take that on i'll 
start with. 
 
468 
01:52:32.370 --> 01:52:40.560 
MICRC1: let's see right above the purple right here, yes Okay, so can we 
like take that one area there. 
 
469 
01:52:45.660 --> 01:52:49.170 
MICRC1: i'm going to select the features and then, as you okay. 
 
470 
01:52:50.220 --> 01:53:05.310 
MICRC1: Okay well i'll sign it, and though it would be able to me, yes, 
more effectively, yes, those are precincts is that, where you want to 
start yes please and then Can I take the precinct that has a population 
of 2904 okay. 
 
471 
01:53:11.850 --> 01:53:17.100 
MICRC1: Moving a little bit slower than I expect that says select it now 
and then, I just want to. 
 
472 
01:53:18.390 --> 01:53:21.510 
MICRC1: Go North good northward yes. 
 
473 
01:53:23.340 --> 01:53:24.840 
MICRC1: Something like that. 
 
474 
01:53:26.370 --> 01:53:26.910 
MICRC1: Yes. 
 
475 
01:53:28.950 --> 01:53:31.980 
MICRC1: And then let's see up North a little bit further. 
 
476 
01:53:33.180 --> 01:53:39.060 
MICRC1: Yes, ma'am and anything that we assigned we can always back up 
okay and move i'm not trying to. 
 
477 
01:53:39.780 --> 01:53:55.050 
MICRC1: You know so just to get started, you know we can select on move 
along and then come back and undo on if I get wrong areas this area here 
yeah let's go take that circular section at the jeffries freeway. 
 



478 
01:53:59.220 --> 01:54:05.970 
MICRC1: This precinct here goes across this precinct goes across the 
freeway Commissioner Gordon please. 
 
479 
01:54:08.070 --> 01:54:11.430 
MICRC1: I don't remember his dearborn and dearborn heights in that. 
 
480 
01:54:12.270 --> 01:54:13.320 
MICRC1: neighborhood. 
 
481 
01:54:13.770 --> 01:54:14.730 
MICRC1: overlay. 
 
482 
01:54:15.030 --> 01:54:17.820 
MICRC1: I just wonder if that would help or it's outside of the. 
 
483 
01:54:17.970 --> 01:54:30.600 
MICRC1: city, and I think the neighbor overlay would still help because 
as you're moving North I think you're going to get into Detroit 
neighborhoods I just wonder if that might help so okay so we're going to 
switch to neighborhoods Okay, I can turn those on Thank you Commissioner. 
 
484 
01:54:36.210 --> 01:54:48.840 
MICRC1: she's did you speak into the microphone I just I just think 
Commissioner or and that's all I said thanks well those the population 
for dearborn is way too high for one district right. 
 
485 
01:54:51.450 --> 01:54:53.820 
MICRC1: Are you asking I mentioned in anybody. 
 
486 
01:54:55.320 --> 01:55:07.020 
MICRC1: condition if you include dearborn with a little bit of the 
eastern part of dearborn heights it's just enough for one Congressional 
district, it is okay so let's let's do that let's take out what I have. 
 
487 
01:55:08.430 --> 01:55:23.610 
MICRC1: And we're going to do with dearborn but isn't let's do our 
abdomen, but I think it's too high i'm going to lead three words that 
will do dearborn and then go back to it that's okay that's 109,000 so 
dearborn is about. 
 
488 
01:55:24.630 --> 01:55:27.660 
MICRC1: 15 20% high for us. 



 
489 
01:55:28.770 --> 01:55:32.100 
MICRC1: It is 20% half of one district, Commissioner, Commissioner. 
 
490 
01:55:33.270 --> 01:55:44.550 
MICRC1: Commissioner, you go ahead i'm sorry I misspoke I met all of the 
parts, except for the the most western part of the city that's in between 
dearborn and dearborn heights. 
 
491 
01:55:45.030 --> 01:55:54.720 
MICRC1: And I do think that's a good idea, and it would bode well for the 
Middle Eastern population as well because that's as we've heard they're 
more concentrated on the eastern part of dearborn. 
 
492 
01:56:00.450 --> 01:56:04.590 
MICRC1: I think this is the area, he was referencing referencing. 
 
493 
01:56:06.450 --> 01:56:10.830 
MICRC1: And if I get it right, it is anyway, Commissioner, or did you 
have something you wanted to add. 
 
494 
01:56:12.090 --> 01:56:12.930 
MICRC1: Is that the area. 
 
495 
01:56:16.590 --> 01:56:25.980 
MICRC1: That is 15 at the highlighted areas 59,000. 
 
496 
01:56:29.940 --> 01:56:36.690 
MICRC1: So, Commissioner, you said, do you bring him in part of dearborn 
heights but I don't see how that's gonna work. 
 
497 
01:56:37.470 --> 01:56:41.700 
MICRC1: So that there's more of dearborn like that whole area to the left 
is still. 
 
498 
01:56:42.240 --> 01:56:52.500 
MICRC1: is still dearborn so you could assign this part and then just add 
up add these areas that he's hovering over now okay until you reach the 
population if that's what you wanted to do. 
 
499 
01:56:53.190 --> 01:57:14.160 
MICRC1: Okay, so let's do that start with the one that's the population 
is 3116 i'm assigning the highlighted area now I have an unassigned of 



free that you had done previously you want to take this on the sand as a 
game um yes okay just a moment. 
 
500 
01:57:22.740 --> 01:57:23.190 
MICRC1: OK. 
 
501 
01:57:24.990 --> 01:57:27.030 
MICRC1: OK, so the one area that's. 
 
502 
01:57:28.260 --> 01:57:37.320 
MICRC1: right there, yes we're 30,000 right so start at 3116 and go 
south. 
 
503 
01:57:40.830 --> 01:57:43.920 
MICRC1: That picks up that too so that's 13,000. 
 
504 
01:57:45.450 --> 01:57:48.270 
MICRC1: So Internet my going West, am I keeping West. 
 
505 
01:57:49.530 --> 01:57:54.660 
MICRC1: here's the yes, yes, yes okay so keep going West. 
 
506 
01:57:55.950 --> 01:57:59.490 
MICRC1: vertically from here to here, yes okay. 
 
507 
01:58:09.240 --> 01:58:15.990 
MICRC1: Okay, can you back out a little that that yeah that'll be pretty 
close actually calm that's. 
 
508 
01:58:18.150 --> 01:58:19.170 
MICRC1: This looks like you need. 
 
509 
01:58:22.830 --> 01:58:23.310 
MICRC1: Okay. 
 
510 
01:58:24.750 --> 01:58:27.150 
MICRC1: Shah sign that area, yes. 
 
511 
01:58:38.820 --> 01:58:42.120 
MICRC1: And now you're short 2268. 
 
512 



01:58:44.340 --> 01:58:46.230 
MICRC1: This blue line is. 
 
513 
01:58:47.370 --> 01:58:53.550 
MICRC1: The boundary of the dearborn township Okay, so I need i'm 2000. 
 
514 
01:58:57.480 --> 01:59:00.210 
MICRC1: This this precinct here beers ago away. 
 
515 
01:59:05.520 --> 01:59:11.280 
MICRC1: Thinking about neighborhoods sorry can't genesis are you are you 
thinking about neighborhoods now, at this point, or what do you. 
 
516 
01:59:12.450 --> 01:59:14.010 
MICRC1: Yes, let's see neighborhoods. 
 
517 
01:59:15.180 --> 01:59:21.090 
MICRC1: I don't know if we can see neighborhoods i'm wondering if Anthony 
or other Commissioners might know about neighborhoods and where to. 
 
518 
01:59:24.630 --> 01:59:35.100 
MICRC1: And so, this whole areas around greenfield village mostly that 
aren't really neighborhoods in dearborn per se it's just it's dearborn 
and we've already covered. 
 
519 
01:59:36.240 --> 01:59:45.660 
MICRC1: The the more Middle Eastern parts of dearborn so I mean any one 
of these precincts would probably be okay just just whatever works with 
the numbers. 
 
520 
01:59:46.140 --> 01:59:56.310 
MICRC1: Another option that might be possible is, including some of 
dearborn with some of Detroit and then having dearborn heights be with 
the remainder of dearborn but. 
 
521 
01:59:56.670 --> 02:00:03.270 
MICRC1: That would be like a completely different configuration, so any 
of these things will work Krishna Clark, and then back to the lead. 
 
522 
02:00:04.410 --> 02:00:08.310 
MICRC1: From my numbers just a pure numbers perspective, this say. 
 
523 
02:00:12.930 --> 02:00:23.820 



MICRC1: precinct say that's the number okay we're we're isn't there yet 
let's take that and melwood get you real close number number why so many. 
 
524 
02:00:27.900 --> 02:00:32.490 
MICRC1: Commissioner rights, excuse me, I said that was going to go back 
to Commissioner is OK, if I take control. 
 
525 
02:00:33.120 --> 02:00:42.960 
MICRC1: yeah Thank you i'm going just by particular numbers down in the 
lower left down there where it just that district or. 
 
526 
02:00:43.440 --> 02:00:54.450 
MICRC1: township or whatever right yeah just a little bit left to your 
cursor up is exactly 2268 which was what you would have needed without 
using the other one you just added, which was. 
 
527 
02:00:56.790 --> 02:01:02.430 
MICRC1: Whether that's a good fit I don't know, I guess, I have to ask 
our Commissioners who live in that area. 
 
528 
02:01:04.080 --> 02:01:04.470 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
529 
02:01:07.260 --> 02:01:08.160 
MICRC1: Back to you janice. 
 
530 
02:01:10.620 --> 02:01:11.910 
MICRC1: Oh sorry Commission which is. 
 
531 
02:01:13.380 --> 02:01:23.520 
MICRC1: Thought I remember john stating that it's usually not a very good 
idea to to make the population exactly equal because it limits where you. 
 
532 
02:01:24.900 --> 02:01:30.390 
MICRC1: Can redraw the borders of the Senate districts, at a time in the 
future. 
 
533 
02:01:31.830 --> 02:01:33.810 
MICRC1: that's okay so um. 
 
534 
02:01:36.450 --> 02:01:50.130 



MICRC1: I can speak to that a little bit at this point y'all are so early 
into this region and if I zoom out a little bit Look how much is not 
done, I mean you have a long ways to go before you start really. 
 
535 
02:01:51.510 --> 02:01:56.490 
MICRC1: locking in districts and my opinion so whether you do or don't. 
 
536 
02:01:58.140 --> 02:02:00.750 
MICRC1: You know if you got a decent population. 
 
537 
02:02:01.860 --> 02:02:08.100 
MICRC1: You know 1000 here 500 they're 50 doesn't really matter, in my 
opinion, this early. 
 
538 
02:02:10.110 --> 02:02:10.920 
MICRC1: i'll stop here. 
 
539 
02:02:17.370 --> 02:02:18.900 
MICRC1: Do we need to ask questions. 
 
540 
02:02:20.490 --> 02:02:23.850 
MICRC1: it's never just have one actually two questions. 
 
541 
02:02:25.380 --> 02:02:30.270 
MICRC1: to discover described but communities of interest were considered 
was drawing this district. 
 
542 
02:02:33.720 --> 02:02:42.270 
MICRC1: i'm so sorry um there's a large population of Middle Eastern in 
dearborn so we were trying to keep those together. 
 
543 
02:02:43.680 --> 02:02:44.160 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
544 
02:02:47.670 --> 02:02:52.230 
MICRC1: How do you take minority populations into account all dying 
drawing this district. 
 
545 
02:02:57.840 --> 02:03:02.790 
MICRC1: How did I take them into account, I guess, I don't understand 
what you mean into account. 
 
546 



02:03:04.920 --> 02:03:07.170 
MICRC1: How are they considered while trying this district. 
 
547 
02:03:14.430 --> 02:03:24.630 
MICRC1: I think you I think you've said it with because of the Arab 
community that's what I was thinking that I thought I saw it may be 
important to just acknowledge that the air treaties showed up as way. 
 
548 
02:03:25.890 --> 02:03:27.150 
MICRC1: Great Thank you you're welcome. 
 
549 
02:03:31.260 --> 02:03:37.320 
MICRC1: All right, thank you commissionable that we're on to Commissioner 
leave you with us, how are you feeling. 
 
550 
02:03:41.250 --> 02:03:46.650 
Erin Wagner: Well, I am with you, but I was actually asked to pass 
because i'm not feeling well. 
 
551 
02:03:47.880 --> 02:03:59.130 
MICRC1: Thanks for being with us so we'll move on to Commissioner Weiss, 
are you feeling pretty good, I think I hope you feel better Commissioner 
Wagner. 
 
552 
02:04:01.020 --> 02:04:18.900 
MICRC1: All right, i'm not sure where to go obviously i'm not too 
familiar with the area, but I would like help with this anybody jump in 
i'm going to go, I believe, to the right starting in that area they're 
just before gross point and all that. 
 
553 
02:04:20.490 --> 02:04:23.940 
MICRC1: And I guess we'll add them up and see where we get. 
 
554 
02:04:29.490 --> 02:04:37.170 
MICRC1: This will be district four yes i'm here would you say take these 
precincts right here as a star or yes. 
 
555 
02:04:58.800 --> 02:05:03.240 
MICRC1: So this may call for census box right in here, maybe not but. 
 
556 
02:05:04.410 --> 02:05:11.790 
MICRC1: What I was going to assign this that that's okay and we'll get 
started go ahead into the weeds Secretary State has a comment. 
 



557 
02:05:13.530 --> 02:05:18.780 
MICRC1: For the record, Commissioners patella has joined conditional says 
hello, because you just close where you're attending from today. 
 
558 
02:05:19.440 --> 02:05:22.410 
Rebecca Szetela: Yes, attending remotely from Wayne county Michigan. 
 
559 
02:05:23.220 --> 02:05:23.610 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
560 
02:06:01.980 --> 02:06:05.730 
MICRC1: ascend her precincts it appears these blocks. 
 
561 
02:06:06.840 --> 02:06:09.540 
MICRC1: Are in this precinct up here that surround the. 
 
562 
02:06:10.710 --> 02:06:18.120 
MICRC1: Here it does I don't think there's any population in there, so at 
some point we'll probably. 
 
563 
02:06:18.960 --> 02:06:36.360 
MICRC1: Just to make it look better you know put these water box into one 
so that line is you know closer up here can you do that quickly or well 
yeah we can do it later, but because right now it's just a parent's thing 
or compactness measures may make it look there right. 
 
564 
02:06:38.370 --> 02:06:41.910 
MICRC1: go up a little bit more, please all right. 
 
565 
02:06:43.620 --> 02:06:45.780 
MICRC1: I think we'll go to the left. 
 
566 
02:06:46.800 --> 02:06:48.720 
MICRC1: And grab some of those. 
 
567 
02:06:50.160 --> 02:06:52.560 
MICRC1: immeasurably sinks here, Sir okay. 
 
568 
02:07:11.370 --> 02:07:21.300 
MICRC1: Any of these precincts just say so and i'll remove them from the 
selection Okay, I like I said I haven't heard any comments from my other 
Commissioners yet so I guess i'll continue. 



 
569 
02:07:24.510 --> 02:07:32.760 
MICRC1: To do it um let's fill in to just to the left there be the green 
yes right there. 
 
570 
02:07:39.750 --> 02:07:46.950 
MICRC1: In Commissioner wise, because we do have commissions a title 
here, this is where right, we were looking at Oh, and I see Commissioner 
Clark has a hand. 
 
571 
02:07:48.960 --> 02:07:56.280 
MICRC1: Let me mention a concern that I have we've got a large portion of 
Detroit left and as we're headed north. 
 
572 
02:07:57.270 --> 02:08:12.480 
MICRC1: I don't think we'll get outside the Detroit boundary just an 
estimate we wouldn't we're going to end up with an African American 
population it's going to be pretty significant and why not pass the 
morning right Alice test. 
 
573 
02:08:13.830 --> 02:08:24.630 
MICRC1: And that was going to be my my thought to, and this is where i'm 
and I see conditioner each hand and I see Rebecca nodding her head, but 
this is where hamtramck comes in, potentially, and so in because that 
district was drawing yesterday and. 
 
574 
02:08:25.830 --> 02:08:30.360 
MICRC1: yeah it's it's it's a country, do you have a question or comment. 
 
575 
02:08:32.070 --> 02:08:44.550 
MICRC1: yeah no same thought as well, you had it could be where hamtramck 
comes in, you could also make a skinnier district and go into grosse 
Pointe park or gross point as the population there is mostly wife, yes. 
 
576 
02:08:45.840 --> 02:08:48.870 
MICRC1: wow that's a pretty big dichotomy with the dots. 
 
577 
02:08:50.190 --> 02:08:52.050 
MICRC1: So she was a talent and Commissioner correct. 
 
578 
02:08:52.800 --> 02:09:03.000 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah so just for the record because i'm not present in 
the room i'm going to ask my vice chair to facilitate discussion, because 
once i'm in the meeting that i'm chairing so. 



 
579 
02:09:03.300 --> 02:09:08.610 
Rebecca Szetela: And i'm not going to be here for very long, but I just 
wanted to pipe in because I was watching what was going on in dearborn 
and I was a little worried. 
 
580 
02:09:09.330 --> 02:09:14.550 
Rebecca Szetela: So my recommendation is I would follow gratia, which is 
that diagonal line going out. 
 
581 
02:09:15.030 --> 02:09:25.260 
Rebecca Szetela: And and make a district, with the gross points because 
that's, the only way you're going to get a balanced district, and then 
that gives you the freedom to go North with some of the other districts 
and include like harbor woods going north. 
 
582 
02:09:25.710 --> 02:09:39.600 
Rebecca Szetela: So that would be my recommendation is it's pulling the 
points with that shoreline of Detroit keeping it south of gratia, which 
is that diagonal line you're seeing that smoke coming up and see where 
you at population wise on that and that should be a more balanced 
districts. 
 
583 
02:09:40.890 --> 02:09:42.450 
MICRC1: So, Commissioner, to Terra. 
 
584 
02:09:42.750 --> 02:09:45.120 
MICRC1: Just to clarify before you have to Commissioner Clark. 
 
585 
02:09:46.890 --> 02:09:55.140 
MICRC1: Are you advising that the western edge of graduate not be 
included and just sort of state east of gratia and go North with the 
point is that we're suggesting. 
 
586 
02:09:57.930 --> 02:09:58.410 
MICRC1: We cannot. 
 
587 
02:09:58.530 --> 02:10:09.510 
Rebecca Szetela: muted myself um it would start there and see where 
you're at population wise and then, if you need to go north of graduate 
or North northwest of gratia, then I would start grabbing population, but 
I would. 
 
588 
02:10:09.930 --> 02:10:20.790 



Rebecca Szetela: I would try to do the shoreline kind of issue, first 
with the gross points in that shore area, you know the Jefferson avenue 
corridor going into gross point first and then see where your population 
wise. 
 
589 
02:10:21.990 --> 02:10:22.980 
MICRC1: Thanks Krishna Clark. 
 
590 
02:10:24.990 --> 02:10:27.990 
MICRC1: I don't know if I agree with using gross point I did from. 
 
591 
02:10:29.520 --> 02:10:33.180 
MICRC1: A point of view of getting white population, yes, but. 
 
592 
02:10:34.350 --> 02:10:41.460 
MICRC1: Then area of Detroit that eastern part of Detroit specifically 
said they don't want to be part of gross point they are now. 
 
593 
02:10:42.210 --> 02:10:55.500 
MICRC1: And they indicated that what's happened to them is that close 
point gets all the representation and all the majority of the money going 
toward them and they want to avoid that as we move forward into this. 
 
594 
02:10:56.820 --> 02:11:11.100 
MICRC1: I don't really have a suggestion on unless we make skinnier house 
districts and move it up North out of Detroit to some of the the less 
African American areas where she was a Teller. 
 
595 
02:11:11.370 --> 02:11:19.620 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah I think you're thinking of harper woods harper 
woods had that commentary, and that was somewhat mixed some people from 
harper would said they wanted to be with the gross points. 
 
596 
02:11:19.950 --> 02:11:27.330 
Rebecca Szetela: Other people were very strongly that they did not want 
to be with the growth point so I don't recall anyone from the Indian 
village area or Jefferson. 
 
597 
02:11:27.870 --> 02:11:32.610 
Rebecca Szetela: saying they didn't want to be combined with the most 
points I don't think we had anyone making that commentary. 
 
598 
02:11:32.970 --> 02:11:44.550 



Rebecca Szetela: And you know I think we have to remember that the era is 
first on our list, and so we have to look at accommodating era, first, 
and if that requires gross point to do it, then I think that's where we 
need to look first. 
 
599 
02:11:47.880 --> 02:11:54.990 
MICRC1: Sure, I spoke to you well that's what I was thinking originally 
but then as Doug said about girls point and that that's why I did not go 
that way. 
 
600 
02:11:55.770 --> 02:12:06.360 
MICRC1: But that was my first thought to pick that up i'm Kent would you 
go ahead and add in grosse Pointe park police in history where that gets 
us. 
 
601 
02:12:19.980 --> 02:12:25.800 
MICRC1: Your well status on it, yet that gets you to you still need 
28,000. 
 
602 
02:12:27.690 --> 02:12:33.300 
MICRC1: How about taking in girls point itself that's 5600 yeah. 
 
603 
02:12:36.990 --> 02:12:39.150 
MICRC1: All right, I need some suggestions here. 
 
604 
02:12:40.590 --> 02:12:50.790 
MICRC1: The original suggestion was that you and then you will not not 
yes continue up and the west of gratia that diagonal, which is one of the 
spokes that we talked about us to. 
 
605 
02:12:53.670 --> 02:12:59.460 
MICRC1: Minister, which is nothing Commissioner organized and to see what 
happens if Commissioner whites grabs The other point. 
 
606 
02:13:00.900 --> 02:13:02.250 
MICRC1: I can't quite read the numbers. 
 
607 
02:13:03.870 --> 02:13:10.860 
MICRC1: i'm sorry let's try grabbing the other points and see where we 
get on population I think we're going to get pretty close at some point. 
 
608 
02:13:12.540 --> 02:13:13.890 
MICRC1: All right, let's go ahead and try that. 
 



609 
02:13:15.120 --> 02:13:15.420 
MICRC1: Commission. 
 
610 
02:13:18.660 --> 02:13:27.510 
MICRC1: My only comment was to keep those together that had requested 
strongly to be together, so we can include them all it's still very 
adventurous right. 
 
611 
02:13:29.130 --> 02:13:35.250 
MICRC1: Commission which is that's exactly what I was going to try and 
suggest to you grab the grab gross point woods. 
 
612 
02:13:38.910 --> 02:13:41.730 
Rebecca Szetela: I would not separate the points I would keep all five of 
them together. 
 
613 
02:13:43.500 --> 02:13:45.840 
MICRC1: Alright, can go ahead and do that place. 
 
614 
02:13:47.730 --> 02:13:52.710 
MICRC1: Yet the village grows point appears to be coming down into here 
well. 
 
615 
02:13:52.770 --> 02:13:54.810 
Rebecca Szetela: let's just doors yeah sure. 
 
616 
02:13:55.530 --> 02:13:59.220 
MICRC1: we'll just see what those numbers are i'm sure you have an eraser 
so. 
 
617 
02:14:06.630 --> 02:14:18.420 
MICRC1: Commission, which is what I would what I would do is personally 
My suggestion would be grabbed the village gross points now and see if we 
can remove population from the dippers the part that you added. 
 
618 
02:14:18.990 --> 02:14:22.800 
MICRC1: In the beginning to see if we can get the population down, and 
that would make sense to. 
 
619 
02:14:23.820 --> 02:14:30.900 
MICRC1: Like the way you're at the village of growth point or village of 
gross point shores has 77 people. 
 



620 
02:14:39.840 --> 02:14:40.680 
MICRC1: I just gotta say. 
 
621 
02:14:41.730 --> 02:14:54.750 
MICRC1: I kind of disagree for this map with keeping the points together, 
I don't like that I disagree, I would rather keep them together, if 
possible, but I think we're just going to run into a problem where we 
need that population. 
 
622 
02:14:55.800 --> 02:14:59.190 
MICRC1: When it comes to making very compliant districts. 
 
623 
02:15:01.320 --> 02:15:07.410 
MICRC1: So I think actually I like how it originally was with just gross 
point and the first two points. 
 
624 
02:15:08.520 --> 02:15:21.450 
MICRC1: and adding more of Detroit with it, you know I don't like it, I 
think we have them together in both the Senate and the Congressional map, 
but it might be something that we have to look at give them the vre 
issues. 
 
625 
02:15:23.370 --> 02:15:33.480 
MICRC1: I think that's a valid point and I think what Commission which is 
wise and other commissions are suggesting that this is a cry so trying to 
preserve it for the moment, and then look at the array compliance and 
yeah. 
 
626 
02:15:33.990 --> 02:15:44.160 
MICRC1: take away Commission noise all right, since we now are over, I 
guess, can we want to go back over near that hamtramck area and start the 
ducting those. 
 
627 
02:15:49.080 --> 02:15:54.840 
MICRC1: Is that the correct one, yes, the melon I do something that is 
not what you desire. 
 
628 
02:15:55.980 --> 02:15:57.360 
MICRC1: Like I just did the old township. 
 
629 
02:15:58.650 --> 02:16:03.840 
MICRC1: Good job yeah it's going back right next eraser yeah it's going 
back right now. 
 



630 
02:16:07.260 --> 02:16:14.670 
MICRC1: Present yes, if I do one that yes, do that one right there let's 
take that one out. 
 
631 
02:16:15.900 --> 02:16:26.190 
MICRC1: And then we'll take them as we go down towards, and I will get 
into where we see the population 556926 all probably. 
 
632 
02:16:29.070 --> 02:16:33.570 
MICRC1: Take them all to that diagonal line that whole group. 
 
633 
02:16:48.090 --> 02:16:52.710 
MICRC1: You are now at 1% or 919 people. 
 
634 
02:16:54.210 --> 02:17:05.520 
MICRC1: Alright, if I take the 151 16 as a number it's 799 790 yes, if 
you would take that out, please. 
 
635 
02:17:07.440 --> 02:17:11.250 
MICRC1: Now you're at point one three or 120 people. 
 
636 
02:17:12.420 --> 02:17:25.560 
MICRC1: All right, I guess, I will stick with that any comments, please 
can you see my cell is just going to offer that to overlay the Detroit 
neighborhoods might be useful, just to try to keep neighborhoods together 
at this point, can you do that, please can. 
 
637 
02:17:37.710 --> 02:17:40.830 
MICRC1: This neighborhood is split along the horizontal. 
 
638 
02:17:43.380 --> 02:17:45.330 
MICRC1: In these two right here. 
 
639 
02:17:50.070 --> 02:17:54.090 
MICRC1: up through here is a neighborhood boundary seems to stay there, 
so it seems to be. 
 
640 
02:17:55.650 --> 02:18:13.080 
MICRC1: yeah I think you got you just got that one you can take them and 
see the seven you could add the 799 back and remove the 654 and then have 
you know one one neighborhood and Meta split yeah I buy that I like that 
would you do that, please can you, sir. 
 



641 
02:18:24.540 --> 02:18:36.210 
MICRC1: And Rebecca i'm wondering that Southwest and on the screen 
anyways the southwest corner of our screen here that neighborhood that is 
split do you have any indication or in the idea of that's a sort of a 
neighborhood that might be. 
 
642 
02:18:37.590 --> 02:18:39.690 
MICRC1: Better left together it wasn't McDougal. 
 
643 
02:18:42.270 --> 02:18:47.370 
MICRC1: At this point, you are 265 people over all. 
 
644 
02:18:48.750 --> 02:18:56.310 
MICRC1: This you know this neighborhood is split into this neighborhood 
split into this neighborhood split into district tues. 
 
645 
02:18:59.310 --> 02:19:04.560 
MICRC1: doesn't look too bad, we do have one neighborhood split, but the 
rest of it is pretty decent. 
 
646 
02:19:04.830 --> 02:19:05.100 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah. 
 
647 
02:19:05.610 --> 02:19:07.050 
MICRC1: I agree, you think. 
 
648 
02:19:10.110 --> 02:19:19.920 
Rebecca Szetela: I, I would say just leave it subject to adjustments 
based on Brittany and when he does feedback, because this is really area 
they're they're more familiar with, and I am. 
 
649 
02:19:21.030 --> 02:19:23.910 
Rebecca Szetela: And we can always make little changes down the road. 
 
650 
02:19:24.900 --> 02:19:34.590 
MICRC1: Thanks sure to tell them permission to eat yeah I think the black 
populations too low, you know 41% we're in the heart of downtown Detroit 
it just it doesn't make. 
 
651 
02:19:35.910 --> 02:19:45.930 
MICRC1: much sense to me i'd like to see it a more so around what 
district, who is at about 54% still giving it an opportunity to elect 
their candidate of choice. 



 
652 
02:19:47.550 --> 02:19:51.660 
MICRC1: But yeah i'm wondering what is a Bruce think about this, yes, can 
you answer some of that Bruce. 
 
653 
02:19:52.770 --> 02:20:04.020 
MICRC1: Thank you well, there are a couple of thoughts that I have one of 
the things that that I think would be informative why don't we go to the 
election results for this district, please. 
 
654 
02:20:10.950 --> 02:20:12.060 
MICRC1: And this includes. 
 
655 
02:20:13.800 --> 02:20:16.140 
MICRC1: The points area that's included in this. 
 
656 
02:20:17.640 --> 02:20:18.210 
MICRC1: Yes. 
 
657 
02:20:27.330 --> 02:20:28.290 
MICRC1: To the right place. 
 
658 
02:20:43.980 --> 02:20:44.010 
MICRC1: Right. 
 
659 
02:20:51.870 --> 02:21:01.530 
MICRC1: Thank you, could you also hover over which is the points is the 
largest as it grows points just a moment we'll get the numbers out there, 
let me. 
 
660 
02:21:04.470 --> 02:21:05.190 
MICRC1: So. 
 
661 
02:21:05.580 --> 02:21:06.390 
Rebecca Szetela: park yeah. 
 
662 
02:21:08.670 --> 02:21:16.590 
MICRC1: yeah precinct let me get back to townships um yeah 10,000 people 
here. 
 
663 
02:21:18.480 --> 02:21:19.950 
MICRC1: It looks like 10,000. 



 
664 
02:21:21.000 --> 02:21:26.610 
MICRC1: Okay, so it would be the upper end of it, yes, why I was just 
curious as for. 
 
665 
02:21:27.840 --> 02:21:34.800 
MICRC1: Competitive person purposes and also just add some information 
going forward if you could hover over gross point. 
 
666 
02:21:36.240 --> 02:21:51.270 
MICRC1: farms and, of course, point with a 10,000 population of could see 
what those election results or I think that that would be helpful at this 
point that is gross point would say on it is 16,000 people in it. 
 
667 
02:21:52.770 --> 02:22:06.540 
MICRC1: it's relatively large Okay, this is 10,000 but grosse Pointe park 
down here the closest is 11,005 okay why don't we look at gross point 
forms then that's a good point. 
 
668 
02:22:07.380 --> 02:22:23.790 
MICRC1: park i'm sorry the closest one that's words or the one down on 
the Left i'm not looking at population just geographically grosse Pointe 
park okay this yeah just let's look at what the election results are 
there, please okay. 
 
669 
02:22:26.610 --> 02:22:29.160 
MICRC1: There again, and this is the entire database, so we have to. 
 
670 
02:22:31.800 --> 02:22:40.620 
MICRC1: Maybe Kim can help us find the right election at the right 
moment, this would be the Republican and a democrat and 20. 
 
671 
02:22:42.510 --> 02:22:51.450 
MICRC1: Commissioner Orton can't would it be easier if we just selected 
just that kearsley park. 
 
672 
02:22:52.590 --> 02:23:00.780 
MICRC1: As a different district number, so we can see the SURE district 
number five or salt, then, and then and then just move along from there. 
 
673 
02:23:02.100 --> 02:23:02.640 
MICRC1: Good call. 
 
674 



02:23:09.300 --> 02:23:11.640 
MICRC1: That is district five right there. 
 
675 
02:23:27.480 --> 02:23:35.340 
MICRC1: Thank you just for comparative purposes, can you let's look at 
one of the points that's further away up the lake. 
 
676 
02:23:40.920 --> 02:23:42.540 
MICRC1: or about grosse Pointe woods. 
 
677 
02:23:44.580 --> 02:23:49.050 
MICRC1: i'm just gonna sign that that temporary district six at that 
number alone comes up. 
 
678 
02:23:54.840 --> 02:23:57.240 
MICRC1: As district, five and six highlight it okay. 
 
679 
02:23:58.710 --> 02:24:06.720 
MICRC1: Okay, thank you, I think that the in looking at, and you can see 
there's a disparity in the election results between. 
 
680 
02:24:07.770 --> 02:24:11.550 
MICRC1: grosse Pointe park and grosse Pointe. 
 
681 
02:24:12.630 --> 02:24:17.430 
MICRC1: Farms out what the one that you're highlighting for six Christ 
point. 
 
682 
02:24:18.570 --> 02:24:20.910 
MICRC1: What does point park right okay. 
 
683 
02:24:22.140 --> 02:24:32.700 
MICRC1: grosse Pointe park the election results are similar to the 
election results seemingly in district for that person to the left and 
There does seem to be. 
 
684 
02:24:34.170 --> 02:24:47.970 
MICRC1: Pretty significant support for candidates of choice that's 
different in grosse Pointe wood, so I think that, and I understand the 
concerns and the thoughts that have been expressed and I also agree that. 
 
685 
02:24:49.230 --> 02:24:57.210 



MICRC1: is pretty early in the process, but I think it's important in 
moving forward to keep in mind that on I know that. 
 
686 
02:24:58.500 --> 02:25:08.010 
MICRC1: That has been comments about keeping the points together over the 
points do vote differently so that's an important point to recall. 
 
687 
02:25:09.210 --> 02:25:12.000 
MICRC1: I think that as we've seen and grosse Pointe. 
 
688 
02:25:13.260 --> 02:25:27.810 
MICRC1: Park, is a good example that I don't know offhand what the 
demographics are of course point park if that's similar to the 
communities to some communities to the to the West does anyone have a 
thought anecdotally about that. 
 
689 
02:25:28.920 --> 02:25:42.990 
MICRC1: We can look at it okay let's go, I mean we do we got the 
information, right here, so if we do information by actual would just pop 
back to overview and there's your districts five. 
 
690 
02:25:44.430 --> 02:25:54.510 
MICRC1: And six demographically they're not far off, I mean, relatively 
speaking, well but five is a majority. 
 
691 
02:25:55.020 --> 02:26:05.220 
MICRC1: Majority black and 6am I reading or and six has majority on the 
officer district either online right yes you're right that they are there 
similar, so I think that. 
 
692 
02:26:05.610 --> 02:26:21.240 
MICRC1: So let's make some inferences from that, so the fact that they're 
similar may also be one of the reasons why the support for candidates 
have choices similar now let's do for comparison let's go up to six in 
grosse Pointe woods that also. 
 
693 
02:26:23.340 --> 02:26:35.550 
MICRC1: Yes, i'm sorry, five and six are similar but they vote 
differently, so I think that one of the cautionary tales from this is 
population is part of the. 
 
694 
02:26:36.390 --> 02:26:47.250 
MICRC1: process but it's not the last part because it's really 
interesting to me that they vote differently six or five supporting 
candidates choice and six, not so much. 



 
695 
02:26:47.730 --> 02:26:56.340 
MICRC1: So that's important to keep in mind going forward, you know, 
since we it's still early in the process, and since the part of. 
 
696 
02:26:57.270 --> 02:27:04.800 
MICRC1: district four to the west of grosse Pointe park supports 
candidates of choice I think that's important, but I also. 
 
697 
02:27:05.340 --> 02:27:15.300 
MICRC1: Take Commissioner eats point, if you look at I was watching the 
population shift demographically as neighborhoods were being adjusted 
removed or red. 
 
698 
02:27:15.750 --> 02:27:21.480 
MICRC1: And there was a significant difference in the minority population 
as it as it. 
 
699 
02:27:21.960 --> 02:27:38.880 
MICRC1: declined that doesn't seem to impact the opportunity to elect, 
but it may in other places, so I think that that comparison between five 
and six is really good in seeing numbers as Ken said they're very close. 
 
700 
02:27:39.570 --> 02:27:50.880 
MICRC1: But they're not close in the election results and the election 
results are the driver of these decisions so for now that my comment 
would be. 
 
701 
02:27:51.840 --> 02:27:57.270 
MICRC1: Really, there are several comments about keeping in mind election 
results. 
 
702 
02:27:58.170 --> 02:28:07.290 
MICRC1: Not assuming that populations do any particular thing until the 
results have looked at for right now to the west of grosse Pointe. 
 
703 
02:28:07.770 --> 02:28:22.590 
MICRC1: park does elect candidates have choice, but I think going forward 
to keeping in mind the splitting of neighborhoods and minority 
communities and that populations, even though the the same or nearly the 
same demographically may vote differently. 
 
704 
02:28:24.210 --> 02:28:37.440 



MICRC1: thanks for that Thank you, and is it also before we move off of 
Commissioner weiss's turn to be established that there was it dilutive 
effect to add words or was that not established well right now, if. 
 
705 
02:28:38.700 --> 02:28:46.320 
MICRC1: we'd have to look at all of for but I with with everything added 
back into it, but I think that my main. 
 
706 
02:28:47.610 --> 02:29:08.940 
MICRC1: informative point is that different communities with seemingly 
the same demographics vote differently or may vote differently so i'm not 
really seeing any significant dilutive effect for to the west of grosse 
Pointe park does elect and relax with a strong Morgan. 
 
707 
02:29:10.530 --> 02:29:22.380 
MICRC1: Okay, so comes from, why do you want to put us put your district 
back together, so to speak, we've sort of made five six make them back 
into four please and then we'll see what it looks like we should continue 
in a comment. 
 
708 
02:29:24.540 --> 02:29:32.010 
MICRC1: yeah i'm kind of looking at a different approach to this, as you 
know, i'm a proponent of keeping the points together. 
 
709 
02:29:33.210 --> 02:29:45.330 
MICRC1: So if you took the points out, and took harper woods and then 
came down and an angle and took that last part of Detroit and stay in 
Detroit in harper woods. 
 
710 
02:29:46.500 --> 02:29:47.100 
MICRC1: um. 
 
711 
02:29:49.110 --> 02:29:50.370 
MICRC1: What impact would that have. 
 
712 
02:29:51.630 --> 02:30:00.870 
MICRC1: I am going to highlight that region, you spoke of, and not assign 
it, but the highlight at numbers, or at least show you how many people 
are there yeah so we can. 
 
713 
02:30:02.850 --> 02:30:11.340 
MICRC1: turn on the automatic map for the precincts and you'll have a 
fairly good idea yeah I wouldn't do it without harper words. 
 
714 



02:30:12.480 --> 02:30:13.860 
MICRC1: But i'm. 
 
715 
02:30:15.870 --> 02:30:24.840 
MICRC1: snip forget black population so i'm going to go ahead and see if 
I can get just a select area i'm not assigning it to anything correct. 
 
716 
02:30:31.710 --> 02:30:35.640 
MICRC1: yeah and I wouldn't even go that far, West, to be honest okay. 
 
717 
02:30:38.310 --> 02:30:55.140 
MICRC1: That area alone has 80,000 people and I didn't even highlight all 
day so let's remove some of these in, and we can assume it's going to be 
high black population or large current inefficient or incorrect because 
of the way I see it, offsets that song but. 
 
718 
02:30:59.100 --> 02:31:09.780 
MICRC1: Well hopper woods is 15,000 very much majority minority or not 
majority but still holly so that area in there is 60,000. 
 
719 
02:31:11.280 --> 02:31:17.370 
MICRC1: Well, we would get that one you don't have to take that, and you 
can you know unassigned more. 
 
720 
02:31:18.570 --> 02:31:30.840 
MICRC1: Is yeah Just to give you an idea yeah and i'm not even looking at 
the number i'm just kind of going by the shaper and understand you know 
just how stuff connects so then we'll add in the couple of pieces that. 
 
721 
02:31:31.440 --> 02:31:35.670 
MICRC1: You might want to keep I help us with your thought process here 
but Commission aquatic, what do you what are you trying to. 
 
722 
02:31:36.210 --> 02:31:56.580 
MICRC1: take off for the little tail down at the end yeah you're you're 
trying to keep the points nine points together getting the non minority 
population on a harper woods, so this just as highlighted this is harper 
harper woods correct and we're running down here I mean we could unosat. 
 
723 
02:31:57.810 --> 02:32:00.120 
MICRC1: will remove more yeah. 
 
724 
02:32:01.980 --> 02:32:12.090 



MICRC1: So it's it's still commissioning races turn, I just want to 
understand, are you making sort of this this sort of a suggestion for 
Richard or what do you think it's it's a different approach, torn up to 
keep the points together. 
 
725 
02:32:13.770 --> 02:32:20.340 
MICRC1: So that's 52,000 and I think we were talking about 16 and 10. 
 
726 
02:32:22.170 --> 02:32:25.590 
MICRC1: yeah we get rid on this on this that's 52. 
 
727 
02:32:26.880 --> 02:32:33.360 
MICRC1: So just to be clear, Commissioner, I mean what Richard my 
Commissioner ways drew in district four does keep the points together. 
 
728 
02:32:33.810 --> 02:32:48.480 
MICRC1: So that's why i'm challenged by what you're trying to do it does 
district for does keep all the points together and associates them into 
Detroit, which is what my understanding is what the comment was coming 
out of Detroit people that they don't want to be. 
 
729 
02:32:49.680 --> 02:33:07.890 
MICRC1: associated then a district with cross quite funny tends to flow 
to the point yeah Thank you and harper woods is predominantly African 
American going by this, because each of these precincts 6350 71%. 
 
730 
02:33:08.970 --> 02:33:28.200 
MICRC1: And that may not work so harper woods is predominantly African 
American could we just again for comparison can you highlight that sign 
it, and just so we see what the racial population is in that whole area 
that Commissioner Clark was was interested in. 
 
731 
02:33:29.460 --> 02:33:33.990 
MICRC1: copper woods is 67 66% African American. 
 
732 
02:33:35.340 --> 02:33:36.540 
MICRC1: And we can do the district. 
 
733 
02:33:37.560 --> 02:33:50.400 
MICRC1: The artificial district yeah I just it just will be I think 
interesting to see and kind of reflect some of the thinking going forward 
what the population is there in that area that you had Highland. 
 
734 
02:33:53.010 --> 02:33:58.650 



MICRC1: And Bruce you're thinking of population as well as voting as well 
as the election results, so we have to select it as a as a. 
 
735 
02:33:59.460 --> 02:34:09.690 
MICRC1: Not just selected but also create put into a district correctly 
that's a great point, but I think that, for now, I was just interested in 
seeing that would be the next essential step. 
 
736 
02:34:10.080 --> 02:34:17.970 
MICRC1: i'm just interested in going to what Commissioner Clark said what 
Commissioner, he was talking about, and Commissioner Weiss, is just 
getting a sense of. 
 
737 
02:34:19.050 --> 02:34:22.890 
MICRC1: The challenge of having a district, it is. 
 
738 
02:34:24.180 --> 02:34:33.330 
MICRC1: heavily minority men have been heavily majority minority and then 
there's there's a something that i'd like to add to that, but I just like 
everyone to see. 
 
739 
02:34:33.780 --> 02:34:41.700 
MICRC1: What the population here would be you look kind of just how much 
harbor words and everything else that had been highlighted okay so. 
 
740 
02:34:55.620 --> 02:35:01.890 
MICRC1: that's representative of that roughly we can yeah we can remove a 
little bit, if you want just to Ghana. 
 
741 
02:35:03.690 --> 02:35:07.020 
MICRC1: I think, to your point candidate, and this is mainly just 
lessard. 
 
742 
02:35:08.190 --> 02:35:08.970 
MICRC1: To be. 
 
743 
02:35:10.380 --> 02:35:14.280 
MICRC1: To show that it generally, what you had before now, can we get a. 
 
744 
02:35:15.300 --> 02:35:27.750 
MICRC1: Comparative total or compilation total of what the minority 
population is in this area i'll put one more in here, so let me take that 
out, because that would be removed, so let me get that oh. 
 



745 
02:35:38.250 --> 02:35:53.280 
MICRC1: OK district five is that area Okay, and we can go back to the 
demographics and that area is 82% minority up well it's higher than that 
it's. 
 
746 
02:35:55.110 --> 02:36:08.700 
MICRC1: It would be 85% minority and or non white 82% non Hispanic black 
right, thank you, and that was That was the point I think that the let's 
assume. 
 
747 
02:36:09.240 --> 02:36:15.690 
MICRC1: that there was a thought to create a district like this with the 
similar minority population. 
 
748 
02:36:16.560 --> 02:36:26.760 
MICRC1: So there was a board the majority minority district heavily 
majority minority, the election results on confident would show that it 
supports heavily candidates of choice. 
 
749 
02:36:27.630 --> 02:36:41.490 
MICRC1: Then the task would be what would be the justification for that 
the difficulty is, since it would be so much higher than the population 
needed to elect candidates of choice safely. 
 
750 
02:36:42.090 --> 02:36:54.360 
MICRC1: Then you'd have to justify perhaps 40 35%, why did you add that 
and again this is just this is just the lesser it's not meant to suggest. 
 
751 
02:36:54.990 --> 02:37:05.670 
MICRC1: doing something or not doing something, but I think it really 
reflects what you all been talking about with the challenges of district 
thing in Detroit while not. 
 
752 
02:37:07.470 --> 02:37:20.070 
MICRC1: Having minority populations that are well in excess of what's 
needed to elect, so I think to that to that point, yes, it is a juggling 
act and i'm not suggesting taking. 
 
753 
02:37:20.640 --> 02:37:35.040 
MICRC1: any particular communities that have any particular district, but 
I think that that would be very difficult to justify because it's just so 
high it's one thing having a 49% or 52% district. 
 
754 
02:37:35.940 --> 02:37:52.530 



MICRC1: But something that that's I would be difficult to justify so 
that's why I just wanted to to show that, as a really good real time 
example of one of the the challenges, but also one of the thoughts to 
keep in mind as you continue with the Detroit area. 
 
755 
02:37:53.790 --> 02:38:06.660 
MICRC1: Thanks Bruce mentioned in the ministry oh yeah I want to mention, 
given your analysis I don't think that's workable yeah, and so we have to 
look at the alternative yeah that's why, when you were when you were. 
 
756 
02:38:08.610 --> 02:38:17.130 
MICRC1: Drafting what I shouldn't even say drafting when you were 
compiling these areas I it occurred to me that it would be really good 
just to see that. 
 
757 
02:38:17.550 --> 02:38:29.370 
MICRC1: and get an idea of how that would be, but then also how you would 
be able to justify and, as I said in, in my opinion, I don't really think 
that there could be a a. 
 
758 
02:38:30.960 --> 02:38:38.910 
MICRC1: Legally compliant justification, so I thought that that would be 
just a great example to illustrate well that may support the. 
 
759 
02:38:39.960 --> 02:38:49.290 
MICRC1: position of putting points in that Detroit district, well, I 
think that that's you know that's something to you know, of course, 
evaluate going forward the. 
 
760 
02:38:49.740 --> 02:39:10.320 
MICRC1: As you as Ken was talking about before there's still a lot of 
areas to district in the Detroit area but keeping in mind that, having a 
majority minority population or minority population that is so in excess 
of the opportunity to elect percentage would be difficult to justify. 
 
761 
02:39:11.370 --> 02:39:27.810 
MICRC1: Commission so it's just a point of order, I guess, whenever you 
want to call point and that i'm put for back to where Commissioner wise 
requested it, so that deleting of five reassigning was merely to get it 
back to where he started. 
 
762 
02:39:29.490 --> 02:39:29.730 
MICRC1: Thank you. 
 
763 
02:39:31.320 --> 02:39:38.790 



MICRC1: know one thing that we need to keep in mind is two things number 
one we get 200,000 more people in population. 
 
764 
02:39:39.300 --> 02:39:53.700 
MICRC1: And we got one less well Congressional district so we're 
spreading it doesn't apply to the House districts, but we still have 
200,000 more people spread over somewhere in this state i'm assuming a 
lot of them are down in. 
 
765 
02:39:54.750 --> 02:39:57.240 
MICRC1: The southeast district so that's kind of. 
 
766 
02:39:58.260 --> 02:40:00.840 
MICRC1: shading what we are capable of doing. 
 
767 
02:40:06.960 --> 02:40:13.980 
MICRC1: Some conditioning right I think we're back to you well, I liked 
it, it looks good it kind of helps out it keeps the points together. 
 
768 
02:40:15.150 --> 02:40:23.580 
MICRC1: we're not packing is this trick up for now, since it's not 
setting goals we have erasers I guess i'd like to leave it as it sets for 
the moment. 
 
769 
02:40:30.420 --> 02:40:39.510 
MICRC1: She was I apologize, I was not paying attention that's all right, 
Sarah was great that we all said that's what counts, it does, thank you. 
 
770 
02:40:43.890 --> 02:40:48.450 
MICRC1: That means that we are ready to move and inclusion, which I 
believe is that true. 
 
771 
02:41:02.370 --> 02:41:02.820 
MICRC1: South. 
 
772 
02:41:08.880 --> 02:41:09.720 
MICRC1: right there. 
 
773 
02:41:13.620 --> 02:41:21.330 
MICRC1: So this shall be district five are you going to do an edit nope 
this will be district five to keep one in three is is for now. 
 
774 
02:41:24.270 --> 02:41:30.360 



MICRC1: we'll take the balance of the voting precincts and melvin Dale 
Allen park and. 
 
775 
02:41:32.790 --> 02:41:33.780 
MICRC1: Lincoln park for now. 
 
776 
02:42:10.350 --> 02:42:17.880 
MICRC1: I got a little ahead of you i'm so glad you're doing that in 
there no perfect okay go all the way to where the little we're district 
one kind of digits down. 
 
777 
02:42:21.240 --> 02:42:27.120 
MICRC1: But without done 1917 popular again population right now. 
 
778 
02:42:28.530 --> 02:42:38.520 
MICRC1: Without that one for now and we'll take the 2687 that's some 
right there yep all right i'm gonna sign that just so we have an outline. 
 
779 
02:42:47.760 --> 02:43:01.470 
MICRC1: Just to point out district for ran all the way down through here 
and got all this water area oh My guess is you got so it's in two pieces 
now we'll fix that at some point, probably on this district okay. 
 
780 
02:43:04.230 --> 02:43:14.520 
MICRC1: Can you grab the six precincts that are in why and township 
butter on the left of the diagonal line going south. 
 
781 
02:43:16.080 --> 02:43:17.370 
MICRC1: Right yep right there just. 
 
782 
02:43:18.450 --> 02:43:19.290 
MICRC1: Those six. 
 
783 
02:43:29.700 --> 02:43:31.500 
MICRC1: More can we add those. 
 
784 
02:43:44.070 --> 02:43:53.550 
MICRC1: 5000 hi Okay, can we take out the Left i'm sorry the right most 
bottom two. 
 
785 
02:43:55.410 --> 02:43:57.600 
MICRC1: And then the one above it the 3105 and the. 
 



786 
02:43:59.610 --> 02:44:04.920 
MICRC1: Correct these four nope the the beast correct sorry. 
 
787 
02:44:17.400 --> 02:44:20.790 
MICRC1: Okay, so say you're right at 215 light. 
 
788 
02:44:21.960 --> 02:44:31.380 
MICRC1: Alright, so let's see here I think i'm going to leave it as is we 
have minority population of 30%. 
 
789 
02:44:32.430 --> 02:44:33.900 
MICRC1: I believe. 
 
790 
02:44:36.570 --> 02:44:43.620 
MICRC1: we're still going to if you look at population data I believe 
this is going to be showing minorities can elect. 
 
791 
02:44:45.540 --> 02:44:48.270 
MICRC1: Candidate of choice, but i'll leave it over to. 
 
792 
02:44:50.610 --> 02:44:52.530 
MICRC1: Mr Bruce adelson to tell me that. 
 
793 
02:44:55.320 --> 02:44:55.830 
MICRC1: i'm sorry. 
 
794 
02:44:56.910 --> 02:45:02.880 
MICRC1: Yes, a Commissioner, which, which is what, what can I help 
district five I just finished. 
 
795 
02:45:03.570 --> 02:45:25.680 
MICRC1: With a minority population of 30.15% I was wondering if you'd 
like to do a quick analysis on the voting population sure in, can you 
tell me a little bit about the the areas you included in fact I was to 
northern most piece of what I believe to be the downriver area in 
Detroit. 
 
796 
02:45:27.750 --> 02:45:30.360 
MICRC1: there's a believer Latino Community there's. 
 
797 
02:45:31.980 --> 02:45:34.200 
MICRC1: As minority that want to kind of stay together. 



 
798 
02:45:37.260 --> 02:45:50.460 
MICRC1: As far as I can remember it and I made a little joke because 
Emily Taylor and South gate could potentially be one district, and then 
wind down could be one district for another one like this would, I think, 
would be a good division. 
 
799 
02:45:51.630 --> 02:45:54.120 
MICRC1: I think the the kind of. 
 
800 
02:45:55.290 --> 02:46:05.490 
MICRC1: Southwest southward pointing finger what what is that capture 
that was just grabbing extra population or to get it closer to. 
 
801 
02:46:06.030 --> 02:46:23.790 
MICRC1: The ideal population for the district well one thought would be 
then and I don't know this, that if that extension is a significant 
minority population than just like when yesterday, when we were talking 
about muskegon that may be may be better to. 
 
802 
02:46:27.840 --> 02:46:43.770 
MICRC1: make it less less of a narrow REACH and maybe create something 
broader but right now I don't know what the population is but that's just 
the thought so Kent did you put the electrons also for five days or less 
district five highlight it. 
 
803 
02:47:27.090 --> 02:47:31.860 
MICRC1: Thank you, then, can we go back and look at and see the 
demographics, for five minutes. 
 
804 
02:47:32.940 --> 02:47:34.440 
MICRC1: Okay, so. 
 
805 
02:47:35.700 --> 02:47:41.370 
MICRC1: What is the I don't have on my screen, what is the total minority 
a VIP for five. 
 
806 
02:47:43.980 --> 02:47:52.770 
MICRC1: it'd be a it's not for whatever reason, not loading up, but it 
would be about 26 something Okay, because non Hispanic white is 7362. 
 
807 
02:47:55.950 --> 02:48:03.180 
MICRC1: Well, based on the election results, your election results, not 
all virtually all seem to favor. 



 
808 
02:48:03.990 --> 02:48:12.030 
MICRC1: Support for the minority candidates have choice on the margins 
and some of the elections are closer than others, but this doesn't seem 
to be a district where. 
 
809 
02:48:12.480 --> 02:48:25.230 
MICRC1: The electors alter or two to 3% are some results that have a 
fairly broad margin so it seems that this is an example and i'm also 
presuming that there's white crossover supporting. 
 
810 
02:48:25.770 --> 02:48:34.800 
MICRC1: So, this would seem to be a district, that is, provides an 
opportunity to elect it's obviously not a majority minority district it's 
not a plurality. 
 
811 
02:48:35.730 --> 02:48:56.910 
MICRC1: But it does seem based on the election results to be a district 
where minority voters cadillac candidates of choice with white crossover 
support my only thought going forward is that finger that it may be, it 
may be better to. 
 
812 
02:48:58.710 --> 02:49:07.440 
MICRC1: make it a more substantial areas of that it's not so so narrow, 
but other than that as as its configured it does appear to be an 
opportunity to talk to. 
 
813 
02:49:09.960 --> 02:49:10.620 
MICRC1: Mr Clark. 
 
814 
02:49:11.910 --> 02:49:23.010 
MICRC1: He have custom, the extension, you have going south, but I think 
it was a couple townships or precincts, why did you do it on the West 
side and not along the Detroit river. 
 
815 
02:49:26.610 --> 02:49:33.810 
MICRC1: just trying to get closer to zero, I ran both scenarios okay hi 
there yeah I mean to me. 
 
816 
02:49:34.470 --> 02:49:47.310 
MICRC1: You were blocked in that whole conventional going up North a 
little bit, so this will let me, let me answer to that, so the reason why 
there's another reason as to why I put that just right, where it was. 
 
817 



02:49:47.820 --> 02:49:55.980 
MICRC1: I put that in there, so why in that review grow sealed trenton 
everything along those lines, which would be the true. 
 
818 
02:49:57.960 --> 02:50:03.420 
MICRC1: coastline of the River for those particular communities would be 
represented by one particular. 
 
819 
02:50:05.790 --> 02:50:07.440 
MICRC1: house Member. 
 
820 
02:50:09.480 --> 02:50:20.340 
MICRC1: And then another reason for that particular division is, we can 
keep Taylor and South gate whole as one district at this particular 
point. 
 
821 
02:50:23.220 --> 02:50:27.510 
MICRC1: That was useful for me to hear, thank you, Commission which was 
Commissioner Commissioner Orton. 
 
822 
02:50:28.890 --> 02:50:29.730 
MICRC1: So I don't. 
 
823 
02:50:31.440 --> 02:50:46.980 
MICRC1: This isn't as far as I can tell, I can't see the shapes exactly 
of each of these places, but it looks like we're taking part of lion dot 
but not all of it so i'm thinking we could just take a different part 
would that make a difference, as far as. 
 
824 
02:50:48.510 --> 02:51:02.370 
MICRC1: I did I did I started going into micro again me just thinking my 
micro communities and i'm thinking that the individuals that are actually 
on the River are going to have slightly different feelings about their 
river than the people who are a couple miles and. 
 
825 
02:51:08.820 --> 02:51:13.440 
MICRC1: Bruce please I this is this is more of a general comment that. 
 
826 
02:51:16.080 --> 02:51:22.590 
MICRC1: i'm going to propose somewhat of a mindset change, you know you 
you I appreciate it, and really. 
 
827 
02:51:24.570 --> 02:51:32.610 



MICRC1: Note strongly that you you're really working very hard on that 
with the population and keeping the population deviation as low as 
possible. 
 
828 
02:51:33.300 --> 02:51:47.070 
MICRC1: I would suggest a bit of a mind shift about that the populations, 
the population deviations if they exist beyond the 234 percent can be 
justified. 
 
829 
02:51:47.430 --> 02:51:58.830 
MICRC1: So I would suggest that, particularly in Detroit that the two 
prominent most prominent factors or population overall demographically in 
the election results. 
 
830 
02:51:59.250 --> 02:52:09.240 
MICRC1: That the i'm not really seeing anything that comes close to being 
problematic from a deviation standpoint deviation is judged on the plan 
as a whole. 
 
831 
02:52:09.630 --> 02:52:18.540 
MICRC1: You, this is not a Congressional plan, where you really don't 
have any room, you have some room to play with assuming you can legally 
justify. 
 
832 
02:52:19.110 --> 02:52:27.480 
MICRC1: The deviation, so I would respectfully suggest a bit of a mind 
switch, particularly in urban areas that the. 
 
833 
02:52:28.230 --> 02:52:36.990 
MICRC1: Demographic population and election results are often can be more 
significant than the population deviation you're. 
 
834 
02:52:37.680 --> 02:52:50.250 
MICRC1: you're doing so well with the deviations me i'm not seeing i've 
done district thing where initial district eight or 12 30% deviations 
you're not coming anywhere close to that so. 
 
835 
02:52:50.700 --> 02:53:05.610 
MICRC1: As I said in the urban areas, I would suggest a bit of a looking 
at things a little bit differently than in more rural areas where you 
have more issues with capturing population across a wide air Thank you. 
 
836 
02:53:07.980 --> 02:53:09.150 
MICRC1: As you want to. 
 



837 
02:53:10.170 --> 02:53:12.990 
MICRC1: Keep it keep it as is for now okay. 
 
838 
02:53:14.460 --> 02:53:18.870 
MICRC1: um any questions from the Department of State don't worry good, 
very good. 
 
839 
02:53:21.240 --> 02:53:24.180 
MICRC1: Thank you, Commission riches to Mr Clark we're up to you. 
 
840 
02:53:25.980 --> 02:53:30.900 
MICRC1: let's go back up into Detroit open area, we will yeah we're 
working before. 
 
841 
02:53:32.100 --> 02:53:32.640 
MICRC1: um. 
 
842 
02:53:37.980 --> 02:53:48.900 
MICRC1: yeah I think I want to take from district foreign go inward so 
let's take you see that do you see the diagonal line yeah that one there 
let's get everything in Detroit. 
 
843 
02:53:49.560 --> 02:54:01.380 
MICRC1: into this next district can see where we're at so this will be 
district six are you modifying for know district six Okay, all this area 
in here to start correct okay not harper words. 
 
844 
02:54:29.130 --> 02:54:31.170 
MICRC1: it's merely selected, it is not. 
 
845 
02:54:32.310 --> 02:54:34.500 
MICRC1: Signed yet okay let's assign it. 
 
846 
02:54:35.940 --> 02:54:37.380 
MICRC1: To the population, I have to. 
 
847 
02:54:47.160 --> 02:55:02.160 
MICRC1: Your 17,000 short 90% non Hispanic black okay here here's the 
here's The problem we go to harper woods, we looked at that before so we 
know that's what 60 some percent black. 
 
848 
02:55:02.790 --> 02:55:12.180 



MICRC1: Yes, we go into East point I think we're going to see the exact 
same thing so it's almost like take harper woods and then St Clair 
shores. 
 
849 
02:55:13.470 --> 02:55:20.970 
MICRC1: So go get a card rewards and then take a right angle, or to. 
 
850 
02:55:23.760 --> 02:55:26.010 
MICRC1: villain gross point shores. 
 
851 
02:55:28.800 --> 02:55:33.540 
MICRC1: I think you may have a continuity piece that may be important, 
making sure he has a comment to. 
 
852 
02:55:34.860 --> 02:55:51.510 
MICRC1: yeah I don't want to go up to St Clair shores okay here 1500 
people short okay let's go village sugars point shores let's see what we 
get Chris well it can't get too close well where's close point shores 
well anyway yeah, we have to go over that way. 
 
853 
02:55:52.740 --> 02:56:04.200 
MICRC1: From okay that's 77 people there yeah we don't want to miss is 58 
you know I don't go North harford take yeah it's just north on her porch 
and take that township. 
 
854 
02:56:05.040 --> 02:56:13.320 
MICRC1: Commissioner need did you have a comment, not at a township or 
precinct to precinct i'm sorry which one this one that's that one. 
 
855 
02:56:16.710 --> 02:56:26.700 
MICRC1: I did the townships on do it, I get a Sunday many people, as he 
Cynthia your hand, did you do, but i'm going to make sure we can be sure 
he did you have a comment or no. 
 
856 
02:56:28.740 --> 02:56:35.520 
MICRC1: Well yeah I think for comparison, where you might want to do is 
have what you're drawing now and then compare it to. 
 
857 
02:56:35.940 --> 02:56:45.480 
MICRC1: What you're drawing but with those two cross point districts, to 
the right those two girls point townships to the right included in it and 
see what that does to the numbers. 
 
858 
02:56:45.930 --> 02:56:58.560 



MICRC1: you'd have to take out a little bit like the southern portion of 
this district six, but it would drop the minority population, I think, to 
an acceptable level so you're you're saying integrate. 
 
859 
02:56:59.820 --> 02:57:02.430 
MICRC1: Those two gross points that are for right now. 
 
860 
02:57:05.940 --> 02:57:20.580 
MICRC1: I think compare it and then see what it does that's if I remember 
right, this is 16,000 correct so you're 1500 short now so if you put this 
in you need to back out $15,000 six. 
 
861 
02:57:22.200 --> 02:57:29.610 
MICRC1: Commissioner Gordon may have a solution for your ministry, well, 
I was just thinking, I think, maybe turned off the theme. 
 
862 
02:57:31.110 --> 02:57:37.110 
MICRC1: bubbles, to make it easier to see, but maybe that would help us 
know which direction to go yeah. 
 
863 
02:57:38.610 --> 02:57:45.660 
MICRC1: Let me get it back, we have to go to voting precincts to get the 
makes it a little bit harder but. 
 
864 
02:57:46.680 --> 02:57:54.570 
MICRC1: that's 3000 people there that's 1800 2600 1900 2500. 
 
865 
02:57:55.980 --> 02:58:06.540 
MICRC1: Oh 73% black 7763 63 so that's 33 to. 
 
866 
02:58:07.560 --> 02:58:15.390 
MICRC1: 73 almost proportionally sit away it's dry now we're 91% minority 
which is significant. 
 
867 
02:58:17.040 --> 02:58:26.220 
MICRC1: Well, and to that point and I agree that you're right, and I 
think it's also important to you know as as an illustration, this is 
where one of the. 
 
868 
02:58:27.360 --> 02:58:35.820 
MICRC1: districts that Dr handley highlighted in her analysis had like 
90% black population, so I know that. 
 
869 



02:58:36.270 --> 02:58:44.640 
MICRC1: That I spoke with some of you about about that point before and 
had you know where I know Mr Roth, on you and I talked about that a lot. 
 
870 
02:58:45.180 --> 02:58:55.380 
MICRC1: That knowing where these districts are two districts that 
translate highlighted this is where at least a couple of them are so I 
think that that. 
 
871 
02:58:55.680 --> 02:59:03.300 
MICRC1: kind of illustrates what her our point about and what I was 
saying earlier, what would be the justification for having. 
 
872 
02:59:03.720 --> 02:59:14.160 
MICRC1: A minority population is Commissioner karch said that's so high, 
and so far above the ability to elect percentage range that's something 
she. 
 
873 
02:59:14.520 --> 02:59:28.860 
MICRC1: pointed out, when we were in Ann arbor and I that's an important 
consideration going forward, since this is the area where at least I 
believe couple those districts, as they currently are under the 2010 
plan. 
 
874 
02:59:30.330 --> 02:59:30.900 
MICRC1: exists. 
 
875 
02:59:33.240 --> 02:59:57.090 
MICRC1: A side note I just clicked on a bunch of these precincts all 
through here and they're generally 80 to 90% African American unless 
they're piney precincts arm like that so it's only 52 people, you have to 
keep in mind when you see these dots it may be 16% but it's not a big 
number overall. 
 
876 
02:59:58.440 --> 02:59:59.640 
MICRC1: What if we went. 
 
877 
03:00:02.040 --> 03:00:02.520 
MICRC1: On. 
 
878 
03:00:03.960 --> 03:00:08.970 
MICRC1: The upper East side there's 2948 is a township. 
 
879 
03:00:10.440 --> 03:00:24.570 



MICRC1: yeah that is 2948 33% African American okay let's say you take 
take that one and the two to the east or no take that one and. 
 
880 
03:00:28.320 --> 03:00:30.090 
MICRC1: And then we're going to have to eliminate some. 
 
881 
03:00:37.080 --> 03:00:42.240 
MICRC1: Make sure I get it right, these two i've had had how am I am 3025 
below. 
 
882 
03:00:44.580 --> 03:00:51.990 
MICRC1: So that will give you 9000 so you can add that the duck rough 
yeah it'll be in the service deanna so I gotta give. 
 
883 
03:00:54.690 --> 03:00:56.250 
MICRC1: And it gives me 90,000. 
 
884 
03:00:58.200 --> 03:01:12.630 
MICRC1: That gets you, you know considerably over it, but, oh no let's 
look at the percentage and let's look at the percent 8% over you dropped 
a non Hispanic black to yeah 79 and a half percent Commissioner Lang has 
a has a thought here. 
 
885 
03:01:15.210 --> 03:01:21.840 
MICRC1: I haven't I haven't deleted some down below do I don't think I 
need to confirm let's look like me, surely i'm sorry. 
 
886 
03:01:22.920 --> 03:01:25.890 
Rhonda Lange: i'm just curious why you went to go. 
 
887 
03:01:27.990 --> 03:01:34.410 
Rhonda Lange: How, you have number six all grouped together right now why 
you wouldn't kind of split that and go to the. 
 
888 
03:01:35.640 --> 03:01:46.170 
Rhonda Lange: West where they're still dots but where he's saying they 
might not be as big a population of African Americans so you're still. 
 
889 
03:01:47.430 --> 03:02:04.980 
Rhonda Lange: Getting African Americans in there, but it might lower your 
overall percentage like were it showing the Coleman a young international 
airport is there a particular reason why you're not considering going 
that way and kind of breaking up this big swath of six to a less. 
 



890 
03:02:06.420 --> 03:02:09.060 
Rhonda Lange: I guess African American populated area. 
 
891 
03:02:11.310 --> 03:02:24.600 
MICRC1: Well yeah it also depends what the population is there because 
the air, I mean the airport takes up a lot of that real estate, but just 
for a quick look let's just do then yeah I think it's for what sparked 
down at the. 
 
892 
03:02:25.620 --> 03:02:44.220 
MICRC1: I don't know I mean if you go across here you're going to impact, 
how you draw districts in the whole area anyway here's the just just 
quickly on 75% 75% 96 and i'm not going to hit them all, but a sampling 
of them. 
 
893 
03:02:46.770 --> 03:02:57.690 
MICRC1: yeah the percentages are still higher yeah I mean they're in the 
90s and Upper upper 90s, even a smaller precinct so you'll have to take 
more, but each still end up. 
 
894 
03:02:59.190 --> 03:03:03.180 
MICRC1: with high numbers on seo and the only way I see. 
 
895 
03:03:05.280 --> 03:03:13.590 
MICRC1: Getting the percentage down more is eliminate some down toward in 
Detroit down toward the bottom and then moving up toward St Clair shores. 
 
896 
03:03:15.930 --> 03:03:24.090 
MICRC1: In that that's possible and I think that when you were doing the 
Senate districts, I think that there were similar conversations and. 
 
897 
03:03:25.140 --> 03:03:29.790 
MICRC1: Discussion so that I mean that that could be a way to address 
this as well. 
 
898 
03:03:31.530 --> 03:03:40.050 
MICRC1: What would you recommend doing that, compared to what we have at 
this point, well, I think, to Commissioner lange's point and what we've 
talked about. 
 
899 
03:03:40.500 --> 03:03:52.620 
MICRC1: Generally, I think, exploring alternative is to see which which 
one's work best for you, I think that's always a great idea yeah I do too 
um so let's take. 



 
900 
03:03:55.470 --> 03:04:03.090 
MICRC1: let's add first so we know how much to subtract out going up and 
take the 2971 3027 and the 77. 
 
901 
03:04:04.260 --> 03:04:05.910 
MICRC1: let's take those yeah. 
 
902 
03:04:12.630 --> 03:04:21.210 
MICRC1: This precinct goes out in the water, but population wise it's all 
right there yeah and then maybe the 2167 as well. 
 
903 
03:04:21.930 --> 03:04:37.110 
MICRC1: Then i'm going to go down and reduce down in the Detroit area 
Commissioner Well he dropped 13,000 oh boy I mean we can keep adding up 
here yeah, but when you take 13,090%. 
 
904 
03:04:38.010 --> 03:04:55.050 
MICRC1: African American district out it's going to have a significant 
because that's over 15% of the district alone so let's go down to the 
southern part of the southern part of the district Commissioner Gordon 
has a thought yeah so just looking at this overall um. 
 
905 
03:04:56.310 --> 03:04:56.730 
MICRC1: I have. 
 
906 
03:04:57.750 --> 03:05:07.230 
MICRC1: I have a comment, which I think will be very unpopular, but I 
think it's worth maybe having a discussion about the only way I see to. 
 
907 
03:05:08.070 --> 03:05:15.840 
MICRC1: make these districts makes more of these districts more balanced 
racially is to break up communities of interest. 
 
908 
03:05:16.440 --> 03:05:35.640 
MICRC1: Because the only places I see our hamtramck dearborn dearborn 
Heights and the growth points that you know show as not African American, 
we know that there are certain populations and certain communities of 
interest in those and other areas, but. 
 
909 
03:05:37.110 --> 03:05:42.870 
MICRC1: We have, I think we need to discuss what trump's and we know 
that's the era. 
 



910 
03:05:44.220 --> 03:05:51.570 
MICRC1: And we have to stay within the population so something has to be 
we're also have the same problem when we start doing West Detroit. 
 
911 
03:05:51.900 --> 03:06:00.120 
MICRC1: You can take a look at the map exact same problem we're 
confronted with right now, you get into my firm, as I see a nod from 
Commissioners are telling I see Commissioner heats hand. 
 
912 
03:06:02.100 --> 03:06:06.720 
MICRC1: And then Commissioners until after Commissioner eat yeah that's I 
mean, I agree. 
 
913 
03:06:07.320 --> 03:06:15.360 
MICRC1: Unfortunately I don't like that I agree, but that's kind of like 
how I started this conversation I think we might have to break up rose 
point because that's. 
 
914 
03:06:15.690 --> 03:06:24.690 
MICRC1: Where the demographics are the only place I wouldn't agree with 
his dearborn because that has a different significant minority population 
that should also be effect. 
 
915 
03:06:25.140 --> 03:06:40.230 
MICRC1: mentioned also be protected, but as far as the other areas that I 
think that's only way I see it, working yeah commissions to tell him or 
them can shorten you have a comment before commissions of telling 
commercials TV Commissioner Gordon. 
 
916 
03:06:40.650 --> 03:06:51.210 
Rebecca Szetela: Okay yeah I was gonna say the same thing that, and this 
is kind of what i've mentioned before, about the kind of first tier 
suburbs that are around Detroit that we're going to have to pull into 
them. 
 
917 
03:06:52.560 --> 03:07:02.910 
Rebecca Szetela: In order to balance out Detroit that's just going to be 
the way it's going to have to be is that we're going to have to come out 
into lavonia we're going to have to come out into read you know read for 
it a little bit into farmington hills, where I look. 
 
918 
03:07:03.360 --> 03:07:08.460 
Rebecca Szetela: All of those areas to balance the districts I just don't 
see any other way around it. 
 



919 
03:07:10.110 --> 03:07:19.110 
Rebecca Szetela: And I frankly don't think any particular community 
should be should have sort of protected status, so to speak, and be. 
 
920 
03:07:20.100 --> 03:07:28.500 
Rebecca Szetela: preserved from that so even with respect to dearborn I 
think we could probably break dearborn up two or three ways and pull in 
those areas of Detroit. 
 
921 
03:07:28.860 --> 03:07:38.640 
Rebecca Szetela: to balance out the population and I don't think that's 
entirely inconsistent, either because there is quite a significant Arab 
American population in Detroit as well it's not just dearborn. 
 
922 
03:07:38.970 --> 03:07:48.870 
Rebecca Szetela: Those border areas of dearborn also have a significant 
Arab American population, so I think with the the numbers that we're 
dealing with we're 90 some odd thousand people. 
 
923 
03:07:50.460 --> 03:08:06.180 
Rebecca Szetela: You know in and of itself, there are going to be some 
slips and communities of interest and I think we can balance that 
effectively while still allowing fair representation, but to do that 
we're going to have to venture into these sort of tier one tier two 
suburbs around Detroit. 
 
924 
03:08:06.840 --> 03:08:09.510 
MICRC1: Yes, modification of our spoke. 
 
925 
03:08:11.100 --> 03:08:18.120 
MICRC1: strategy and to be clear commissions to tell you also including 
the points as a team first tier server is that is that accurate. 
 
926 
03:08:18.180 --> 03:08:19.410 
MICRC1: yeah yeah. 
 
927 
03:08:20.580 --> 03:08:24.030 
MICRC1: So so let's do this camp and then before. 
 
928 
03:08:24.360 --> 03:08:32.250 
Rebecca Szetela: I would just add to that keep in mind, you know we've 
talked about this concept quite a bit that we may not be able to do 
everything with one map so. 
 



929 
03:08:32.640 --> 03:08:39.210 
Rebecca Szetela: Maybe we can't keep the points together with house 
districts, but they are together, I believe, for Congressional and they 
are together for Senate. 
 
930 
03:08:39.450 --> 03:08:52.560 
Rebecca Szetela: So I mean that you know, in order to accomplish our 
requirements under the Constitution, maybe we can't hit everything on 
every map, but we can, I think accommodate most things, when you look at 
the combination of all of our maps together. 
 
931 
03:08:54.630 --> 03:08:57.000 
MICRC1: Thank you cheers a ton of Bruce adelson please Thank you. 
 
932 
03:08:58.080 --> 03:09:11.010 
MICRC1: and, frankly, I think this conversation is what redistricting is 
all about that, yes, you are making choices and, yes, that not everything 
you can do everything in one map, but I think. 
 
933 
03:09:11.940 --> 03:09:19.590 
MICRC1: chairs the Tele made a good point that maybe if your goal was to 
keep certain communities together or maybe do that in. 
 
934 
03:09:20.070 --> 03:09:23.040 
MICRC1: One of the maps but you're not able to do it in another map. 
 
935 
03:09:23.550 --> 03:09:33.600 
MICRC1: Because also the population is different, so if you're creating 
all of all of your districts where the same as let's say the Senate, for 
example, 200,000 plus you have more room to play. 
 
936 
03:09:34.050 --> 03:09:42.480 
MICRC1: But I would also say rhetorically is you're examining this and 
thinking through it, if you look at the current districts that were 
created in the. 
 
937 
03:09:43.140 --> 03:09:54.240 
MICRC1: Wayne county Oldham county mccomb county border area and just ask 
yourself why was that district created the way it was why did that 
district not expand north or West. 
 
938 
03:09:55.470 --> 03:10:07.080 



MICRC1: And I suspected you'll come up with a lesser of answers given 
what what you're weighing now, but I do think that the keeping the 
criteria and rank order is is paramount. 
 
939 
03:10:07.740 --> 03:10:19.320 
MICRC1: Looking at the the voting rights act of course in one person, one 
vote is the number one but also looking at this in a way, very 
holistically you have free maps for three different. 
 
940 
03:10:20.130 --> 03:10:32.010 
MICRC1: representative bodies, and I think that, if you look at and look 
at it in that way, and being able to meet one community's concern here 
and another's here in this particular map. 
 
941 
03:10:32.460 --> 03:10:44.820 
MICRC1: I think that's doing pretty well is you in my experience in the 
statewide redistricting, it is the rare statewide body that can do 
everything for everybody in all of the maps, I mean I. 
 
942 
03:10:45.360 --> 03:10:55.110 
MICRC1: i'm welcome to see that happen, but i'm skeptical about that, and 
I wanted to tackle both Commissioner each comment and Commissioners to 
tell us comment about the. 
 
943 
03:10:56.340 --> 03:11:07.110 
MICRC1: Arab American Middle Eastern population that the you, you are 
more familiar with the areas than certainly than I am being aware of 
areas that. 
 
944 
03:11:07.440 --> 03:11:14.280 
MICRC1: may also support the district three in this configuration 
configuration as an opportunity to elect district. 
 
945 
03:11:14.640 --> 03:11:24.720 
MICRC1: Retaining that and if you didn't retain that by taking whatever 
population you feel is necessary, certainly, as you know, as the theme 
has been give it a shot and let's see. 
 
946 
03:11:25.260 --> 03:11:34.110 
MICRC1: let's see what happens, but I think that that Middle Eastern 
North African population is is important to remember, for many reasons. 
 
947 
03:11:35.610 --> 03:11:39.510 
MICRC1: So let's do this camp can restore infrastructure. 
 



948 
03:11:42.180 --> 03:11:59.880 
MICRC1: So i'm not sure we'll be able to do this, but for me not being 
super familiar with all of the areas of Detroit if we could since we're 
still right at the beginning here if we could kind of see like we're 
seeing now, so I don't know the dots are really representative of. 
 
949 
03:12:01.080 --> 03:12:11.610 
MICRC1: percentage like are they bigger when the percent is bigger it 
doesn't always seem to be the case anyway i'm thinking if we could look 
at the overall picture and see what directions. 
 
950 
03:12:12.120 --> 03:12:23.820 
MICRC1: we're gonna have to move it might be helpful, what I what I would 
I was looking at the same thing the bigger guys what seems like the 
smaller BATs are down in the southern part of this district that i'm 
trying to I want to go back update on. 
 
951 
03:12:24.750 --> 03:12:37.650 
MICRC1: Which is the border for Detroit and the Western districts that's 
just south of East point on, but in Detroit Oh, I want to take away. 
 
952 
03:12:38.760 --> 03:12:40.050 
MICRC1: Can you make a little bitter. 
 
953 
03:12:41.460 --> 03:12:42.990 
MICRC1: yeah I want to take away. 
 
954 
03:12:44.700 --> 03:12:45.090 
MICRC1: The. 
 
955 
03:12:51.420 --> 03:12:52.980 
MICRC1: I want to come down that died. 
 
956 
03:12:54.090 --> 03:12:54.630 
MICRC1: A little bit. 
 
957 
03:12:56.130 --> 03:13:04.290 
MICRC1: When I assign them, you know in groups and incorrect, so we stay 
on track yeah I can stay on track yeah that's fine so. 
 
958 
03:13:08.790 --> 03:13:14.760 
MICRC1: That that that went right over to your hope or woods, is that 
what you mind oh yeah Okay, and then. 



 
959 
03:13:15.870 --> 03:13:33.150 
MICRC1: i'm gonna have to take some more, I think, and then I want to see 
where we are population, we need about 4000 out that 17 and 16 is 33 and 
they so i'm just going to do some you holler or let me know it's not 
appropriate. 
 
960 
03:13:35.670 --> 03:13:45.300 
MICRC1: yeah that's the direction I want to go on, and I want to take the 
1709 17 of the three, I think it is this one, yes, go down there sorry. 
 
961 
03:13:46.770 --> 03:13:47.460 
MICRC1: i'm. 
 
962 
03:13:49.200 --> 03:13:55.980 
MICRC1: Up bring your attention you're a mere 511 under you can go 
continue on or are currently but. 
 
963 
03:13:59.730 --> 03:14:04.350 
MICRC1: let's can't can we take a look at verse can we take a look at 
face percentages not. 
 
964 
03:14:06.270 --> 03:14:24.120 
MICRC1: Only did the percentage has changed, so the yeah voting age 
population, the African American but be be be that by voting age 
population has declined, and I think is, you know as part of our 
competitive analysis let's look at the electronic. 
 
965 
03:14:25.500 --> 03:14:31.830 
MICRC1: So we can see how right now, as its constituted how the election 
returns, but. 
 
966 
03:14:33.090 --> 03:14:39.690 
MICRC1: This time we're starting on the right and going to left it so 
you're trying to confuse yes, thank you for. 
 
967 
03:14:41.880 --> 03:14:42.450 
MICRC1: The record. 
 
968 
03:15:21.120 --> 03:15:25.860 
MICRC1: You know, I think it and go go all the way to the left, we can 
see the 2012 presidential. 
 
969 



03:15:27.090 --> 03:15:44.160 
MICRC1: Thank you so to me what's interesting about these results, it 
seems that that the results become stronger for wider support for 
candidates of choice, the more recent the elections are I don't have an 
explanation for that it is interesting to note that. 
 
970 
03:15:45.210 --> 03:15:52.230 
MICRC1: The further away, you get from 18 and 20 the election results are 
not as strong I think there's still. 
 
971 
03:15:52.770 --> 03:16:08.310 
MICRC1: Support the candidates of choice, but the margins are much 
smaller so right now the district is does provide minority voters, based 
on the election results, the opportunity to elect candidates of choice, 
the you know the. 
 
972 
03:16:10.680 --> 03:16:13.080 
MICRC1: This district may present some. 
 
973 
03:16:14.220 --> 03:16:17.070 
MICRC1: With this area may presented its own unique. 
 
974 
03:16:18.120 --> 03:16:30.000 
MICRC1: aspects because it's possible that the election results are 
closer because of the areas that were added to the east of East point 
that perhaps they. 
 
975 
03:16:31.170 --> 03:16:42.330 
MICRC1: don't support candidates of choice, at the same level, but since 
this is, this is still seems to be a minority candidate of choice, 
supporting district, the the. 
 
976 
03:16:43.980 --> 03:16:47.040 
MICRC1: beef up the black voting age population still pretty high. 
 
977 
03:16:49.140 --> 03:16:58.110 
MICRC1: And then we can we can see how as as you do other districts in 
the area, how that all works out, it is just interesting, as I said that 
the. 
 
978 
03:16:58.470 --> 03:17:08.490 
MICRC1: Election results to the further away, you get from last year just 
seem to be closer than the more recent ones, for whatever reason, you say 
this is acceptable from. 
 



979 
03:17:09.570 --> 03:17:19.110 
MICRC1: You know, from a legal standpoint as we move forward if this were 
the this word your final district, and you were already to approve this. 
 
980 
03:17:20.490 --> 03:17:33.630 
MICRC1: mom still concerned that the black vote age population is pretty 
high and higher than Dr handley has had analyzed yes, it is the 
adjustments have improved the. 
 
981 
03:17:36.180 --> 03:17:41.400 
MICRC1: population from a legal standpoint, but I would still have some 
questions about the. 
 
982 
03:17:42.600 --> 03:18:01.740 
MICRC1: The number of the black voting age population, particularly since 
this is one of the specific areas that she highlighted from the current 
2000 so let's make one more change camp in the in the green area where we 
went outside of Detroit there's a precinct just to the north. 
 
983 
03:18:04.380 --> 03:18:15.180 
MICRC1: Over not 2167 is the number of people were a month are no go out 
go out toward the to the lake. 
 
984 
03:18:16.200 --> 03:18:22.260 
MICRC1: yeah and up the 2167 just up next one up from your okay let's try 
that. 
 
985 
03:18:25.410 --> 03:18:26.220 
MICRC1: and 
 
986 
03:18:29.970 --> 03:18:31.440 
MICRC1: make some difference let's try to. 
 
987 
03:18:32.550 --> 03:18:48.840 
MICRC1: In the 1631 as well take those two so now I got to reduce people 
again down in Detroit to make this happen and Commission like I was going 
to suggest that you put the Detroit neighborhoods overlay on so that you 
try to keep crime fits together Steve African bit suggestion. 
 
988 
03:18:50.010 --> 03:18:56.760 
MICRC1: It dropped it to 68 in the when you drop your 7% out, it should 
show up. 
 
989 



03:18:57.960 --> 03:18:59.430 
MICRC1: The chain okay. 
 
990 
03:19:00.660 --> 03:19:02.010 
MICRC1: Now what I wanted to. 
 
991 
03:19:08.070 --> 03:19:08.490 
MICRC1: Reduce. 
 
992 
03:19:10.470 --> 03:19:11.970 
MICRC1: yeah okay. 
 
993 
03:19:14.250 --> 03:19:19.500 
MICRC1: So let's go over where we stopped before couple oil. 
 
994 
03:19:20.850 --> 03:19:30.180 
MICRC1: yeah This is where the heavier one Sir Okay, I want to get the to 
7791311 in 1650 to skip those. 
 
995 
03:19:33.060 --> 03:19:34.590 
MICRC1: Then we'll take a look at the neighborhoods. 
 
996 
03:19:41.760 --> 03:19:49.620 
MICRC1: And to get them up to seven, so that the 1713 that's an harper 
woods oh I don't know no I. 
 
997 
03:19:50.670 --> 03:19:55.140 
MICRC1: don't want to touch on so where we are population. 
 
998 
03:19:58.140 --> 03:20:04.530 
MICRC1: 1600 above ideal I think we're okay with that let's can we take a 
look at the numbers again with Bruce. 
 
999 
03:20:05.370 --> 03:20:14.940 
MICRC1: I think you want to look at the trade overlay first like oh yeah 
broken up some new words let's get the overlay in the neighborhoods and I 
want to split up neighborhoods because I have to. 
 
1000 
03:20:17.610 --> 03:20:28.530 
MICRC1: You have this neighborhood here Okay, that is split my having 
this the one previously well I think previously now this one. 
 
1001 



03:20:31.920 --> 03:20:33.360 
MICRC1: Let me see those neighborhoods again. 
 
1002 
03:20:38.220 --> 03:20:38.970 
MICRC1: So is. 
 
1003 
03:20:40.170 --> 03:20:46.560 
MICRC1: He sent me a square isn't it can be then be a split morose 
moraine so let's. 
 
1004 
03:20:47.670 --> 03:20:48.090 
MICRC1: let's. 
 
1005 
03:20:50.880 --> 03:20:53.430 
MICRC1: I do think you can add those back, and I think you've got some. 
 
1006 
03:20:54.000 --> 03:21:04.290 
MICRC1: Population Downs further south where you can add the population 
further south has less black oh that's you know what i'm trying to do is 
reduce the black population, I say, well, I think, to this. 
 
1007 
03:21:04.950 --> 03:21:19.950 
MICRC1: As commercial RON said, maybe that you keep those that 
neighborhood whole yeah and see what you can do as you said, she's been 
going further south okay let's let's put Denby back and. 
 
1008 
03:21:21.270 --> 03:21:22.440 
MICRC1: rows back. 
 
1009 
03:21:24.750 --> 03:21:24.960 
MICRC1: yeah. 
 
1010 
03:21:27.510 --> 03:21:29.340 
MICRC1: we'll go further south and see what we can do. 
 
1011 
03:21:31.800 --> 03:21:36.660 
MICRC1: And the reason I chose was because they were having more heavily 
populated with African American yeah. 
 
1012 
03:21:38.160 --> 03:21:47.160 
MICRC1: With the southern ones I just looked at 90% what is it that the 
ones I looked at down below or 90% so it may work out. 
 



1013 
03:21:53.130 --> 03:21:55.530 
MICRC1: Okay let's go down South little. 
 
1014 
03:22:03.360 --> 03:22:04.050 
MICRC1: EDEN gardens. 
 
1015 
03:22:13.980 --> 03:22:15.840 
MICRC1: that's what's the population there. 
 
1016 
03:22:18.030 --> 03:22:26.490 
MICRC1: You still need to drop 6000 or something i'll do all of the EDEN 
garden see what that does because it's like this sections in a different 
precinct. 
 
1017 
03:22:27.990 --> 03:22:31.200 
MICRC1: You may not see this precinct went down here. 
 
1018 
03:22:32.400 --> 03:22:41.550 
MICRC1: And now you're 2.62% high if you want to keep this neighborhood 
whole and this neighborhood all we need to add back in the census blocks. 
 
1019 
03:22:44.130 --> 03:23:02.790 
MICRC1: And those census fox or with which neighborhood this is this is 
our drive hey, these are all let's let's add them back in okay let's do 
that I I hate doing it by census block but it's important to Detroit 
people to keep the neighborhoods together. 
 
1020 
03:23:04.140 --> 03:23:05.580 
MICRC1: Agreed yeah. 
 
1021 
03:23:13.710 --> 03:23:16.920 
MICRC1: deviation of 2.6% doesn't bother me a lot. 
 
1022 
03:23:20.160 --> 03:23:23.400 
MICRC1: you're getting some nodding heads Commission Clark okay good. 
 
1023 
03:23:25.980 --> 03:23:30.990 
MICRC1: And down or left and not shaking but nodding yes and they're not 
nodding off. 
 
1024 
03:23:33.300 --> 03:23:33.690 
MICRC1: yeah. 



 
1025 
03:23:35.520 --> 03:23:37.920 
MICRC1: Well, we want to make this right for the Detroit people. 
 
1026 
03:23:39.150 --> 03:23:44.730 
MICRC1: Well, said so where you're at now is 3.91% hi and I need to. 
 
1027 
03:23:45.900 --> 03:23:49.200 
MICRC1: Put that one census blocking the EDEN gardens yeah. 
 
1028 
03:24:01.290 --> 03:24:13.650 
MICRC1: So you're now at 3.91% higher under 4% non Hispanic black voting 
age population is now okay 64 i'm good at that let's see what. 
 
1029 
03:24:14.310 --> 03:24:21.990 
MICRC1: If you want to that that little airport subdivision that little 
corner, you can take that out, and then you keep that allow that airport 
subdivision neighborhood to behold. 
 
1030 
03:24:23.640 --> 03:24:35.160 
MICRC1: You see, I mean it's not a lot of population I don't think, and I 
think your high at this point so if you take it out on foreign you, you 
see the concept, where where he's already kiss where it says airport sub 
yeah airports. 
 
1031 
03:24:36.240 --> 03:24:44.520 
MICRC1: And what neighborhood is that it says airport airport sub 
neighborhood yeah okay let's take that and see what happens. 
 
1032 
03:25:17.400 --> 03:25:24.030 
MICRC1: You taught me were you referring to just that small piece of the 
whole thing you know just that small piece like here yeah. 
 
1033 
03:25:33.600 --> 03:25:38.580 
MICRC1: seems to be a smaller and black population yeah according to the 
circles right. 
 
1034 
03:25:44.370 --> 03:25:55.410 
MICRC1: I think that covered it I don't think I missed up I did this one, 
let me get there, oh yeah I still be I know it's gonna be over so you're 
still 3.59% and he cleaned up the. 
 
1035 
03:25:59.670 --> 03:26:00.120 



MICRC1: Okay. 
 
1036 
03:26:03.360 --> 03:26:19.680 
MICRC1: So these dots are excuse me, and these dots are on the population 
of the census block percentages that's why they're gonna be small, 
because they're small numbers okay so we're still 3200 above but that's 
Okay, I think. 
 
1037 
03:26:21.750 --> 03:26:32.760 
MICRC1: Excuse me yeah certainly for now yeah absolutely and I think that 
when you get to the point of evaluating deviation on the on an entire 
plan scale. 
 
1038 
03:26:33.150 --> 03:26:46.620 
MICRC1: You get a better sense of that but, clearly, a 3.5 deviation is 
not by itself problematic so it's certainly not for purposes of what's 
happening yeah yeah I think. 
 
1039 
03:26:47.670 --> 03:26:49.890 
MICRC1: we're looking at this less than 5%. 
 
1040 
03:26:51.990 --> 03:26:58.470 
MICRC1: So I yeah I feel good about Okay, I think i'd like to keep this 
i'm in I. 
 
1041 
03:26:59.550 --> 03:27:04.890 
MICRC1: like to thank people for their help and recommendations on on 
this um. 
 
1042 
03:27:06.720 --> 03:27:12.570 
MICRC1: it's a common problem we're going to see gone through the rest of 
the Detroit from what I can see we're gonna have to go outside the city. 
 
1043 
03:27:13.650 --> 03:27:16.380 
MICRC1: So okay i'm good with it. 
 
1044 
03:27:17.640 --> 03:27:24.810 
MICRC1: And you the thumbs up from the Secretary of State good okay yeah 
I mean basically what we've done is we've had to. 
 
1045 
03:27:26.010 --> 03:27:42.570 
MICRC1: Literally had an order 90 some percent black district, and we 
have to change that that was really out of spec of what we're looking at 



from the era, so we went out into the suburbs outside Detroit to get that 
down and. 
 
1046 
03:27:43.980 --> 03:28:04.710 
MICRC1: And then we eliminated some of the population that we can ritual 
district, so it was really basically a whole African American issue a 
concentrated African American issue thanks I didn't deal with any of the 
other minorities thinks the explanation Commission I think we're all set. 
 
1047 
03:28:06.840 --> 03:28:09.000 
MICRC1: I believe we don't need. 
 
1048 
03:28:10.200 --> 03:28:10.740 
MICRC1: To map. 
 
1049 
03:28:16.320 --> 03:28:19.650 
MICRC1: Okay, I think i'd like to finish out mapping out. 
 
1050 
03:28:20.880 --> 03:28:32.190 
MICRC1: The Arab American Community here, so we did a good job, I think, 
with district three I think we just need to complete it so let's go there 
let's take the rest of dearborn. 
 
1051 
03:28:34.770 --> 03:28:36.660 
MICRC1: This area in here yep okay. 
 
1052 
03:28:42.660 --> 03:28:54.450 
MICRC1: So it is going to be the whole township is, I am going to 
highlight that that so that's the entire township so right just the part 
that's left of it, I see your hand chairs, to tell do you have a comment. 
 
1053 
03:28:54.870 --> 03:29:07.800 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah before he does that can we adjust the neighborhoods 
because dearborn does actually have really distinct neighborhoods and 
we've split three of them with this current map that could just use some 
simple adjustments to put them back together. 
 
1054 
03:29:08.580 --> 03:29:11.760 
MICRC1: yeah that's fine we'll come to that you want to help direct or 
chemistry. 
 
1055 
03:29:12.810 --> 03:29:16.260 
MICRC1: Together, yet so it's all it can do it um but yeah. 
 



1056 
03:29:21.270 --> 03:29:34.470 
MICRC1: just remind you to Commissioners to try not to speak over each 
other at the same time, it makes things difficult for translators at this 
point district three is 20% high or 18,000. 
 
1057 
03:29:38.520 --> 03:29:44.400 
MICRC1: No undo it again, it was it was fine how it was before we're just 
going to reconfigure it a little bit. 
 
1058 
03:29:51.900 --> 03:29:52.890 
MICRC1: i'll get i'm getting back. 
 
1059 
03:29:54.150 --> 03:29:57.630 
MICRC1: In a Britney assigned at seven because I thought that's where we 
were going with it. 
 
1060 
03:30:01.980 --> 03:30:09.360 
MICRC1: That is district three as we came in so district three is dead on 
the numbers, so you want me to highlight just this area. 
 
1061 
03:30:11.040 --> 03:30:13.830 
MICRC1: So Commissioners patella is going to. 
 
1062 
03:30:15.270 --> 03:30:20.220 
MICRC1: edit this a little bit to get the neighborhoods that are split 
back together. 
 
1063 
03:30:20.820 --> 03:30:32.310 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah so just where you just had your cursor ken's that 
south of Michigan avenue area that's Crowley park neighborhood we want to 
keep that together so go back down to where you were yeah those two 
precincts. 
 
1064 
03:30:33.810 --> 03:30:33.990 
MICRC1: yeah. 
 
1065 
03:30:34.020 --> 03:30:35.070 
Rebecca Szetela: put them into three. 
 
1066 
03:30:35.820 --> 03:30:36.270 
Okay. 
 
1067 



03:30:57.510 --> 03:31:03.000 
MICRC1: Okay now we're are on me it's almost ideal point see my bed. 
 
1068 
03:31:07.350 --> 03:31:09.240 
Rebecca Szetela: And there's a lot of population there um. 
 
1069 
03:31:10.830 --> 03:31:11.580 
Rebecca Szetela: So. 
 
1070 
03:31:12.810 --> 03:31:20.520 
Rebecca Szetela: Now I would go up to the upper edge the upper Northwest 
edge that's golf golf crest of view. 
 
1071 
03:31:21.810 --> 03:31:26.580 
Rebecca Szetela: neighborhood and take that off and see where that puts 
us at so that precinct right there yeah. 
 
1072 
03:31:27.300 --> 03:31:27.990 
MICRC1: and assign it. 
 
1073 
03:31:28.110 --> 03:31:29.310 
Rebecca Szetela: yeah and assign it. 
 
1074 
03:31:38.100 --> 03:31:38.520 
MICRC1: Okay. 
 
1075 
03:31:39.240 --> 03:31:42.300 
Rebecca Szetela: And then what's that next precinct that's jutting out 
that's. 
 
1076 
03:31:45.120 --> 03:31:58.290 
MICRC1: get the information and i'll just click on it will be quicker Oh, 
it has a total population of 1600 and of course it doesn't it yeah yeah I 
don't have names, but that's 1600 yeah. 
 
1077 
03:31:58.350 --> 03:32:14.970 
Rebecca Szetela: So I take that out to you, and that should be pretty 
good, and then we, we are keeping together river river river band golf 
cross off you and then we've got probably park back together again so 
that sort of fixes the neighborhood splits all right Anthony i'm handing 
it back to you. 
 
1078 
03:32:17.430 --> 03:32:25.950 



MICRC1: Wonderful I think that's a stew, and thank you for doing that um 
alright, so now let's take the rest of dearborn. 
 
1079 
03:32:27.900 --> 03:32:36.240 
MICRC1: So, making a new district district seven yeah okay i'm just going 
to highlight them and then we'll assign them at your discretion. 
 
1080 
03:32:47.400 --> 03:32:49.980 
MICRC1: Alright that's 17,000 i'll sign that. 
 
1081 
03:32:53.940 --> 03:32:58.200 
MICRC1: OK, and now assign the rest of dearborn heights to this district 
as well. 
 
1082 
03:32:59.520 --> 03:33:00.990 
MICRC1: All of the highlights because. 
 
1083 
03:33:02.310 --> 03:33:03.630 
MICRC1: yeah it kind of goes around. 
 
1084 
03:33:17.370 --> 03:33:28.380 
MICRC1: Okay, we need a little bit more now what we have now is very 
close to what the Community has submitted to us as being their 
communities as being their population. 
 
1085 
03:33:28.890 --> 03:33:36.270 
MICRC1: I don't really see this as a community of interest, I see it, 
more as a voting rights issue for a minority population, and I think that 
what we have now. 
 
1086 
03:33:36.750 --> 03:33:45.240 
MICRC1: works, we just need to add a little bit more and we heard a 
couple I think a week ago that inkster probably shouldn't be here with 
this district. 
 
1087 
03:33:45.780 --> 03:34:01.260 
MICRC1: So you know we got to go somewhere, though, so I would like to 
ask them insurance a Tele would it be better to include a little bit of 
garden city, a little bit of Taylor i'm a little bit of redford where do 
you think to go from here to get that extra 10,000 people. 
 
1088 
03:34:01.680 --> 03:34:13.920 
Rebecca Szetela: So I would go either way, so you could grab into a 
little bit of garden city that's very similar to the western edge of 



dearborn heights or you could grab that upper part of Taylor, which is 
very similar to southern different heights either either way would work. 
 
1089 
03:34:14.880 --> 03:34:20.160 
MICRC1: Commissioner Gordon has a hand to so well I don't know these 
populations, we. 
 
1090 
03:34:21.450 --> 03:34:23.520 
MICRC1: Can we see the dots again. 
 
1091 
03:34:24.750 --> 03:34:25.290 
MICRC1: I think. 
 
1092 
03:34:26.550 --> 03:34:32.970 
MICRC1: Like garden city doesn't show any dots I think we should avoid 
that because we need to eat. 
 
1093 
03:34:33.840 --> 03:34:39.300 
MICRC1: Well, I don't know, maybe we're getting out of the city now but 
i'm just thinking, we need to. 
 
1094 
03:34:39.840 --> 03:34:45.990 
MICRC1: Balance that out as much as possible with the African American 
population as well, and then to that. 
 
1095 
03:34:46.320 --> 03:34:56.130 
MICRC1: I have this memory of sort of the Western side of Detroit right 
the eastern side right just north and west of district seven and west of 
district three right that publishes that also Arab. 
 
1096 
03:34:56.580 --> 03:35:03.540 
MICRC1: conduct could be could that be a justification to sort of keep 
that Arab community there is there an Arab community there no okay. 
 
1097 
03:35:05.880 --> 03:35:06.300 
Rebecca Szetela: No. 
 
1098 
03:35:06.930 --> 03:35:08.130 
MICRC1: Okay Commission click. 
 
1099 
03:35:09.510 --> 03:35:19.650 
MICRC1: I support what Cynthia said no, because the air of American 
population is basically considered in the census data is white. 



 
1100 
03:35:20.670 --> 03:35:30.960 
MICRC1: And so I think we need to and that's what it's kind of showing us 
statistics boost is going to look at, so I think we need to move to the 
east and get the more heavily populated black areas. 
 
1101 
03:35:32.760 --> 03:35:34.380 
Rebecca Szetela: That would be worn down on, I think. 
 
1102 
03:35:35.550 --> 03:35:43.170 
MICRC1: And I think that to that to that point, I think we talked about 
this a little bit with the Senate districts because. 
 
1103 
03:35:45.750 --> 03:35:55.680 
MICRC1: Middle Eastern descent is not was the desert race by the census 
that's not dispositive in the sense that that's not a community that 
needs to be. 
 
1104 
03:35:56.370 --> 03:36:03.150 
MICRC1: protected, but that also means that going off American Community 
survey data, for example. 
 
1105 
03:36:03.720 --> 03:36:14.520 
MICRC1: Of the community of interest submissions we talked about your own 
personal knowledge, I think makes that being able to do that were 
important because the census data. 
 
1106 
03:36:15.030 --> 03:36:34.860 
MICRC1: By itself won't show the same thing that we've seen in other 
areas of Detroit but that's also why, looking at the election results are 
so important because I remember when when you did the Senate districts, 
we looked at a particular district that seemed to have 85% non Hispanic 
white. 
 
1107 
03:36:35.910 --> 03:36:40.470 
MICRC1: And a relatively small black population but very heavily 
supported. 
 
1108 
03:36:41.490 --> 03:36:50.850 
MICRC1: Communities have about 10 days of choice and we inferred from 
that that that aligns with what we thought would be an area of 
significant. 
 
1109 
03:36:51.300 --> 03:37:11.310 



MICRC1: Arab American population, which to my understanding, may also 
typically support or often support minority candidates, a choice of doing 
by doing this you're relying on more than census data, because the census 
data really does not explain where the Arab American population. 
 
1110 
03:37:14.730 --> 03:37:26.490 
MICRC1: yeah it doesn't you know the census data I don't want to say it's 
lying right now, but it doesn't include information that's needed but 
luckily we've gotten that information, you know from from other sources 
from. 
 
1111 
03:37:27.330 --> 03:37:41.580 
MICRC1: The Community survey from our public hearings and I think most 
importantly we've had very specific maps submitted on our public comment 
tool that are very highly commented on there there's some of the most 
commented on submissions we've had. 
 
1112 
03:37:42.780 --> 03:37:51.960 
MICRC1: Those have this being combined this district seven being combined 
a little bit more with garden city, because of the similarities with it 
and dearborn heights. 
 
1113 
03:37:52.230 --> 03:38:05.880 
MICRC1: However, if you all want to go into Warren Dale and get those 
maybe bottom three precincts to diversify a little i'd be okay with that, 
too, I don't think it's going to make a major difference, but I mean yes 
about 10,000 people, those bottom three precincts. 
 
1114 
03:38:08.940 --> 03:38:11.160 
MICRC1: But i'm also concerned about dilution I apologize. 
 
1115 
03:38:13.410 --> 03:38:19.500 
MICRC1: I don't want to disenfranchise those communities there either, if 
indeed there isn't a you're a crossover vote for. 
 
1116 
03:38:20.520 --> 03:38:28.200 
MICRC1: If that if we can't if they can't elect the candidate of choice 
as an African American Community right as much as right as small as that. 
 
1117 
03:38:29.280 --> 03:38:36.810 
MICRC1: piece is it also feels important to recognize that that may not 
be a good choice I rather stick with garden city frankly and. 
 
1118 
03:38:37.290 --> 03:38:42.540 



MICRC1: and allow them to have a candidate will be represented, have a 
have a shot at a candidate of their choice. 
 
1119 
03:38:43.140 --> 03:38:46.920 
MICRC1: If you feel like that's not going to get district seven isn't 
going to help them. 
 
1120 
03:38:47.670 --> 03:38:59.520 
MICRC1: elect that candidate of choice and just to that point I agree, I 
think that that's very important but that's where I would just say let's 
go to the election results, because then, if that concern is delayed. 
 
1121 
03:39:00.120 --> 03:39:07.050 
MICRC1: by looking then that takes the consideration of the team can so 
how can we look at that or would you look at that, with a certain. 
 
1122 
03:39:08.190 --> 03:39:25.650 
MICRC1: Can we do that really well, I think that can can highlight those 
specific areas ball, can we share, I can make a artificial district eight 
to hold that area it so we can look at the population of what they sum up 
to that's a great idea, please. 
 
1123 
03:39:30.150 --> 03:39:45.540 
MICRC1: It was required just going to be number eight, I have a question 
just those three precincts question for Anthony, is there not a part of 
Detroit that it's just south of Warren and. 
 
1124 
03:39:48.120 --> 03:39:57.300 
MICRC1: North of Fort Monroe for growth that that just comes out from 
Detroit it has an Arab population. 
 
1125 
03:39:59.220 --> 03:40:11.040 
MICRC1: So, according to the the map submitted to us by like access and 
by the Community, there is like an Arab population towards what we have 
in district one, but I wouldn't go too far into it. 
 
1126 
03:40:12.990 --> 03:40:13.980 
MICRC1: But that's about it. 
 
1127 
03:40:16.050 --> 03:40:30.780 
MICRC1: yeah that's kind of foreign to the East, from where we're working 
thanks so we'll come back to Ken, but I want to acknowledge the chemistry 
element has joined us this is a highlight at district, seven and eight, 
of course, eight is just those three precincts. 
 



1128 
03:40:35.190 --> 03:40:38.220 
MICRC1: To the Commission counter say where she's joining us from 
virtually. 
 
1129 
03:40:39.360 --> 03:40:41.040 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, but I didn't want to interrupt can't. 
 
1130 
03:40:41.940 --> 03:40:43.590 
MICRC1: Thank you can she can Please proceed. 
 
1131 
03:40:44.100 --> 03:40:47.490 
Brittni Kellom: hi everyone, and I am attending remotely from Wayne 
county Michigan. 
 
1132 
03:40:50.550 --> 03:40:52.170 
MICRC1: Thank you back to you can't or. 
 
1133 
03:40:55.890 --> 03:40:57.450 
MICRC1: Reading I apologize i'm with you now. 
 
1134 
03:41:00.030 --> 03:41:02.850 
MICRC1: Can can we move to the right, yes, sir. 
 
1135 
03:41:20.610 --> 03:41:35.220 
MICRC1: just looking at what's on the screen now I think is a really good 
comparative illustration between seven and eight so eight strongly 
supports those three blocks strong support can get candidates. 
 
1136 
03:41:36.810 --> 03:41:49.320 
MICRC1: district seven as configured also supports candidates through so 
the margins are not as large as what age is showing However, the. 
 
1137 
03:41:51.420 --> 03:42:06.870 
MICRC1: They both do support candidates of choice, so I think that there 
are some, as I said, so the seven the margins are closer, but could you 
go to the right again, please, so we can just look at the whole span of 
the results, thank you. 
 
1138 
03:42:10.410 --> 03:42:19.680 
MICRC1: yeah I think across the board to candidates of choice when some 
of the margins are closer than others, but i'm not seeing any election, 
where the. 
 



1139 
03:42:20.730 --> 03:42:30.120 
MICRC1: Excuse me, the candidate of choice loses so on first blush it 
does not appear that if you add the three areas from that are now in 
eight. 
 
1140 
03:42:30.960 --> 03:42:44.280 
MICRC1: into seven that that creates a dilute of effect, however, what 
would also be helpful if I could suggest let's put the areas for me to 
intercept and then see what the overall results are. 
 
1141 
03:42:46.230 --> 03:42:47.370 
MICRC1: To ensure and then, Commissioner. 
 
1142 
03:42:48.960 --> 03:42:51.540 
MICRC1: So if i'm reading it right that last election. 
 
1143 
03:42:52.800 --> 03:42:53.640 
MICRC1: For number eight. 
 
1144 
03:42:55.170 --> 03:42:59.820 
MICRC1: Did that is different than the others, I just wanted to point 
that out, for the record. 
 
1145 
03:43:01.680 --> 03:43:05.100 
MICRC1: I still think it's overwhelmingly they vote. 
 
1146 
03:43:06.210 --> 03:43:15.780 
MICRC1: Similarly to do Ray you go through short you're doing what what 
when I have to keep reminding myself that to do, because the screen, it 
can be really. 
 
1147 
03:43:16.230 --> 03:43:25.380 
MICRC1: Confusing which line represents which district because initially 
I looked at nine and thought well wait a minute that's kind of. 
 
1148 
03:43:25.860 --> 03:43:42.690 
MICRC1: Different than the results that I thought I saw but I was mixing 
up nine and eight, if you look at seven and eight, the two that are 
they're not in blue there in white, then I think that the election 
results line up nine does not. 
 
1149 
03:43:44.520 --> 03:44:03.600 



MICRC1: But I think it is nine and 10 that are actually district seven 
and 8am I wrong yes district, seven and eight or lands nine intend to 
highlight it districts are seven and eight so i'm, for example, that's 
district seven as district eight. 
 
1150 
03:44:04.680 --> 03:44:14.730 
MICRC1: As district seven instigate let's go all the way to the end, 
because I think that was weird to be short and saw that anomaly one 
election. 
 
1151 
03:44:15.900 --> 03:44:19.950 
MICRC1: look different from all the others, but I just want. 
 
1152 
03:44:25.620 --> 03:44:36.660 
MICRC1: To make a microphone is not on, yet can district seven district 
8787878 so. 
 
1153 
03:44:39.870 --> 03:44:46.080 
MICRC1: I agree, I mean, yes, and that that last that Johnson dillard 
election is. 
 
1154 
03:44:47.190 --> 03:44:49.470 
MICRC1: Different was that the one that you would spot. 
 
1155 
03:44:52.230 --> 03:44:54.480 
MICRC1: I see one other as well. 
 
1156 
03:44:55.620 --> 03:44:58.080 
MICRC1: I think snyder one. 
 
1157 
03:44:59.850 --> 03:45:04.350 
MICRC1: was a starter shower yeah yeah so but overwhelmingly I think. 
 
1158 
03:45:05.430 --> 03:45:16.530 
MICRC1: We can see that they they do align generally, so I don't know 
where you draw the line, but no, I think that I thank you that's a that's 
a great point and I will adjust. 
 
1159 
03:45:17.820 --> 03:45:32.310 
MICRC1: The lines a look at the district So yes, I think, to your point, 
there are a couple actually where the candidate not favor by the minority 
community prevail, I think that there are only two of those as the to me, 
one of the more. 
 



1160 
03:45:33.870 --> 03:45:36.600 
MICRC1: Important illustrative points is that. 
 
1161 
03:45:38.310 --> 03:45:42.990 
MICRC1: The margins or are bigger in those three areas. 
 
1162 
03:45:44.490 --> 03:45:52.440 
MICRC1: That artificial out of those artificial areas of eight that 
there's some support there is stronger than by margin. 
 
1163 
03:45:53.760 --> 03:46:03.690 
MICRC1: Then in seven but seven does in the majority of elections does 
elect candidates so excuse me thank you and then I would. 
 
1164 
03:46:04.170 --> 03:46:20.670 
MICRC1: suggest what I mentioned earlier, put eight into seven, so we can 
see the overall what the overall results because eight district eight 
right now makes up almost 10% of an entire House district, so that when 
you add those in it's going to impact. 
 
1165 
03:46:21.690 --> 03:46:29.010 
MICRC1: district seven and the aid of those three blocks that you 
selected well, I think that just putting them in. 
 
1166 
03:46:29.910 --> 03:46:46.980 
MICRC1: putting aside population for a moment and just seeing how that 
changes if it does, the election results, just to be less true, 
Commissioner, you had the floor in district seven can hold that 
population right okay let's let's add it in and see what we get see if 
that changes anything. 
 
1167 
03:46:48.300 --> 03:46:53.910 
MICRC1: I don't know if we have this data on hand but I was also 
thinking, something that might be useful, would be the. 
 
1168 
03:46:54.780 --> 03:47:07.710 
MICRC1: Primary election data on the democratic side because there was an 
Arab American candidates and it'd be interesting to see how these areas 
voted, you know if they voted for that candidate or not compared to. 
 
1169 
03:47:08.880 --> 03:47:15.810 
MICRC1: The primary winner, what I want right what racism Arab American 
the know the raised office. 
 



1170 
03:47:17.220 --> 03:47:18.750 
MICRC1: governor oh okay. 
 
1171 
03:47:21.120 --> 03:47:33.060 
MICRC1: This Kim race, unfortunately, the primary contest results are not 
readily available from the state so they're generally not included in 
what we have right now. 
 
1172 
03:47:34.920 --> 03:47:37.770 
MICRC1: Thank you for that clarification, Commissioner, you have the 
floor again. 
 
1173 
03:47:40.050 --> 03:47:47.370 
MICRC1: So this is combined now and we're okay i'm population, we want to 
check the election results, to see if it made a major impact or not. 
 
1174 
03:47:49.200 --> 03:48:02.970 
MICRC1: And I would just ask that you did split the neighborhood and that 
and I know that may not be the most important piece, but it is useful to 
recognize that there is a smaller neighborhood that you could take 
potentially and also see ya just wanted to point that out before we go 
too far. 
 
1175 
03:48:11.880 --> 03:48:12.570 
MICRC1: Go to the right. 
 
1176 
03:48:57.330 --> 03:49:04.800 
MICRC1: So just so just so i'm not i'm not missing this again, this is 
the top line in the blue highlighted area that's. 
 
1177 
03:49:05.370 --> 03:49:17.190 
MICRC1: correctly that's district seven, and then we zeroed out eight 
ready deleted it so that bottom line would be the empty number eight okay 
well that Johnson dillard election continues to be. 
 
1178 
03:49:18.390 --> 03:49:25.530 
MICRC1: interesting because that seems to be the only election that i've 
seen where the candidate choices not supported. 
 
1179 
03:49:26.130 --> 03:49:45.300 
MICRC1: The summer, you know as we talked about before some of the 
margins are relatively close but it's been already candidates of choice 
when, in the majority of the election so from that standpoint, this does 



appear to be a good opportunity to elect district Thank you Commissioner 
land. 
 
1180 
03:49:47.400 --> 03:50:03.270 
MICRC1: And the chance and Diller Johnson was the income in that 
election, and it was her second term she had done a lot of good things 
for the second state's office and was relatively popular regardless of 
her party. 
 
1181 
03:50:04.590 --> 03:50:10.140 
MICRC1: So that would go a long way and explaining what was going on with 
that particular election. 
 
1182 
03:50:11.910 --> 03:50:15.390 
MICRC1: Thank you that's that's that's very helpful, thank you. 
 
1183 
03:50:16.950 --> 03:50:19.110 
MICRC1: And I would agree with that assessment from Commissioner lap. 
 
1184 
03:50:21.480 --> 03:50:27.570 
MICRC1: Any other yeah please Okay, well then, you know I think i'm good 
with this, what do you think Commissioners Italo. 
 
1185 
03:50:30.990 --> 03:50:36.210 
MICRC1: I think Commission was telling me I had to leave okay well i'm 
good with this, I think it's supports. 
 
1186 
03:50:37.920 --> 03:50:50.580 
MICRC1: You know, getting rid of the disenfranchisement of a minority 
community which as we've heard is is not only what we should be striving 
for, but it's also what the Community wants to see and supported by 
numerous. 
 
1187 
03:50:51.780 --> 03:51:10.290 
MICRC1: submissions on our public comment tool, this is for Secretary of 
state's office specifically comments P 4293 P 46093992 and. 
 
1188 
03:51:12.360 --> 03:51:13.950 
MICRC1: See 1510. 
 
1189 
03:51:18.990 --> 03:51:19.740 
MICRC1: Thank you, Commissioner. 
 
1190 



03:51:23.190 --> 03:51:27.750 
MICRC1: And I think we're so we have about 15 minutes until we want to 
take a recess. 
 
1191 
03:51:29.100 --> 03:51:32.100 
MICRC1: We are to Commissioner kellen are you able to. 
 
1192 
03:51:33.360 --> 03:51:34.080 
MICRC1: Help us map. 
 
1193 
03:51:37.050 --> 03:51:39.060 
Brittni Kellom: out a question is that i'm here. 
 
1194 
03:51:39.780 --> 03:51:40.830 
MICRC1: I am so excited. 
 
1195 
03:51:41.460 --> 03:51:42.210 
MICRC1: take us away. 
 
1196 
03:51:42.390 --> 03:51:44.220 
MICRC1: Commissioner, Commissioner Gordon has a has a hand. 
 
1197 
03:51:45.570 --> 03:51:50.250 
MICRC1: should come before you get started, I just have a question for Mr 
Wilson. 
 
1198 
03:51:50.580 --> 03:51:51.450 
MICRC1: After right to. 
 
1199 
03:51:51.900 --> 03:51:53.940 
MICRC1: Trying to learn something here i'm. 
 
1200 
03:51:55.410 --> 03:52:04.470 
MICRC1: Considering the the population minority population density and 
the the shape that we're trying to work with. 
 
1201 
03:52:06.360 --> 03:52:07.950 
MICRC1: As we try to. 
 
1202 
03:52:09.840 --> 03:52:21.330 



MICRC1: Spread that out a little bit and get a better balance would it 
would a better goal, be to have a few districts that are perfect, as far 
as. 
 
1203 
03:52:22.620 --> 03:52:27.660 
MICRC1: Balance goes, you know um and then the rest are. 
 
1204 
03:52:30.480 --> 03:52:38.010 
MICRC1: Higher higher minority population, you know so they're so they're 
not balanced, or is it better to. 
 
1205 
03:52:39.210 --> 03:52:44.220 
MICRC1: Try and balance, although not perfectly as many as possible what 
what's best. 
 
1206 
03:52:46.800 --> 03:52:51.270 
MICRC1: So you're now competing with Commissioner need for asking me 
really interesting questions. 
 
1207 
03:52:52.620 --> 03:53:01.950 
MICRC1: Well, I think that that the, you know as you could just see from 
the map that's on the screen, I mean there are limitations geographic 
limitations what you can do I mean you can't. 
 
1208 
03:53:02.460 --> 03:53:18.930 
MICRC1: draw district from just speaking off the cuff from the River out 
in order, for example, to balance population, so there may well be 
districts that while they're not 90 or 95%. 
 
1209 
03:53:19.290 --> 03:53:32.790 
MICRC1: Majority minority, maybe they're 6065 Min and i'm just throwing 
out ideas, too, so I think that the whole point of our really focusing on 
trying lots of options. 
 
1210 
03:53:33.210 --> 03:53:53.190 
MICRC1: Really answers that question because, as you try more options 
you'll see whether things are possible or not now that's going to mean 
trying things that may cut against the grain with you know, keeping 
certain communities whole but that's also part of not only. 
 
1211 
03:53:54.270 --> 03:53:55.230 
MICRC1: Showing. 
 
1212 
03:53:57.210 --> 03:54:04.410 



MICRC1: or reasonable efforts to do that, but that's what's so important 
about creating a record that if if someone says well they didn't do that. 
 
1213 
03:54:05.010 --> 03:54:17.610 
MICRC1: Well then, well, no that's not true here are 10 examples of how 
that was done so, it could be that way and I, you know I I don't want to 
presume. 
 
1214 
03:54:18.210 --> 03:54:24.000 
MICRC1: In going forward the limitations of all of your creativity, but 
it could well be. 
 
1215 
03:54:24.510 --> 03:54:36.990 
MICRC1: As, so I think that that's something that we can in Canada, that 
if we need to, but there are realities of geography, as you know, and 
because these districts are not 300,000 people. 
 
1216 
03:54:37.560 --> 03:54:47.040 
MICRC1: There are certain limitations, starting from a an urban core that 
you're facing now, and you will continue to fit. 
 
1217 
03:54:50.580 --> 03:55:00.150 
MICRC1: thanks for that Commission, can you have the floor, oh, excuse 
me, I apologize Commission count one one Commission or just kind of to 
add on to that question so that was a really good question. 
 
1218 
03:55:01.590 --> 03:55:08.370 
MICRC1: Is there a number of vr a protected district, and you knew this 
was coming, is there a number that we need to hit. 
 
1219 
03:55:09.450 --> 03:55:18.420 
MICRC1: Okay well let's address that specifically because I know that 
there have been public comments i've seen social media comments comments 
in the media. 
 
1220 
03:55:21.090 --> 03:55:27.390 
MICRC1: we've talked about how section five the voting rights act is no 
longer in play let's just assume that it is for a moment. 
 
1221 
03:55:27.870 --> 03:55:35.730 
MICRC1: And let's assume that there were a certain number of districts 
that minorities, had the ability to act and. 
 
1222 
03:55:36.210 --> 03:55:46.620 



MICRC1: Then under Section five you would do something called the void 
retrogression you avoid reducing minority voting strength in very 
specifically. 
 
1223 
03:55:47.130 --> 03:55:57.600 
MICRC1: So that if there were 10 districts 10 years ago let's say you 
really can reduce that below 10 maybe you increase it, but you don't 
reduce it. 
 
1224 
03:55:58.350 --> 03:56:05.580 
MICRC1: Section five, as we know, doesn't apply anymore, so that strict 
numerical you had 10 you have to have 10. 
 
1225 
03:56:06.360 --> 03:56:21.840 
MICRC1: that's really not the same as it was 10 years before, so I think 
that what what the Commission is doing is in addressing what Dr handley 
analyzed looking at the current district from 2010 you are. 
 
1226 
03:56:22.380 --> 03:56:33.840 
MICRC1: diversifying the population on path unpacking the districts 
expanding the district, while also, at the same time and going back to 
the lakeshore district in the. 
 
1227 
03:56:34.440 --> 03:56:41.880 
MICRC1: senate you're creating districts that appear to be opportunity to 
elect districts that may not have existed before. 
 
1228 
03:56:42.270 --> 03:57:01.170 
MICRC1: That may not on first examination appear to be, but the election 
results i'll show that they are so if we were sitting here 10 years ago I 
would have we would be focusing on retrogression because section five 
applied retrogression and section five on applying. 
 
1229 
03:57:03.300 --> 03:57:12.390 
MICRC1: And so, that means that there is no definite number that we have 
to draw there is no specific set that there were you at 10 you have to 
have tend to avoid retrogression, however. 
 
1230 
03:57:12.840 --> 03:57:24.510 
MICRC1: go into the point that everyone has been making about avoiding 
minority vote dilution, so that in looking at districts, that in the 
current map the 2010 map. 
 
1231 
03:57:24.930 --> 03:57:34.920 



MICRC1: has significantly high minority populations, if you add in 
reducing that and unpacking that that you retain the ability. 
 
1232 
03:57:35.310 --> 03:57:45.720 
MICRC1: Of the communities of the voters of the people living there to 
left candidates of choice, so that they may not be in districts that are 
95% of one race. 
 
1233 
03:57:46.050 --> 03:57:57.450 
MICRC1: Maybe they're in a district with 42% as long as they can retain 
that ability to elect that's what you strive for, so you avoid this, the. 
 
1234 
03:57:57.930 --> 03:58:09.660 
MICRC1: The strict numerical adherence under Section five to avoid 
retrogression and instead you look more broadly, and I also have to say 
that this is an issue that is confronting. 
 
1235 
03:58:10.200 --> 03:58:18.960 
MICRC1: jurisdictions across the country when they are realizing for the 
first time in decades that they don't have section five. 
 
1236 
03:58:19.710 --> 03:58:30.480 
MICRC1: So they don't have the same we had 10, we have to keep 10 and 
they're confronting issues that frankly they haven't confronted 
previously in states that are a little different demographically the 
mission. 
 
1237 
03:58:31.980 --> 03:58:32.580 
MICRC1: Thank you Bruce. 
 
1238 
03:58:33.780 --> 03:58:42.690 
MICRC1: So Commission column, we have about 10 minutes until we want to 
take a recess, do you want to take the floor, or do you want to yeah, how 
do you want to proceed. 
 
1239 
03:58:43.650 --> 03:58:51.210 
Brittni Kellom: So alia to you if you want to take a I mean ideally i'm 
not gonna I don't know if i'm going to be able map and six whatever 
minutes I don't care. 
 
1240 
03:58:51.750 --> 03:58:52.380 
MICRC1: Do you wanna. 
 
1241 
03:58:53.040 --> 03:58:59.400 



MICRC1: Do you want to begin, so you can sort of start with something and 
then have sort of that that break time and then come back to it, or you 
can be with us after the recess. 
 
1242 
03:59:00.900 --> 03:59:02.490 
Brittni Kellom: need this is a lot of interview questions. 
 
1243 
03:59:03.750 --> 03:59:08.160 
Brittni Kellom: immediately, but yeah i'll be here it's totally up to 
you. 
 
1244 
03:59:09.000 --> 03:59:16.200 
MICRC1: Yes, why don't you why don't you begin and then take a break yeah 
we'll take a recess and we'll reconvene at one o'clock with you again. 
 
1245 
03:59:17.100 --> 03:59:18.780 
Brittni Kellom: Okay i'm. 
 
1246 
03:59:21.030 --> 03:59:29.340 
Brittni Kellom: keeping in mind that my good friend Bruce is here, can we 
zoom out keeping the neighborhood's can't but just zoom out, so I think 
not, not that much. 
 
1247 
03:59:34.530 --> 03:59:36.060 
Brittni Kellom: zoom in a little bit more, please. 
 
1248 
03:59:39.660 --> 03:59:44.850 
Brittni Kellom: Like back to the same same thing okay um what i'd like to 
do. 
 
1249 
03:59:45.900 --> 03:59:49.920 
Brittni Kellom: Is start around what is that green is that district to. 
 
1250 
03:59:51.930 --> 03:59:52.170 
Brittni Kellom: That. 
 
1251 
03:59:53.280 --> 03:59:54.000 
MICRC1: too. 
 
1252 
03:59:54.600 --> 03:59:55.680 
MICRC1: that's too yes. 
 
1253 



03:59:55.710 --> 03:59:59.580 
Brittni Kellom: Okay, so i'm thinking of. 
 
1254 
04:00:01.140 --> 04:00:10.350 
Brittni Kellom: Trying a district that mixes in that kind of Northwest 
Detroit area again with some of the suburbs to continue this. 
 
1255 
04:00:13.050 --> 04:00:19.530 
Brittni Kellom: Next to get the ERA right so we'll see how this goes okay 
can can you select. 
 
1256 
04:00:22.680 --> 04:00:27.030 
Brittni Kellom: We do Campo bangla town Highland prior. 
 
1257 
04:00:29.910 --> 04:00:32.070 
Brittni Kellom: Okay, reading the neighborhood so Highland park. 
 
1258 
04:00:32.070 --> 04:00:32.910 
Brittni Kellom: That little. 
 
1259 
04:00:33.900 --> 04:00:35.850 
MICRC1: i'm going to start with Holland park. 
 
1260 
04:00:36.360 --> 04:00:36.750 
MICRC1: Just. 
 
1261 
04:00:37.350 --> 04:00:38.100 
A base. 
 
1262 
04:00:39.480 --> 04:00:48.630 
MICRC1: camp and we did not sort of in district two we didn't keep the 
neighborhood's whole so you feel free to adjust as you. 
 
1263 
04:00:50.130 --> 04:00:51.690 
MICRC1: Continue dry your district if you're. 
 
1264 
04:00:53.160 --> 04:01:07.140 
Brittni Kellom: interested in keeping up, so I want to keep some 
neighborhoods whole but i'm more interested in creating opportunity and 
fairness, so, however, that happens, is what I think is best for 
detroiters because. 
 
1265 



04:01:08.250 --> 04:01:13.320 
Brittni Kellom: I think largely anyways i'm just going to proceed okay so 
Highland park is selected. 
 
1266 
04:01:14.880 --> 04:01:18.060 
Brittni Kellom: Do Dexter linwood Russell woods. 
 
1267 
04:01:19.380 --> 04:01:20.070 
MICRC1: Okay, let me get. 
 
1268 
04:01:21.480 --> 04:01:22.470 
MICRC1: All this area. 
 
1269 
04:01:23.220 --> 04:01:24.960 
Brittni Kellom: And the area to the right as well. 
 
1270 
04:01:26.070 --> 04:01:32.280 
MICRC1: i'm going to select the areas and if I select an area, you do not 
want to use speak up before. 
 
1271 
04:01:32.310 --> 04:01:33.060 
Our class. 
 
1272 
04:01:34.740 --> 04:01:35.850 
Brittni Kellom: Over select. 
 
1273 
04:01:37.770 --> 04:01:41.280 
MICRC1: yeah just get them select that and then you. 
 
1274 
04:01:42.690 --> 04:01:44.220 
MICRC1: Dominant stop. 
 
1275 
04:01:45.630 --> 04:01:47.400 
MICRC1: i'm selecting whole precincts. 
 
1276 
04:01:48.720 --> 04:01:52.470 
MICRC1: And down in here we can't I don't blame you for maybe we can all 
try it. 
 
1277 
04:02:01.830 --> 04:02:05.100 
MICRC1: Okay, that assign that whole entire area. 
 



1278 
04:02:05.580 --> 04:02:06.480 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, please. 
 
1279 
04:02:11.130 --> 04:02:14.340 
Brittni Kellom: gonna try to create a shoot shoot upwards. 
 
1280 
04:02:16.680 --> 04:02:18.810 
MICRC1: Getting goes this way where my cursor is pointed. 
 
1281 
04:02:18.870 --> 04:02:28.470 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, and I do want you to include what's to the right of 
Highland Park, which is Campbell i'm bangla town that's Russell woods, 
yes, you can select that and then go back. 
 
1282 
04:02:29.730 --> 04:02:32.340 
Brittni Kellom: Oh that'd be North East I guess. 
 
1283 
04:02:34.500 --> 04:02:38.010 
Brittni Kellom: Based upon what my screen shows that would be northeast 
to select. 
 
1284 
04:02:38.220 --> 04:02:41.880 
Brittni Kellom: On Campbell and bang with Tommy guess that 1049 that 
number. 
 
1285 
04:02:43.710 --> 04:02:44.220 
MICRC1: Just met man. 
 
1286 
04:02:45.450 --> 04:02:45.780 
Brittni Kellom: Thank you. 
 
1287 
04:02:48.540 --> 04:02:52.830 
MICRC1: This this area here i'm kinda around in here okay. 
 
1288 
04:03:00.090 --> 04:03:01.830 
MICRC1: Those are whole precincts. 
 
1289 
04:03:01.920 --> 04:03:03.960 
Brittni Kellom: yeah okay. 
 
1290 
04:03:06.540 --> 04:03:10.770 



MICRC1: I can assign them and then cut them turn them back if you want, 
however, you want to do it. 
 
1291 
04:03:10.860 --> 04:03:16.020 
Brittni Kellom: yeah because that little jagged edge look strange to me 
but i'm we're also very zoomed in right now. 
 
1292 
04:03:17.460 --> 04:03:22.050 
MICRC1: yeah Okay, let me go out a little bit and before we do anything 
out. 
 
1293 
04:03:23.400 --> 04:03:23.760 
MICRC1: Oh. 
 
1294 
04:03:25.170 --> 04:03:28.050 
MICRC1: You still have 64,000 to assign. 
 
1295 
04:03:28.440 --> 04:03:28.980 
Brittni Kellom: mm hmm. 
 
1296 
04:03:29.100 --> 04:03:30.510 
MICRC1: Should I turn that off or. 
 
1297 
04:03:30.570 --> 04:03:31.410 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, please. 
 
1298 
04:03:32.220 --> 04:03:32.640 
Okay. 
 
1299 
04:03:44.970 --> 04:03:57.000 
Brittni Kellom: i'll see we'll see what's happening so I want you to 
select from greenfield park and cadillac heights going nor see if you can 
push into Royal and ferndale. 
 
1300 
04:03:58.830 --> 04:03:59.850 
Brittni Kellom: Those areas. 
 
1301 
04:04:03.390 --> 04:04:03.810 
MICRC1: me. 
 
1302 
04:04:04.950 --> 04:04:07.260 
MICRC1: Not being a very affected that this. 



 
1303 
04:04:07.620 --> 04:04:14.220 
Brittni Kellom: is OK, we have, after the break and you'll have lunch and 
you'll be energized and it'll be meeting you again can. 
 
1304 
04:04:16.170 --> 04:04:17.370 
MICRC1: Well we'll see about that. 
 
1305 
04:04:23.730 --> 04:04:29.040 
MICRC1: Okay, you were saying this here we're going to go this way or 
we're going to start over here and get this. 
 
1306 
04:04:30.540 --> 04:04:31.470 
Brittni Kellom: So. 
 
1307 
04:04:33.480 --> 04:04:33.720 
Brittni Kellom: zoom. 
 
1308 
04:04:34.680 --> 04:04:36.030 
Brittni Kellom: zoom out a little bit, please. 
 
1309 
04:04:37.440 --> 04:04:40.230 
Brittni Kellom: I might be going in the wrong direction, so I want to 
make sure. 
 
1310 
04:04:41.880 --> 04:04:43.320 
Brittni Kellom: yeah okay so. 
 
1311 
04:04:45.360 --> 04:04:57.090 
Brittni Kellom: select the university district Palmer part Bristol farms 
greenville park cadillac heights green acres all the way up until 
ferndale in. 
 
1312 
04:04:58.260 --> 04:05:00.900 
Brittni Kellom: hazel park so everything that's on that slant. 
 
1313 
04:05:01.530 --> 04:05:03.150 
Brittni Kellom: To the yep. 
 
1314 
04:05:09.240 --> 04:05:13.680 
MICRC1: Let me get this straight precent precincts precincts. 
 



1315 
04:05:13.770 --> 04:05:14.970 
Brittni Kellom: And we have one more minute. 
 
1316 
04:05:22.710 --> 04:05:26.670 
MICRC1: we're just going to highlight this and go from there on. 
 
1317 
04:05:28.920 --> 04:05:31.890 
MICRC1: That little bs no patient here. 
 
1318 
04:05:36.870 --> 04:05:39.960 
MICRC1: Okay that's generally where you were wanting to go with it. 
 
1319 
04:05:40.110 --> 04:05:46.560 
Brittni Kellom: yeah and now select pieces of ferndale and Royal up I 
know we have those little outliers, but I want to. 
 
1320 
04:05:48.300 --> 04:05:49.440 
Brittni Kellom: Right now, the. 
 
1321 
04:05:49.680 --> 04:05:54.630 
Brittni Kellom: population is is quite black which I was aware of so 
we're going to. 
 
1322 
04:05:55.080 --> 04:05:55.770 
MICRC1: Try to pull in. 
 
1323 
04:05:55.800 --> 04:05:58.830 
Brittni Kellom: more detail and hazel park hazel park and see what 
happens. 
 
1324 
04:05:59.430 --> 04:06:04.230 
MICRC1: Okay, we can start doing that, at the yep yeah at a higher level. 
 
1325 
04:06:09.450 --> 04:06:10.080 
Brittni Kellom: and include. 
 
1326 
04:06:12.150 --> 04:06:13.020 
Brittni Kellom: Royal oak yep. 
 
1327 
04:06:15.240 --> 04:06:17.940 
MICRC1: that's 36,000 unique 45. 



 
1328 
04:06:18.480 --> 04:06:20.130 
Brittni Kellom: That higher and what I. 
 
1329 
04:06:22.050 --> 04:06:23.910 
Brittni Kellom: Do pleasant rage. 
 
1330 
04:06:25.170 --> 04:06:27.450 
MICRC1: Okay i'm gonna sign there, so we got a base. 
 
1331 
04:06:29.910 --> 04:06:37.020 
Brittni Kellom: Anyway, I know that I will will likely have to go back 
and fix this i'm trying to. 
 
1332 
04:06:38.310 --> 04:06:40.170 
Brittni Kellom: Trying to do what happens. 
 
1333 
04:06:41.160 --> 04:06:47.670 
MICRC1: you're just 6000 or 7.4% light, so you can still add. 
 
1334 
04:06:47.910 --> 04:06:57.930 
Brittni Kellom: So yeah so add all that little light area that Martin 
park pilgrim village Dexter finkel the area to the i'm sorry I probably 
going to quickly. 
 
1335 
04:07:09.180 --> 04:07:11.010 
Brittni Kellom: And then the area north of that. 
 
1336 
04:07:13.470 --> 04:07:14.310 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, sir. 
 
1337 
04:07:30.480 --> 04:07:31.140 
MICRC1: This correct. 
 
1338 
04:07:32.970 --> 04:07:38.100 
Brittni Kellom: versus what are you thinking so far, but with nevermind 
Bruce might have to keep your thoughts. 
 
1339 
04:07:39.180 --> 04:07:49.020 
MICRC1: yeah I think you should come with I think we've got what we'll do 
is we'll we'll come back and we returned from our break we'll come back 
to you know have noon Bruce begin to assess what you've got there. 



 
1340 
04:07:49.350 --> 04:07:57.120 
MICRC1: OK district eight it needs to drop 6200 people to be at perfect 
609 percent. 
 
1341 
04:07:58.350 --> 04:07:58.680 
Brittni Kellom: Okay. 
 
1342 
04:08:02.070 --> 04:08:02.880 
Brittni Kellom: that's you on it. 
 
1343 
04:08:05.040 --> 04:08:05.760 
MICRC1: Thanks for June. 
 
1344 
04:08:07.350 --> 04:08:09.810 
MICRC1: objection assess for 16 minutes. 
 
1345 
04:08:11.610 --> 04:08:15.210 
MICRC1: objections, we will stand in recess until it looks like it's 12. 
 
1346 
04:08:18.000 --> 04:08:21.510 
MICRC1: it's 12 three so we'll be back here can we can we start at one 
o'clock. 
 
1347 
04:08:22.950 --> 04:08:25.620 
MICRC1: Okay we'll try to start at nine o'clock Thank you i'll see you 
then. 
 
1348 
05:06:22.950 --> 05:06:32.160 
MICRC1: As vice chair the Commission I call this meeting with the machine 
independence is is redistricting Commission back to order at one o'clock 
PM well the secretary, please call the role. 
 
1349 
05:06:33.690 --> 05:06:43.620 
MICRC1: Absolutely, Mr Chair can assure us presto President, when I call 
your name if you're attending today's meeting remotely priestess close 
your physical location i'll start with deb Clark. 
 
1350 
05:06:45.570 --> 05:06:45.900 
MICRC1: Russia. 
 
1351 
05:06:47.220 --> 05:06:48.090 



MICRC1: running the Curry. 
 
1352 
05:06:50.490 --> 05:06:51.540 
MICRC1: Brittany Callum. 
 
1353 
05:06:52.590 --> 05:06:55.140 
Brittni Kellom: Present and attending remotely from Wayne county 
Michigan. 
 
1354 
05:06:56.280 --> 05:06:57.000 
MICRC1: fanta Lang. 
 
1355 
05:06:57.780 --> 05:07:00.690 
Rhonda Lange: Present attending remotely from read city Michigan. 
 
1356 
05:07:05.130 --> 05:07:12.060 
MICRC1: President MC Vice President Dennis black President Rebecca said 
Hello. 
 
1357 
05:07:13.440 --> 05:07:14.190 
MICRC1: And right now. 
 
1358 
05:07:15.720 --> 05:07:18.960 
MICRC1: But your Vice President dustin righteous. 
 
1359 
05:07:20.250 --> 05:07:20.550 
MICRC1: present. 
 
1360 
05:07:22.110 --> 05:07:23.520 
MICRC1: Present and there is a crime. 
 
1361 
05:07:24.900 --> 05:07:29.430 
MICRC1: Without objection, we will continue the unfinished business 
mapping see house districts. 
 
1362 
05:07:31.650 --> 05:07:35.820 
MICRC1: Jackson sections, Mr Kevin we finished with you, before the 
recess. 
 
1363 
05:07:37.020 --> 05:07:39.360 
MICRC1: Are you ready to help us continue. 
 



1364 
05:07:40.290 --> 05:07:40.890 
huh. 
 
1365 
05:07:42.000 --> 05:07:43.560 
Brittni Kellom: Okay i'm. 
 
1366 
05:07:45.660 --> 05:07:49.200 
Brittni Kellom: 6200 well to shave. 
 
1367 
05:07:50.880 --> 05:07:51.780 
Brittni Kellom: i'm. 
 
1368 
05:07:55.890 --> 05:08:00.990 
Brittni Kellom: i'm wondering, can you zoom in to the Western side of the 
district director on district eight. 
 
1369 
05:08:02.970 --> 05:08:05.280 
Brittni Kellom: wondering and do the. 
 
1370 
05:08:06.330 --> 05:08:13.110 
Brittni Kellom: We have the neighborhood overlay i'm wondering if I 
haven't included some areas over there. 
 
1371 
05:08:16.230 --> 05:08:29.400 
Brittni Kellom: That maybe like I was thinking of like pilgrim village 
Martin part not university district, but southern the southern part of 
the district that i've drawn on the left side of having higher Dexter 
finkel that year yeah. 
 
1372 
05:08:33.360 --> 05:08:36.720 
MICRC1: This is a, this is a split neighborhood according. 
 
1373 
05:08:38.070 --> 05:08:41.490 
MICRC1: To right there there it's going to l shaped pork seats right. 
 
1374 
05:08:44.610 --> 05:08:47.250 
MICRC1: can really connect to the investor i'm. 
 
1375 
05:08:47.580 --> 05:08:48.210 
Brittni Kellom: Sorry go ahead. 
 
1376 



05:08:48.780 --> 05:08:54.120 
MICRC1: yeah I thought, maybe you're looking at the Western side of 
Highland Park, is he doing is changing the game with you when you look 
at. 
 
1377 
05:08:54.810 --> 05:08:56.850 
Brittni Kellom: mm hmm I was thinking about. 
 
1378 
05:08:58.440 --> 05:09:08.220 
Brittni Kellom: removing some of the folks from Mike Russell was pokemon 
boulevard Community Dexter finkel and pilgrim village see if that would 
shave down. 
 
1379 
05:09:09.240 --> 05:09:10.110 
Brittni Kellom: The mountain park. 
 
1380 
05:09:13.170 --> 05:09:15.900 
MICRC1: Okay, are you look into a room. 
 
1381 
05:09:17.490 --> 05:09:17.940 
Brittni Kellom: Yes. 
 
1382 
05:09:18.360 --> 05:09:21.000 
MICRC1: We sink Sir just do it block it walks. 
 
1383 
05:09:21.420 --> 05:09:25.350 
Brittni Kellom: You can do it blacks I don't see the numbers for those so 
it will. 
 
1384 
05:09:25.890 --> 05:09:26.970 
Brittni Kellom: Be trial and error. 
 
1385 
05:09:27.720 --> 05:09:32.460 
MICRC1: or start right here, and just make you directly, where you want 
to go. 
 
1386 
05:09:33.210 --> 05:09:33.660 
Okay. 
 
1387 
05:09:35.940 --> 05:09:43.620 
MICRC1: And ready, because we don't have conditions to tell here does not 
impact when those numbers that you would recommend like we try to keep 
pillars that less. 



 
1388 
05:09:46.140 --> 05:09:52.260 
Brittni Kellom: Important neighbor I don't know enough about marriage and 
higher i'd have to see is some cross streets. 
 
1389 
05:09:53.280 --> 05:09:56.550 
Brittni Kellom: Because again we know always use neighborhoods. 
 
1390 
05:09:57.750 --> 05:10:00.900 
MICRC1: Yes, i'm learning that from you all, so I appreciate that Thank 
you. 
 
1391 
05:10:05.160 --> 05:10:23.580 
Brittni Kellom: Okay, all right, can I like what you're doing let's let's 
see what happens let's go chip away at Russell was too, especially since 
i've split them up because Russell Russell was an open we'll have our 
community are close and kind of tightening so I won't feel bad about 
putting them back. 
 
1392 
05:10:30.510 --> 05:10:33.600 
Brittni Kellom: and go along Dexter avenue keep going North and remove. 
 
1393 
05:10:36.210 --> 05:10:39.660 
Brittni Kellom: Remove the blocks, I think that's Davison. 
 
1394 
05:10:46.860 --> 05:10:49.350 
Brittni Kellom: So go not yet take out Dexter finkel. 
 
1395 
05:10:51.240 --> 05:10:54.360 
MICRC1: This this or this part. 
 
1396 
05:10:56.970 --> 05:10:58.020 
Brittni Kellom: Take out just that part. 
 
1397 
05:10:59.010 --> 05:10:59.400 
Okay. 
 
1398 
05:11:03.420 --> 05:11:06.000 
Brittni Kellom: Take all of it i'm sorry I can't take all of it and see 
what happens. 
 
1399 
05:11:46.320 --> 05:11:48.930 



MICRC1: shall continue on to further east work. 
 
1400 
05:11:51.630 --> 05:11:53.640 
Brittni Kellom: Now we've got the weird part, though. 
 
1401 
05:11:54.900 --> 05:11:59.880 
MICRC1: is I think that's one senses spock we can put that put that back 
in is that what you're saying. 
 
1402 
05:12:01.980 --> 05:12:03.300 
Brittni Kellom: That jagat piece. 
 
1403 
05:12:04.140 --> 05:12:05.640 
MICRC1: I taught this okay yep. 
 
1404 
05:12:05.670 --> 05:12:06.120 
Brittni Kellom: mm hmm. 
 
1405 
05:12:06.690 --> 05:12:08.250 
MICRC1: folks as box in this area. 
 
1406 
05:12:08.340 --> 05:12:08.880 
MICRC1: But yes. 
 
1407 
05:12:09.450 --> 05:12:10.680 
MICRC1: This is blocked so we'll say. 
 
1408 
05:12:11.730 --> 05:12:16.410 
Brittni Kellom: Okay, I wanted to take out Dexter finkel, but I think 
we're gonna if i'm looking we're only. 
 
1409 
05:12:19.350 --> 05:12:22.800 
Brittni Kellom: or 1440 me, we need. 
 
1410 
05:12:25.230 --> 05:12:26.310 
Brittni Kellom: For 25. 
 
1411 
05:12:30.120 --> 05:12:30.420 
MICRC1: Yes. 
 
1412 
05:12:31.230 --> 05:12:32.310 



Brittni Kellom: Can you take out. 
 
1413 
05:12:34.950 --> 05:12:39.750 
Brittni Kellom: That area to the left in the area to the right so that 
that whole area is just on a sign. 
 
1414 
05:12:40.770 --> 05:12:41.760 
MICRC1: This whole every. 
 
1415 
05:12:42.240 --> 05:12:42.750 
Brittni Kellom: mm hmm. 
 
1416 
05:12:43.170 --> 05:12:44.040 
MICRC1: or this area. 
 
1417 
05:12:44.070 --> 05:12:47.130 
Brittni Kellom: Of this call, I was talking about that whole area. 
 
1418 
05:12:47.250 --> 05:12:49.530 
Brittni Kellom: And then that kickstarter finkel portion. 
 
1419 
05:12:50.310 --> 05:12:50.730 
MICRC1: This man. 
 
1420 
05:13:20.820 --> 05:13:23.400 
Brittni Kellom: Okay can't slow down, because now well. 
 
1421 
05:13:25.530 --> 05:13:26.130 
MICRC1: that's all. 
 
1422 
05:13:32.280 --> 05:13:34.410 
MICRC1: you're thousand eight we could put the. 
 
1423 
05:13:35.550 --> 05:13:39.990 
MICRC1: sort of splitting split splitting Dexter finkel you could put 
that back in and. 
 
1424 
05:13:41.940 --> 05:13:42.600 
Brittni Kellom: let's do that. 
 
1425 
05:13:43.350 --> 05:13:48.300 



Brittni Kellom: Okay, then Bruce can you chime into let me know what 
you're thinking. 
 
1426 
05:13:51.180 --> 05:13:56.280 
MICRC1: Yes, Commission column it's always good to renew our 
collaborative relationship. 
 
1427 
05:13:56.730 --> 05:13:58.530 
Brittni Kellom: I know I enjoy you. 
 
1428 
05:13:58.560 --> 05:13:59.010 
The feeling. 
 
1429 
05:14:00.330 --> 05:14:00.990 
MICRC1: My clients. 
 
1430 
05:14:03.000 --> 05:14:08.010 
MICRC1: Just glad that there's more light now than there was when we 
spoke last week. 
 
1431 
05:14:10.230 --> 05:14:18.270 
MICRC1: Why, I like what you did with the population, I think that the 
that where the cursor is now, I think it would be. 
 
1432 
05:14:20.850 --> 05:14:29.310 
MICRC1: more preferable if that narrow joining strip or enlarged so it's 
not just such a small piece. 
 
1433 
05:14:29.610 --> 05:14:30.480 
Brittni Kellom: that connects the. 
 
1434 
05:14:31.050 --> 05:14:32.370 
MICRC1: two pieces of the district. 
 
1435 
05:14:35.070 --> 05:14:39.150 
MICRC1: So, are we going to put some of this back into eight. 
 
1436 
05:14:44.280 --> 05:14:44.550 
MICRC1: or. 
 
1437 
05:14:46.110 --> 05:14:47.700 
Brittni Kellom: or continue i'm listening. 



 
1438 
05:14:48.840 --> 05:14:53.640 
MICRC1: i'm saying oh you're going to take more out of eight or you're 
going to put where my cursor is back into a. 
 
1439 
05:14:53.790 --> 05:14:55.230 
Brittni Kellom: half ago back into a. 
 
1440 
05:14:57.300 --> 05:14:59.100 
MICRC1: So let's start with this part. 
 
1441 
05:14:59.700 --> 05:15:06.900 
Brittni Kellom: Yes, please, I was i'm sorry, can I was thinking, because 
I was also did we inadvertently remove something from Martin part. 
 
1442 
05:15:08.070 --> 05:15:08.640 
MICRC1: No that's. 
 
1443 
05:15:09.810 --> 05:15:11.340 
MICRC1: that's the way to was built. 
 
1444 
05:15:13.590 --> 05:15:15.270 
MICRC1: say yes, I can confirm that. 
 
1445 
05:15:17.010 --> 05:15:19.590 
MICRC1: So i'm going to put this back into eight. 
 
1446 
05:15:22.770 --> 05:15:31.380 
Brittni Kellom: I just know that Russell was in our in part, but now they 
should be together but i'm sorry I just caught my okay yeah you can put 
that back. 
 
1447 
05:15:32.910 --> 05:15:33.870 
Brittni Kellom: In. 
 
1448 
05:15:57.900 --> 05:16:01.800 
MICRC1: I believe this right in here, it was the way district two was 
built. 
 
1449 
05:16:12.930 --> 05:16:15.300 
Brittni Kellom: Okay um i'm okay. 
 



1450 
05:16:18.630 --> 05:16:20.310 
Brittni Kellom: And Bruce you can keep talking to me. 
 
1451 
05:16:21.900 --> 05:16:23.970 
Brittni Kellom: But i'm I think. 
 
1452 
05:16:26.070 --> 05:16:33.810 
Brittni Kellom: Geographically, like taking in taking into account the 
neighborhoods and communities in this area i'm Okay, with the shape i'm 
not crazy about. 
 
1453 
05:16:34.980 --> 05:16:39.420 
Brittni Kellom: The numbers but i'd rather talk to you about like 
population and demographics. 
 
1454 
05:16:39.990 --> 05:16:59.610 
MICRC1: Sure means, even though, what you what you've done in the 
district in your you're moving to the north, so you've clearly balanced 
of the voting age and the total population, which I think is is I think 
that's really good we'll look at the election results in a moment, but I 
think. 
 
1455 
05:16:59.610 --> 05:17:15.510 
MICRC1: That fee magically this is similar to what we were talking about 
last week in in working to balance and the districts, particularly the 
black population that you geographically will have to. 
 
1456 
05:17:16.800 --> 05:17:21.540 
MICRC1: Whether it's north east or west go into other areas which you've 
done, I think that. 
 
1457 
05:17:22.710 --> 05:17:34.710 
MICRC1: For now, geographically where and with the population is being 
slightly underpopulated let's look at what the election results tell us, 
and then we can go from there, I just that so. 
 
1458 
05:17:35.400 --> 05:17:39.570 
Brittni Kellom: Okay, I like that plan I think i'm slightly over though 
my friend Bruce. 
 
1459 
05:17:39.660 --> 05:17:54.300 
MICRC1: Yes, that's that's what I was going to point out a little well 
but it's still just precise appreciate that the percentage is is small, 



and so I think that what I tend to look at is the common with the check 
marks to see. 
 
1460 
05:17:55.230 --> 05:18:03.330 
MICRC1: Where if you're over under 5% and you clearly are so you know, 
for purposes of where we are right now I think that's good. 
 
1461 
05:18:03.990 --> 05:18:04.440 
OK. 
 
1462 
05:18:05.700 --> 05:18:06.750 
MICRC1: OK so. 
 
1463 
05:18:08.010 --> 05:18:16.860 
MICRC1: I would, I suggest, and I, the opportunity to talk to Dr Hamlet 
today that there are certain elections that are. 
 
1464 
05:18:17.310 --> 05:18:37.950 
MICRC1: should be consistently highlighted as bellwether elections and 
those elections would be the elections were a minority candidate was 
running so those elections just as a reminder and well, something we look 
at going forward so The first one is the 2020 i'm sorry. 
 
1465 
05:18:39.540 --> 05:18:50.610 
MICRC1: gubernatorial governor governor Whitman his running mate the 
lieutenant governor's and African American so let's look at the 2018 
gubernatorial. 
 
1466 
05:19:00.660 --> 05:19:01.830 
MICRC1: Okay, yes. 
 
1467 
05:19:03.990 --> 05:19:15.180 
MICRC1: And this is district eight I have district eight highlighted 
Kirsch appointing okay so eight for gubernatorial clear advantage. 
 
1468 
05:19:16.530 --> 05:19:33.090 
MICRC1: For the candidate of choice it's about a six six times advantage 
so that's that's that's good and that this is this this right, that is 
configured elects this candidate of choice, then let's look at the 2012 
US President. 
 
1469 
05:19:36.960 --> 05:19:40.980 
Brittni Kellom: I always learned so much when you do this like just keep 
talking keep talking about. 



 
1470 
05:19:41.040 --> 05:19:41.550 
I have to keep. 
 
1471 
05:19:42.690 --> 05:19:44.430 
MICRC1: Thank you very much, commercial film. 
 
1472 
05:19:45.630 --> 05:19:58.980 
MICRC1: So 2012 presidential again and at one advantage between the 
candidate of choice and his opponent, the let's look at the 2012 US 
presidential. 
 
1473 
05:20:01.620 --> 05:20:02.730 
MICRC1: Well i'm sorry we just did that. 
 
1474 
05:20:02.730 --> 05:20:08.970 
MICRC1: 2020 US presidential and the reason that this is a bellwether 
election is that the. 
 
1475 
05:20:10.740 --> 05:20:20.970 
MICRC1: Democratic candidate for Vice President was a minority candidate, 
so when minority candidates run those are particularly important to look 
at in. 
 
1476 
05:20:21.300 --> 05:20:34.410 
MICRC1: analyzing election so here again can minority candidate of choice 
prevails about a little less than a six to one advantage now let's look 
at the 2014 Secretary of State. 
 
1477 
05:20:43.020 --> 05:20:58.590 
MICRC1: that's dillard and Johnson OK, and again dillard is the candidate 
of choices also, I believe, African Americans so get in this district 
it's about a four to one advantage and and can't we'll just go. 
 
1478 
05:20:59.130 --> 05:21:10.200 
MICRC1: let's look on the screen and then we'll just move to the left and 
then we'll just complete it will just read through all the elections, let 
me look at this tab here to see what's under it I haven't yeah let's do I 
did not. 
 
1479 
05:21:12.150 --> 05:21:25.980 
MICRC1: So this is the presidential the Senate gov Secretary state all at 
one time yeah and I think that this is where you want to yes i'm sorry 



yes that's right, I think, then this is what Dr handling I were talking 
about. 
 
1480 
05:21:26.490 --> 05:21:33.270 
MICRC1: This will be the first tab that I would suggest we go to because 
there are minority candidates running and all the elections. 
 
1481 
05:21:33.630 --> 05:21:49.860 
MICRC1: So that is in the terminology, those are bellwether elections 
will look at that and then we'll go to the rest of the election so first 
so to me the tab it's the focus guess okay So yes, I emailed Mr brace 
about finding a way to. 
 
1482 
05:21:51.030 --> 05:22:01.680 
MICRC1: highlight specifically and ideally perhaps put all of that in one 
tab with the four bellwether elections at the front on the Left 
highlighted, but. 
 
1483 
05:22:02.730 --> 05:22:09.180 
MICRC1: i'm for what we have now let's look at the focused first and then 
we go to the rest of them. 
 
1484 
05:22:11.640 --> 05:22:18.240 
MICRC1: So let's go back to the full minority races, please, and so we 
could just have we'll just look at the. 
 
1485 
05:22:20.220 --> 05:22:23.430 
MICRC1: remainder the that this isn't the. 
 
1486 
05:22:24.690 --> 05:22:38.280 
MICRC1: Third, minority races tab, this is the focus, so the focus has 
more than the four bellwether election, the focus has to presidential to 
senate gov as Secretary of State. 
 
1487 
05:22:39.540 --> 05:22:41.040 
MICRC1: that's what I was given this. 
 
1488 
05:22:42.090 --> 05:22:50.400 
MICRC1: Is a republican right yeah and then American Academy for a month 
yeah but there were moral elections. 
 
1489 
05:22:51.750 --> 05:22:59.430 
MICRC1: This is the focus rest is what up, you know that was given sure 
what but there were more elections earlier today. 



 
1490 
05:23:00.690 --> 05:23:19.410 
MICRC1: that's under the full minority races I click there now alright so 
let's do that and then not to go all the way to the left yeah, and this 
is what you've been looking at yeah okay so let's just go down down the 
list to see how everything aligns okay to the left, please. 
 
1491 
05:23:20.820 --> 05:23:27.720 
MICRC1: that's as far left i'm sorry to the right to the right okay Okay, 
thank you okay and hold on. 
 
1492 
05:23:32.430 --> 05:23:34.440 
MICRC1: So these are lining up. 
 
1493 
05:23:36.000 --> 05:23:45.510 
MICRC1: Similarly, minority candidates of choice, are winning the margin 
is pretty substantial to the right, please. 
 
1494 
05:23:49.800 --> 05:23:56.640 
MICRC1: Okay, so Commission column, I would say that, in all the 
elections that we're looking at, including the bellwether elections. 
 
1495 
05:23:57.810 --> 05:24:02.190 
MICRC1: The minority candidates of choice when and they win by. 
 
1496 
05:24:03.570 --> 05:24:05.700 
MICRC1: sizable margin, so this is a. 
 
1497 
05:24:07.200 --> 05:24:22.440 
MICRC1: Minority opportunity to lack the ability to elect district, the I 
think that there will be just as there are seemingly with virtually all 
the districts i'm sure there, there may be some additional adjustments, 
but I think the your philosophy of going. 
 
1498 
05:24:23.730 --> 05:24:34.560 
MICRC1: North and encompassing additional areas, while being mindful of 
the black overall population and black voting age population. 
 
1499 
05:24:35.130 --> 05:24:47.280 
MICRC1: I think that that's that's a good strategy, and right now, as I 
said, this district is an ability to select district minority candidates 
choice when all the elections that we have compiled. 
 
1500 



05:24:48.660 --> 05:24:49.200 
Brittni Kellom: Okay. 
 
1501 
05:24:50.250 --> 05:24:51.060 
Brittni Kellom: Thank you. 
 
1502 
05:24:51.570 --> 05:24:52.620 
Brittni Kellom: I appreciate that. 
 
1503 
05:24:53.670 --> 05:25:02.280 
MICRC1: Commission come back as a comment coming yeah i've got something 
that came to mind is commercial calendar this. 
 
1504 
05:25:02.790 --> 05:25:18.930 
MICRC1: we've got any area between eight and five it's on a signed at 
this point, as in Detroit and if that population is on 100,000 we're 
gonna have to split in two districts, one being close to 91,001 being 
very small. 
 
1505 
05:25:19.950 --> 05:25:25.380 
MICRC1: So I would like to do like a quick analysis to see how many 
people in that area and. 
 
1506 
05:25:26.010 --> 05:25:41.610 
MICRC1: yeah and hopefully it'll provide us opportunity to move North as 
well yeah that's a great point let's just let's see who's there and what 
that reveals so i'm gonna make a temporary district nine to just the 
whole population, while we do this. 
 
1507 
05:26:11.130 --> 05:26:17.460 
MICRC1: That is 20,000 will add to it, I guess, are we talking about 
including this I guess we'd have to correct it. 
 
1508 
05:26:20.310 --> 05:26:25.080 
Brittni Kellom: And just for clarification, Commissioner, like you said, 
eight and five, but clearly meant eight and six. 
 
1509 
05:26:25.950 --> 05:26:26.700 
MICRC1: i'm sorry yes. 
 
1510 
05:26:27.810 --> 05:26:28.140 
Brittni Kellom: Okay. 
 
1511 



05:26:30.810 --> 05:26:35.790 
MICRC1: There we're getting a little extra in there, but I think for 
illustrated illustrative purposes. 
 
1512 
05:26:37.890 --> 05:26:43.950 
MICRC1: Yes, I recall in the northern part of Detroit up in that area has 
a significant population. 
 
1513 
05:26:53.370 --> 05:26:59.190 
MICRC1: Now we got a couple a little extra population in there, but 
that's 85 and we'll remove. 
 
1514 
05:27:01.680 --> 05:27:02.190 
MICRC1: Some so. 
 
1515 
05:27:04.140 --> 05:27:16.680 
MICRC1: that's a little bit so it's about a district, and we can go over 
the north it's not a district, those are at with 85 now I think what we 
need, we would need to go north to fill in our pocket, and you to add to 
it. 
 
1516 
05:27:18.300 --> 05:27:33.660 
MICRC1: No, no, so what I mean this is, I think we've what we've 
understood is that it is it's about a district one house district know 
that less than what we need, and it was there other do we can look at 
demographics, for the demographics, here we can assign it and actually 
look at the demographic. 
 
1517 
05:27:34.740 --> 05:27:53.460 
MICRC1: including some little pieces and excluding some little pieces but 
yeah that's the just have it as district nine my intent was so we just 
didn't get box down in some way that's 83% non Hispanic black, and that 
is, you know, taking a little bit of for but will undo it get it. 
 
1518 
05:27:55.980 --> 05:28:02.220 
MICRC1: 1000 people, which is little less than 10% entire district. 
 
1519 
05:28:03.570 --> 05:28:05.400 
MICRC1: And they will have an influence on the number. 
 
1520 
05:28:09.090 --> 05:28:09.240 
MICRC1: and 
 
1521 
05:28:10.800 --> 05:28:15.360 



MICRC1: I I personally am it just going to depend how the numbers work 
out when we do it, but. 
 
1522 
05:28:17.340 --> 05:28:33.210 
MICRC1: We have the opportunity and a reduced by 2000 and we need to yeah 
now we don't have the opportunity, I think, in in five or six, we have 
the opportunity to reduce as well, so I wanna I want to make sure we turn 
it back over and Commissioner county. 
 
1523 
05:28:35.250 --> 05:28:44.400 
Brittni Kellom: I am pleased with what i've drawn I took into account 
when I over the break of shaving I said Okay, I can take away some of the 
eastern. 
 
1524 
05:28:45.390 --> 05:29:01.800 
Brittni Kellom: Part of district eight which would remove some of the 
black population, where I was thinking of hazel park is an alternative 
which has some mixed population in terms of demographics, however, I just 
decided to leave it that way that way that way that way pardon me. 
 
1525 
05:29:03.060 --> 05:29:04.650 
Brittni Kellom: i'm with making that choice. 
 
1526 
05:29:05.700 --> 05:29:14.190 
Brittni Kellom: Thinking about the next district that could allow someone 
to pull population, perhaps from hazel park and integrate that. 
 
1527 
05:29:14.970 --> 05:29:33.270 
Brittni Kellom: So I would leave it this way, so that there are some 
options, as Commissioner Clark highlighted, but I am fine with accounting 
for the voting rights at voting age population, considering the 
demographic that heavily by population in the city of Detroit I. 
 
1528 
05:29:34.800 --> 05:29:55.470 
Brittni Kellom: looked to incorporate some of our insular suburbs 
ferndale Royal oak pleasant reach hazel park which mix the population as 
well as considered some of the LGBT Q I a communities in that area, so I 
think this is a district that works in terms of the numbers. 
 
1529 
05:29:56.700 --> 05:30:00.780 
Brittni Kellom: Population era, but also give some options as we move 
forward. 
 
1530 
05:30:04.440 --> 05:30:09.300 



MICRC1: From the Secretary of State thanks Sean did you have something 
before we move on okay. 
 
1531 
05:30:11.190 --> 05:30:14.040 
MICRC1: Very good, Commissioner, with us. 
 
1532 
05:30:15.810 --> 05:30:17.610 
Rhonda Lange: I am with you and i'm ready to go. 
 
1533 
05:30:19.440 --> 05:30:25.770 
Rhonda Lange: Can we can't i'm gonna go to the south and kind of go 
around we're Commissioner witches drew. 
 
1534 
05:30:28.860 --> 05:30:31.680 
MICRC1: South gate Taylor wanna. 
 
1535 
05:30:31.740 --> 05:30:32.490 
Rhonda Lange: go in South. 
 
1536 
05:30:33.780 --> 05:30:36.780 
Rhonda Lange: south of Detroit yes, by the way, and. 
 
1537 
05:30:39.810 --> 05:30:40.770 
MICRC1: that's why in dog. 
 
1538 
05:30:41.400 --> 05:30:46.890 
Rhonda Lange: Yes, Okay, I want to start with the areas along the river. 
 
1539 
05:30:48.240 --> 05:30:53.670 
Rhonda Lange: and Commissioners correct me is this what they referred to 
when they refer to downriver. 
 
1540 
05:30:55.590 --> 05:30:56.850 
MICRC1: Somebody nodding heads here, yes. 
 
1541 
05:30:57.090 --> 05:30:57.390 
Okay. 
 
1542 
05:31:00.510 --> 05:31:01.470 
Rhonda Lange: And can. 
 
1543 



05:31:01.500 --> 05:31:15.450 
Rhonda Lange: Also restart before I start picking away, can I get the 
African American dots brought up, so I can get a quick overview and then 
the Hispanic after that, just to make sure. 
 
1544 
05:31:16.890 --> 05:31:24.030 
MICRC1: All right, this is the African American black alone category. 
 
1545 
05:31:26.040 --> 05:31:26.340 
Rhonda Lange: Okay. 
 
1546 
05:31:26.370 --> 05:31:26.670 
The. 
 
1547 
05:31:28.650 --> 05:31:30.630 
MICRC1: And you want to look at the Hispanic. 
 
1548 
05:31:30.720 --> 05:31:31.080 
Yes. 
 
1549 
05:31:32.250 --> 05:31:33.060 
Rhonda Lange: Yes, please. 
 
1550 
05:31:35.190 --> 05:31:39.300 
MICRC1: This is the Hispanic alone greater than 10%. 
 
1551 
05:31:42.390 --> 05:31:42.840 
Rhonda Lange: Okay. 
 
1552 
05:31:44.520 --> 05:31:47.340 
Rhonda Lange: So I want to start at the top i'm. 
 
1553 
05:31:49.140 --> 05:31:53.790 
Rhonda Lange: area that's unassigned next to next to five on the river. 
 
1554 
05:31:54.810 --> 05:31:57.180 
MICRC1: Commissioner, Commissioner, which is as a as a thought. 
 
1555 
05:31:59.010 --> 05:32:06.930 
MICRC1: I just wanted to tell you I mean downriver goes basically from 
where you see the district down south to the squiggly line that's at 
Monroe county border. 



 
1556 
05:32:07.740 --> 05:32:17.430 
MICRC1: So all those all those things around town it's kind of a that's 
kind of a stretch but South gate wind at in Gibraltar trenton rosie all 
those. 
 
1557 
05:32:18.630 --> 05:32:28.200 
Rhonda Lange: Okay, can we highlight that Kent did you hear all those 
areas, he said, can we just follow the River down, so I can kind of get 
an idea of what that looks like. 
 
1558 
05:32:33.030 --> 05:32:36.360 
MICRC1: it's just a Monroe county line right here, yes it is. 
 
1559 
05:32:39.240 --> 05:32:40.890 
MICRC1: Is that what you want to say, Commissioner, line. 
 
1560 
05:32:41.190 --> 05:32:42.090 
Rhonda Lange: Yes, please. 
 
1561 
05:32:50.550 --> 05:32:54.570 
MICRC1: I think you may have missed the instruction to actually 
highlighted we rescued and I Let it come strolling. 
 
1562 
05:32:54.900 --> 05:32:56.190 
Rhonda Lange: Yes, I was pleased. 
 
1563 
05:32:58.320 --> 05:32:59.820 
MICRC1: All way down to walk word. 
 
1564 
05:33:00.450 --> 05:33:02.190 
Rhonda Lange: It to the county line, please. 
 
1565 
05:33:02.400 --> 05:33:04.200 
MICRC1: OK, now the right there. 
 
1566 
05:33:05.970 --> 05:33:06.840 
MICRC1: Tell me, if this is right. 
 
1567 
05:33:14.280 --> 05:33:16.530 
MICRC1: We have to go to precincts and such and here. 
 



1568 
05:33:23.070 --> 05:33:25.830 
MICRC1: And the remainder is precincts. 
 
1569 
05:33:43.410 --> 05:33:43.860 
MICRC1: So. 
 
1570 
05:33:45.450 --> 05:33:51.870 
MICRC1: This really doesn't have to do with your district, but I just 
wanted to say this before we get too far, I wanted to ask justin. 
 
1571 
05:33:53.850 --> 05:34:10.620 
MICRC1: Since we have the Hispanic bubbles up right now the your little 
section that comes down doesn't doesn't look like it contains any but 
right to the side of it does so, would you consider putting those in to 
boost that Hispanic population. 
 
1572 
05:34:12.990 --> 05:34:25.620 
MICRC1: Sorry, just in response, yet that would be fine if we want to 
judge that over that's not a I think I tried that when I was testing it 
in the population is quite high, but yeah i'm perfectly fine with doing 
that. 
 
1573 
05:34:27.960 --> 05:34:30.630 
MICRC1: This area highlighted is 68,000. 
 
1574 
05:34:31.860 --> 05:34:35.460 
MICRC1: So you you're still 25,000 short of. 
 
1575 
05:34:36.570 --> 05:34:37.500 
MICRC1: Approximately. 
 
1576 
05:34:38.100 --> 05:34:40.230 
Rhonda Lange: Okay let's go ahead and assign that for the moment. 
 
1577 
05:34:47.100 --> 05:34:51.510 
MICRC1: to clean up you know this district for surrounding those we had 
to go to the block level. 
 
1578 
05:34:52.890 --> 05:34:57.090 
MICRC1: But there's no population there, so I won't impact what you're 
looking at other and look better. 
 
1579 



05:35:02.760 --> 05:35:09.000 
MICRC1: So you are 24% below 22,000 669 low okay. 
 
1580 
05:35:09.780 --> 05:35:26.850 
Rhonda Lange: dustin are you going to be cleaning up that little section 
there in South gate at the moment, or can you give me recommendation on 
do I look at the south districts more than the northern when adding to 
this. 
 
1581 
05:35:29.220 --> 05:35:34.320 
MICRC1: Or, I suppose, what we should or could do is take those take that 
little. 
 
1582 
05:35:35.790 --> 05:35:36.870 
MICRC1: I don't know what to call it. 
 
1583 
05:35:37.200 --> 05:35:38.670 
Rhonda Lange: Like the little fear coming down. 
 
1584 
05:35:38.700 --> 05:35:57.780 
MICRC1: yeah that if we if we can take those potential to southern most 
blue districts have five and put them directly to the left so right 
underneath where it says Lincoln park there's two square districts that 
are unassigned. 
 
1585 
05:35:58.980 --> 05:36:00.210 
MICRC1: yep though the. 
 
1586 
05:36:01.530 --> 05:36:03.840 
MICRC1: movie move there, then the one below that. 
 
1587 
05:36:05.250 --> 05:36:13.680 
MICRC1: We can assign those to five and then remove the other two there 
you go and remove those two and see what that does, would you remove them 
or add them to nine. 
 
1588 
05:36:14.640 --> 05:36:29.730 
MICRC1: Well, five you would add to those two we would add tonight and 
then shifted over to five these two districts here add up to 
approximately 4300 these to add up to closer to. 
 
1589 
05:36:30.780 --> 05:36:32.220 
MICRC1: 5000 not quite. 
 



1590 
05:36:34.410 --> 05:36:36.840 
MICRC1: 700 that's fine we'll do that for now. 
 
1591 
05:36:39.330 --> 05:36:41.730 
MICRC1: Commissioner, do you want to put these two and. 
 
1592 
05:36:42.360 --> 05:36:43.140 
nine. 
 
1593 
05:37:09.030 --> 05:37:12.750 
MICRC1: These two and five yes please. 
 
1594 
05:37:17.190 --> 05:37:24.930 
MICRC1: dustin if i'm not mistaken there's the the northern section just 
above nine, which is now in southern part of district five that's still a 
part of why and. 
 
1595 
05:37:25.260 --> 05:37:34.560 
MICRC1: Do you want to keep that Northern section of wind died or would 
you rather have wind up the whole and sort of move into that the area 
where the Hispanic community. 
 
1596 
05:37:34.980 --> 05:37:44.820 
MICRC1: I think those dots where that's fine, so the the 30432 2316 
population of those which works like that's done, why is that yeah okay 
so. 
 
1597 
05:37:45.840 --> 05:37:54.420 
MICRC1: Just those well, I believe that all three of these are one that, 
in that the blue line yeah that's my understanding yeah. 
 
1598 
05:37:54.810 --> 05:37:55.170 
dustin. 
 
1599 
05:37:56.220 --> 05:38:03.420 
Rhonda Lange: dustin can we take those three and then shipped over and 
pick up the rest of the Hispanic population then could. 
 
1600 
05:38:03.720 --> 05:38:04.230 
MICRC1: be fined by. 
 
1601 
05:38:04.440 --> 05:38:04.950 



nine. 
 
1602 
05:38:06.300 --> 05:38:07.500 
MICRC1: That would be fine by me. 
 
1603 
05:38:07.830 --> 05:38:13.530 
Rhonda Lange: Okay, so that would be oh four or five and eight correct, 
are we talking about the same ones. 
 
1604 
05:38:14.400 --> 05:38:15.030 
MICRC1: Yes, we are. 
 
1605 
05:38:15.630 --> 05:38:18.210 
Rhonda Lange: Okay, could you add those two nine, please. 
 
1606 
05:38:26.520 --> 05:38:42.630 
MICRC1: And also, if I may briefly, I think that your point about keeping 
the Hispanic Community whole is is good, I think that that's important 
and then, as the adjustments that Commissioner witches and Commissioner 
Lang are making, I think our. 
 
1607 
05:38:43.740 --> 05:38:54.390 
MICRC1: city significant in that they're changing the demographics, but 
also keeping this this Hispanic Community all in five, I believe, and I 
think that's very important. 
 
1608 
05:38:55.920 --> 05:38:58.770 
MICRC1: Okay, we can make it right for me to move this tonight. 
 
1609 
05:38:59.520 --> 05:39:00.360 
Rhonda Lange: Yes, please. 
 
1610 
05:39:03.600 --> 05:39:08.130 
MICRC1: Commissioner, which is the only thing that we're doing here which 
doesn't really. 
 
1611 
05:39:09.240 --> 05:39:14.190 
MICRC1: I think we'll be fine as the reason why I had that that finger. 
 
1612 
05:39:15.450 --> 05:39:17.910 
MICRC1: Type just coming down the south, was to keep. 
 
1613 



05:39:19.800 --> 05:39:23.580 
MICRC1: What southgate of I remember itself getting Taylor whole. 
 
1614 
05:39:25.440 --> 05:39:26.040 
MICRC1: But. 
 
1615 
05:39:27.180 --> 05:39:40.440 
MICRC1: The given given public comments that we've received in regards to 
the next Community that should be fine to do I i'm not married to the 
idea of keeping wine me South gate and Taylor whole it'll be. 
 
1616 
05:39:41.580 --> 05:39:44.370 
MICRC1: close enough to hold minus two small little precincts. 
 
1617 
05:39:45.660 --> 05:39:48.720 
MICRC1: and Commissioner Lang I think you're initiating this, so this is 
much appreciated. 
 
1618 
05:39:49.860 --> 05:40:06.540 
MICRC1: You have the Oregon exactly which of these precincts we need 
approximate delay at 500 so there, it looks like that's a Spanish 
population there well mark that is 2800 300 Hispanic. 
 
1619 
05:40:07.950 --> 05:40:09.390 
MICRC1: 3600 for honor. 
 
1620 
05:40:10.740 --> 05:40:11.640 
MICRC1: So those are the. 
 
1621 
05:40:13.290 --> 05:40:16.380 
MICRC1: precincts there 10% or higher and Hispanic. 
 
1622 
05:40:18.120 --> 05:40:19.110 
MICRC1: How do you want to get the. 
 
1623 
05:40:20.190 --> 05:40:21.420 
MICRC1: Nine or so thousand. 
 
1624 
05:40:22.320 --> 05:40:25.830 
Rhonda Lange: dustin five was years originally so which way, would you 
like to go. 
 
1625 



05:40:28.440 --> 05:40:43.470 
MICRC1: Alright, so those three precincts together is roughly 10,000 
quote pretty close all right, that one, and this precinct comes up in 
here kind of splits it up, however, you want to do it just that the 03 
right there. 
 
1626 
05:40:44.550 --> 05:40:49.050 
MICRC1: This one right here, and then 09, which is the other one with 
the.in it. 
 
1627 
05:40:53.250 --> 05:40:59.490 
MICRC1: Yes, 10,000 either little odd shape here I don't know what it's 
all about one, a sign that sure. 
 
1628 
05:41:03.360 --> 05:41:04.530 
MICRC1: Now what we could do. 
 
1629 
05:41:06.990 --> 05:41:08.970 
MICRC1: Is take a couple off on the. 
 
1630 
05:41:10.200 --> 05:41:11.340 
MICRC1: On the northern side. 
 
1631 
05:41:13.200 --> 05:41:14.160 
MICRC1: Is that would be okay. 
 
1632 
05:41:15.870 --> 05:41:18.150 
MICRC1: Why don't you and Commissioner, which is work this out. 
 
1633 
05:41:19.680 --> 05:41:23.370 
Rhonda Lange: i'm here with you dustin so i'm open to suggestion. 
 
1634 
05:41:24.510 --> 05:41:26.310 
MICRC1: So if you're 10,000 over. 
 
1635 
05:41:28.140 --> 05:41:36.360 
MICRC1: Oh wait no hold on we're 1780 over I think we're good let's keep 
that, as is for now. 
 
1636 
05:41:38.490 --> 05:41:45.180 
MICRC1: And then you should be able to continue moving down towards the 
Monroe county border. 
 



1637 
05:41:46.230 --> 05:41:51.090 
MICRC1: And then district nine he's a proximate only 9700. 
 
1638 
05:41:51.720 --> 05:42:00.210 
Rhonda Lange: So do I add dustin In your opinion, with this up, adding 
the rest of the south gate area makes sense, with down river, or does 
that not make sense. 
 
1639 
05:42:05.910 --> 05:42:06.540 
bad shape. 
 
1640 
05:42:09.540 --> 05:42:10.620 
MICRC1: This is rockwood. 
 
1641 
05:42:14.850 --> 05:42:21.510 
MICRC1: right there, we could potentially do the do the south gate but I 
don't know what the balance of that would be right now so we'll find out. 
 
1642 
05:42:33.600 --> 05:42:39.750 
MICRC1: That area South gate is 13,000 and while you wouldn't get that 
piece out there, so it doesn't matter. 
 
1643 
05:42:46.410 --> 05:42:47.670 
MICRC1: So that put you. 
 
1644 
05:42:48.780 --> 05:42:50.250 
MICRC1: A certain percentage over. 
 
1645 
05:42:54.240 --> 05:42:57.150 
MICRC1: How much over wow for down sorry. 
 
1646 
05:42:59.520 --> 05:43:01.800 
MICRC1: Approximately 4000 which. 
 
1647 
05:43:03.150 --> 05:43:07.560 
MICRC1: Is should be about four and a half percent maybe Alex can you. 
 
1648 
05:43:08.820 --> 05:43:10.920 
MICRC1: Can you scroll down a little bit more from Kim. 
 
1649 
05:43:13.980 --> 05:43:25.620 



MICRC1: 006 and 007 we could potentially remove those two precincts which 
around the West side of district nine on the south or. 
 
1650 
05:43:28.080 --> 05:43:29.700 
Rhonda Lange: And then keep the south gate. 
 
1651 
05:43:30.270 --> 05:43:30.480 
As. 
 
1652 
05:43:31.530 --> 05:43:37.440 
MICRC1: And then we can, and then we can have a secondary subset of 
downriver which would be the more inland precincts. 
 
1653 
05:43:38.100 --> 05:43:38.460 
Okay. 
 
1654 
05:43:40.380 --> 05:43:40.710 
MICRC1: My. 
 
1655 
05:43:40.950 --> 05:43:42.360 
MICRC1: My thoughts so. 
 
1656 
05:43:43.050 --> 05:43:46.290 
Rhonda Lange: i'm open to thoughts, because you know this area, better 
than I do. 
 
1657 
05:43:47.550 --> 05:43:49.260 
Rhonda Lange: So Kent let's. 
 
1658 
05:43:50.430 --> 05:43:55.320 
Rhonda Lange: When that comes back up let's take out those two areas, he 
just suggested to the south. 
 
1659 
05:43:56.700 --> 05:43:57.810 
MICRC1: That be right about. 
 
1660 
05:43:59.670 --> 05:44:02.130 
MICRC1: It it still hasn't come back, I mean. 
 
1661 
05:44:03.870 --> 05:44:04.020 
I. 
 



1662 
05:44:13.650 --> 05:44:16.140 
MICRC1: it's still I don't know why it's taken so long. 
 
1663 
05:44:18.150 --> 05:44:19.710 
Rhonda Lange: that's fine we're here till six. 
 
1664 
05:44:28.140 --> 05:44:29.580 
MICRC1: He said i'm well aware of that. 
 
1665 
05:47:12.240 --> 05:47:25.260 
MICRC1: Okay, I think we're back to where we need to be I believe that's 
where it was um No, this is not where it was adjusted, it was this this 
is back to the finger. 
 
1666 
05:47:26.340 --> 05:47:31.620 
MICRC1: know the finger was right there that wasn't was here oh good that 
these and. 
 
1667 
05:47:32.970 --> 05:47:39.330 
MICRC1: it's missing, something else is it yes it's missing this right 
here, I think, yes okay that's when it started acting crazy. 
 
1668 
05:47:47.160 --> 05:47:50.490 
MICRC1: I remember right and i'm sure you let me know if i'm not. 
 
1669 
05:47:57.300 --> 05:48:01.620 
MICRC1: That was the three precincts we had put into 5am I correct on 
that. 
 
1670 
05:48:05.130 --> 05:48:06.240 
Rhonda Lange: dots and that. 
 
1671 
05:48:07.350 --> 05:48:07.950 
MICRC1: Will pretty sure. 
 
1672 
05:48:09.030 --> 05:48:09.870 
MICRC1: Oh yeah yeah we. 
 
1673 
05:48:19.020 --> 05:48:28.590 
MICRC1: render there was there was head nodding in the room, but I wanted 
to make sure that because it's your your it's your turn to ask the 
question does that look right will you be able to help them answer it. 



 
1674 
05:48:31.740 --> 05:48:40.230 
Rhonda Lange: Well, I think, was it oh four that's where one of the 
Hispanic dots are wasn't that included with five. 
 
1675 
05:48:41.880 --> 05:48:43.860 
MICRC1: don't think they're Hispanic dots right now. 
 
1676 
05:48:46.530 --> 05:48:47.520 
MICRC1: Well, let me check again. 
 
1677 
05:48:48.990 --> 05:48:51.780 
MICRC1: No it's not it is. 
 
1678 
05:48:54.060 --> 05:48:54.480 
MICRC1: Definitely. 
 
1679 
05:48:56.250 --> 05:48:58.560 
MICRC1: Okay, and that's at the town. 
 
1680 
05:49:02.430 --> 05:49:06.270 
MICRC1: Can you turn your MIC please can yeah i'm sure this is what we 
had. 
 
1681 
05:49:09.090 --> 05:49:10.080 
MICRC1: And I think it changed. 
 


